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Abstract

The main aim of this research project is to investigate techniques to improve the 
resolution of flow variables on unstructured skewed meshes whilst working within 
a Finite Volume (FV) context. A three-dimensional vertex-based FV algorithm 
for the solution of thermo - fluid flow problems has been developed and integrated 
within a multi-physics FV framework PHYSIC A. Currently PHYSIC A employs a 
cell-centred discretisation technique for fluid mechanics problems and a vertex-based 
discretisation technique for solid mechanics problems. The vertex-based discretisa 
tion approach is validated for a variety of heat transfer problems and comparisons 
are made with cell-centred solutions. A coupled thermo-mechanical problem, in 
cluding solidification and radiation, is simulated using vertex-based and cell-centred 
techniques. Results, run-time and memory requirements are compared.

Hybrid vertex-based/cell-centred discretisation of the hydrodynamic variables is also 
investigated. The components of velocity are solved vertex-based with pressure cell- 
centred or conversely pressure is solved vertex-based with velocity cell-centred. The 
methods are applied to flow in a lid-driven cavity and solutions are obtained on a 
number of distorted meshes. Comparisons are made with the benchmark solutions. 
The hybrid discretisation enables solutions on distorted meshes where purely cell- 
centred techniques fail. The hybrid methods produce final solutions containing errors 
due to mesh distortion.

The co-located vertex-based flow solutions obtained on the distorted meshes are com 
parable to solutions obtained on a uniform Cartesian mesh. Having a good resolution 
of the flow field on distorted meshes enables the solution of other transported vari 
ables using cell-centred techniques. Finally, this hybrid vertex-based/cell-centred 
technique is applied to thermally driven flow, turbulent flow, and three-dimensional 
flow over an aircraft wing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling of 'real-life' processes often re 

quires solutions in complex three-dimensional geometries, which can result in meshes, 

aspects of which are badly distorted. A numerical solution technique is required that 

accurately models the physical process on a mesh that matches the true geometry 

of the physical domain. Employing an unstructured mesh allows physical processes 

with increasingly complex geometries to be modelled. Significant advances have been 

made in the development of numerical methods designed to yield accurate solutions 

on unstructured meshes. Various solution methods have been tried but the two 

major strategies that have emerged involve Finite Volume (FV) and Finite Element 

(FE) approaches. The FV principles of applying conservation laws locally to con 

trol volumes lend themselves to easy physical interpretation. It is these physically 

meaningful concepts that have lead to the FV method being the preferred method 

for the simulation of flow processes and is used in most of the commercially avail 

able CFD codes, e.g. PHEONICS, FLUENT, FLOW-3D, STAR-CD, CFX. There 

are a number of FV approaches, although the most widely used is the cell-centred 

approach. This technique is computationally efficient, uses simple approximations 

to discretise the terms in the transport equation and has low memory requirements 

and fast simulation times. It handles orthogonal unstructured meshes well but is

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

not robust on a non-orthogonal grid. The FE method, for complex flow problems, 

has increased in popularity over recent years and is now being used in commercial 

CFD codes, e.g. FIDAP. A vertex-based FV technique that utilises the flexibility of 

FE, element based piecewise linear shape functions, and the local conservation prin 

ciples of the FV method allows skewed meshes to be handled with ease. However, 

this method is computationally far more expensive than cell-centred techniques.

At the Centre of Numerical Modelling and Process Analysis, University of Green 

wich, a 3D unstructured FV framework for multi-physics modelling [1] (PHYSICA) 

has been developed. PHYSICA currently employs a cell-centred Eulerian discreti 

sation technique for fluid dynamics problems and a vertex-based Lagrangian dis 

cretisation technique for solid mechanics problems. The meshes employed can be 

constructed of a variety of elements, hexahedral, pentahedral or tetrahedral. Prob 

lems are encountered when solving cell-centred on distorted non-orthogonal meshes. 

Fitting a highly orthogonal mesh to a complex geometry can be one of the most 

time consuming aspects of the modelling process. Coupling between different phys 

ical phenomena, such as flow and stress problems, can result in mesh distortion 

occurring during the solution process. The cell-centred approach, though fast and 

efficient on orthogonal meshes, requires the addition of correction terms to account 

for mesh skewness. These correction terms can introduce errors into the solution 

process and lead to difficulties with convergence, [2]. As a result the CFD group 

at the University of Greenwich is interested in identifying a discretisation technique 

that handles non-orthogonality in a mesh and can be efficiently incorporated within 

the multi-physics environment. Is there a method that can capture the efficiency of 

the cell-centred method, whilst retaining the geometric flexibility of a vertex-based 

discretisation procedure?

The overall aim of this research project is to investigate techniques to improve the 

resolution of flow variables on unstructured skewed meshes whilst working within a 

Finite Volume (FV) context. As part of this investigation a vertex-based Eulerian 

discretisation technique, utilising element based piecewise linear shape functions,
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is reviewed and compared with the cell-centred discretisation method. A three- 

dimensional vertex-based FV algorithm for the solution of the general transport 

equation has been developed and integrated within PHYSICA. The vertex-based 

method is further extended to the solution of flow, employing the revised SIMPLER 

solution algorithm. Hybrid vertex-based/cell-centred solution methods are investi 

gated and a method is sought that enables solutions on non-orthogonal distorted 

meshes whilst utilising the computational efficiency of the cell-centred technique.

1.1 Overview of Finite Volume Methods

The finite volume method (FVM) was originally developed as a special class of the 

finite difference formulation, but has since become the most common and preferred 

approach for CFD analysis. The FVM was first introduced by McDonald [3] in 

1971 for the solution of two dimensional time dependent Euler equations, and was 

extended to three-dimensional flows in the early seventies by Patankar and Spalding 

[4].

In the finite volume method the solution domain is divided into a number of fi 

nite control volumes. The conservation equation is integrated in physical space 

over the control volume and a solution sought which makes each of these integrals 

equal to zero. The resulting expression maintains exact conservation of the relevant 

properties for each finite cell volume. The finite volume method traditionally uses 

finite difference type approximations to discretise the transport equation and can be 

applied to cell-centred, cell-vertex or vertex-centred control volumes. The control 

volume and location of the solved variable for the different discretisation methods 

is shown in Figure 1.1
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• Variable

D Control Volume

cell-centred cell-vertex vertex-centred

Figure 1.1: Control volumes and location of solved variable

o Cell-Cent red

The control volume is associated with the mesh element. The governing equation is 

integrated over the mesh cell and the unknown variable is solved and stored at the 

cell centre.

The cell-centred finite volume method was developed in the early 1970's for struc 

tured meshes by Patankar and Spalding [4, 5]. A staggered grid was employed to 

solve the velocity components at the cell faces. A standard work for the cell-centred 

finite volume approach to heat transfer and fluid flow is given by Patankar [6]. The 

method was extended to unstructured meshes in the 1980's. The components of 

velocity and pressure were co-located at the cell centre [7, 8].

o Cell-Vertex

The control volume is again associated with the mesh cell. The governing equation is 

integrated over the mesh cell but in contrast to the cell-centred method the unknown 

variable is solved and stored at the cell vertices.

The cell-vertex finite volume method describes a variety of techniques where the 

variable is stored at the vertices of the mesh cell. The transport equations are in 

tegrated, either as surface or volume integrals, for the element cell and distributed
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among the vertices. The conservation equation for a mesh vertex includes con 

tributions from surrounding element cells giving a system of equations that are 

over-determined. Having more equations than unknown's means that the task of 

solving the discretised equations is more complex than systems with equal numbers 

of equations and unknowns. A general overview is given by Hirsh [9]. McDonald 

[3] applied this technique to flow on a two-dimensional structured mesh in the early 

1970's.

o Vert ex-Cent red

The vertex-centred finite volume methods can be viewed as particular cases of the 

cell-vertex finite volume method producing a system of algebraic equations with 

an equal number of unknowns and equations. Vertex-centred methods can have 

overlapping control volumes consisting of all surrounding element cells with a vertex 

at a common node. Fluxes are estimated across element cell faces from the face 

corner values. Internal cell face fluxes cancel so only external faces of the element 

cells contribute to the flux balance of the vertex control volume.

Non-overlapping control volume methods, as shown in Figure 1.1, construct a dual 

cell centred on the mesh vertex. The dual cell is constructed by dividing each 

element cell between its vertices, normally the element is divided by lines connecting 

the mid-face and element centre. In contrast to the cell vertex method the fluxes are 

integrated along the perimeter of the dual control volume. Consistent expressions 

can then be applied across adjacent control volume faces.

1.1.1 Development of the Finite Volume Method

The cell-centred discretisation method has remained the most preferred finite vol 

ume technique. Using simple finite difference type approximations to discretise the
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various terms in the governing equations, combined with comparatively low storage 

requirements, have made this approach favoured by many of the finite volume com 

mercial codes. The earliest finite volume approach used fully orthogonal Cartesian 

meshes and employed a staggered grid for the velocity components. The idea is 

to evaluate scalar variables, i.e. pressure, temperature, on the ordinary Cartesian 

mesh, but to evaluate velocity components on staggered grids centred on the control 

volume faces. Harlow and Welsh [12, 13] first introduced grid staggering in 1965 for 

finite difference methods. Patankar and Spalding [4, 6] applied staggered grid ar 

rangements to structured finite volume methods in the 1970's. Grid staggering was 

introduced as a means of overcoming spurious oscillating pressure and velocity fields 

that can be encountered when employing equal order co-located methods. Difficul 

ties encountered with equal-order co-located methods are a consequence of the fact 

that only gradients of pressure appear in the momentum equations. If pressure is 

interpolated linearly, only pressure differences between alternate solution points are 

involved in the overall system of equations and a checkerboard pressure field would 

give the same zero pressure gradient as a uniform pressure field. In the mid-1970's 

the FVM was being successfully applied to complex flow phenomena, but was lim 

ited to fully orthogonal structured meshes [4, 5, 10, 11]. The method was fast and 

efficient, but lacked the ability to model physically realistic domains.

In an attempt to fit structured meshes to real life geometries, cell blocking, curvilin 

ear grids and multi-block techniques were employed. To sculpt structured meshes 

to the physical geometry, elements can be fully or partially blocked [14]. The use of 

Body Fitted Co-ordinates [15] to [20], can enable solutions when a strict Cartesian 

mesh is unsuitable. The solution grid and associated transport equations are mapped 

onto their topologically equivalent Cartesian mesh. This approach considerably in 

creases the storage requirements and adds to the complexity of the discretisation 

process. Errors accumulate during the mapping process and become increasingly sig 

nificant if the physical domain is substantially different from the Body Fitted Mesh 

[21]. Solving realistic geometries on a Cartesian mesh can be further improved by
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the use of multi-block techniques [22]. The solution domain is divided into a number 

of blocks, each block being mapped onto its equivalent Cartesian mesh. Multi-block 

techniques allow quite complex geometries to be modelled, external surfaces can be 

represented accurately but internal complexity still presents problems due to the 

lack of flexibility of using different element types.

In the early 1980's the Finite Volume technique was extended to unstructured meshes 

for a number of CFD applications. Cell-centred techniques were employed by Pan 

et al [23] to solve laminar flow problems using an unstructured mesh of triangular 

elements. Chow [24] employed polygonal elements, including triangles, squares and 

octagons, to solve simple flow and heat transfer problems. Simple flow problems 

were solved by many authors, including [25, 26]. Swirling, turbulent, reacting flows 

have been solved by Croft et al [1, 2] and many others. Unstructured techniques 

permitting mixed element types allow complex internal and external domains to 

be represented accurately. Research has focused on non-staggered techniques as 

staggered grid arrangements do not extend easily to unstructured meshes, difficul 

ties are encountered when defining staggered velocity and pressure control volumes 

since the grid lines are generally not parallel to the co-ordinate lines. Staggering also 

requires a large increase in storage of geometry information. Specialized interpo 

lation schemes were developed for co-located non-staggered arrangements. Several 

momentum interpolation methods were proposed in the early 1980's, with small 

variations, by Hsu [7], Rhie and Chow [8] Peric [27] and Burns [28]. In general, 

co-located formulations prevent checker-boarding by expressing the face velocity in 

terms of adjacent velocity and pressure values. An additional term often referred to 

as 'added dissipation' is added to the face velocity. The most widely used scheme is 

that of Rhie and Chow, employed by nearly all the recent unstructured grid methods 

[1, 29, 30, 31]. Other procedures investigated include:

Reggio and Camarero [32], who adopted forward differencing for the mass flow 

rate and backward differencing for the pressure gradient.
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• Shih and Tan [33] used a penalty formulation with several grids and control 

volume locations.

• Majumdar [34] examined the role of under relaxation of momentum interpo 

lation.

• Chen [35] investigated a partially staggered grid system using cell-centred and 

vertex-centred techniques and a non-staggered system using simple averaging 

as a means of suppressing the pressure oscillations.

The success of the Cartesian staggered mesh method of Harlow and Welsh [36], which 

does not suffer from spurious pressure modes, has lead to an interest in developing 

unstructured staggered methods. Hall et al [37] and Nicholaides [38] independently 

generalised the staggered mesh method of Harlow and Welsh to unstructured tri 

angular meshes. This method is based on the theory that every unstructured mesh 

has a local orthogonal dual mesh associated with it, Figure 1.2. The components of 

velocity share the same set of dual control volumes, unlike the structured-staggered 

method, where each of the components of velocity have a different set of control 

volumes associated with them. The momentum equations are integrated over the 

vertex-centred control volume and velocities are solved on the control volume face. 

Velocities are now located at the element face. Pressure is solved cell-centred and 

mass is conserved over the element cell. These techniques are being investigated by 

a number of authors including Perot et al , [39] to [43], using tetrahedral meshes and 

Hyman et al [44, 45] using quadrilateral elements.

Several authors, [46] to [47], have investigated the use of unstructured vertex tech 

niques. Vertex-centred methods provide better discretisation on complex geometries 

as nodes/vertices can easily be positioned at critical locations. They also have an 

advantage in that, unknown quantities are resolved directly at boundary locations. 

However, conflicts can occur at the vertex of more than one boundary. The con 

struction of vertex-centred control volumes requires extra computational effort and 

greater storage requirements making it computationally far more expensive than
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Mesh 

Dual Mesh.

Figure 1.2: Delaunay mesh and associated dual mesh

cell-centred techniques. A variety of vertex-centred techniques have been applied in 

the field of aerodynamics to model flow past complex aerodynamic shapes. Jameson 

et al [48] used vertex-centred techniques to calculate inviscid transonic flow over a 

complete aircraft. Chakrabartty [49, 50] employed a vertex-centred finite volume 

scheme for flow past complex aerospace geometries.

Although much work has been done on developing unstructured finite volume tech 

niques capable of obtaining flow solutions on complex meshes, problems are still 

encountered when solving on highly non-orthogonal meshes. Overcoming spurious 

pressure fields can still be a problem. There are unresolved problems with the Rhie 

and Chow scheme. Croft [2] showed that the Rhie Chow interpolation method can 

lead to non-physical cell centred values despite satisfying continuity. Majumdar [34] 

and Choi [51] reported that the converged velocity field is slightly dependent on 

relaxation factor and time step size. Recently, Kawaguchi et al [52] reported that 

Rhie Chow interpolation could cause checkerboard pressure predictions. Unstruc 

tured staggered mesh methods are still in the development stage and are limited by 

the difficulty in defining an orthogonal dual mesh.
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1.2 The Finite Element Method

Both the FVM and Finite Element Method (FEM) can be viewed as subsets of 

the method of weighted residuals, Finlayson [53]. The main differences between 

the methods are the finite space over which the equations are integrated and the 

weighting functions used. In the FVM the weighting functions can be regarded as 

equal to 1. The governing equations are multiplied by a set of weighting functions, 

integrated, and residuals minimised. In FEM's a variety of weighted residual meth 

ods have been investigated, the optimum method is generally accepted as being the 

Bubnov-Galerkin weighted residual approach.

In the FEM the domain is meshed using a number of non-overlapping elements. 

Simple piecewise shape functions valid on local elements are used to describe the 

local behaviour of a variable 0 within an element. The solution domain is meshed 

using any type of element for which a shape function exists. This gives the advantage 

of allowing complex geometries to be meshed using fully unstructured meshes. The 

shape functions approximating </> are then substituted into the governing equations. 

These approximate functions to the governing equations will not hold exactly and a 

residual is defined to measure the errors. The residuals are minimised by multiplying 

the governing equations by a set of weighting functions and integrating over the mesh 

element. The weighting functions Wi are local in that they are non-zero over element 

z, but zero everywhere else in the domain. The Bubnov-Galerkin weighted residual 

approach requires that the weighting and shape functions be the same. The residuals 

are only required to be zero in some weighted sense, the conservation principle is not 

enforced locally but global conservation is ensured. Finite element methods bring 

a high degree of accuracy to arbitrary meshes, allowing complex geometries to be 

modelled. Any type of element, for which a shape function exists, can be employed. 

The finite element method was developed initially for the solution of stress and 

displacement calculations in structural analysis and was first applied to fluid flow 

problems in the early 1970's [54, 55]. It has since been developed for all fluid flow
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problems and a standard work for fluid applications is given by Zienkiewicz and 

Taylor [56]. Textbooks by Baker [57] and Chung [58] are devoted exclusively to 

the subject of fluid flow computation by finite elements. Other examples of finite 

elements being applied to convection-diffusion and flow problems are given in, [59] 

to [64] amongst others.

In finite element methods checkerboard pressure fields have been eliminated by a 

variety of techniques, including:

• Obtaining a pressure field using a Poisson equation, Schneider et al [65].

• Using a mixed interpolation approach as introduced by Hood and Taylor [66].

• Comparison of various mixed interpolation methods, Huyakorn et al [67].

• Special techniques to filter out spurious pressure or introducing pressure smooth 

ing methods, Sani et al [68] and Hughes et al [69].

• Penalty function formulations that transform the governing equations that are 

constrained by the continuity equation into unconstrained equations. Pressure 

can then be eliminated from the equations as done by Bercovier and Engelman 

[70] and Heinrich and Marshall [71], or semi-implicitly coupled by Uszawa's 

algorithm, Fortin and Fortin [72]. Several variants of the penalty formulation 

have been proposed, among them [73, 74].

Finite element methods are increasingly used to solve complex flow problems due 

to their versatility in discretising complex geometries. They have the advantage 

of handling distorted meshes with ease, but require extensive storage/topological 

information and are computationally expensive. Unlike finite volume methods which 

ensure local conservation, finite elements are only globally conservative.
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1.3 Mixed Finite Volume and Finite Element 

Techniques

Finite volume and finite element methods have emerged as the dominant CFD anal 

ysis techniques. Although there are advantages and disadvantages associated with 

both the FVM and FEM, finite volume is the preferred method for processes involv 

ing flow. However, the application of the finite element method to flow problems 

has improved over the decades and is favoured by some in the simulation of complex 

fluid flow problems due to its versatility when modelling complex geometries. Since 

there are merits with either method, much research has been done over the years to 

combine aspects from both methodologies. The first example of the amalgamation 

of ideas borrowed from FEM and FVM is given in the works of Winslow [75] and 

Williamson [76]. Feistauer et al [77] modelled flows involving shock waves using a 

combination of FV discretisation and FE approximations. A combined finite vol 

ume - finite element method employing finite volume discretisation to the convection 

term and employing the finite element method for diffusion have been used by [78], 

and other authors. Combined FV and FE approaches have been applied to flow 

problems by , [79] to [83], among others. A finite volume format utilising aspects 

from FE's was developed for structural mechanics by Onate et al [85]. It has also 

been employed to model linear elastic problems, Fryer et al [86, 87], Bailey and Cross 

[88] for non linear elastic problems. Taylor [89] used a Vertex-Based Finite Volume 

discretisation scheme employing finite element type approximations for stress-strain 

analysis.

The Control Volume-Finite Element Method (CV-FEM) for fluid flow problems 

emerged in the early 1980's. This method combines the flexibility of finite elements 

to discretise complex geometry with the conservation formulation of the Finite Vol 

ume Method. This method can be viewed in a finite volume context as a vertex- 

based FVM. The local variation of a variable 0 within an element is described by 

simple piecewise polynomial functions, as used in the FEM. The terms in the gov-
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erning equations can be integrated as volume integrals or surface integrals. Compos 

Silva and Moura [90] applied surface integrals to the momentum equations and vol 

ume integrals for the pressure term and continuity equation. Baliga and Patankar 

[91, 92] originally used an unequal-order method to overcome checkerboard velocity 

and pressure fields. The momentum and continuity equations were discretised over 

different sets of control volumes, termed macro- and micro-elements. Effectively, the 

pressure is discretised over a coarser grid (macro-elements) and computed at fewer 

grid points than velocity. There are a number of disadvantages with this method. 

Mass conservation is not strictly satisfied over the momentum control volumes. Ac 

curacy is reduced when pressure varies strongly over the domain. Separate solvers 

are required in the solution of pressure and velocity. Finally, extensive storage or 

specification of geometrical or topological information is required. In 1985 Prakash 

and Patankar [93] proposed an equal-order method which does not suffer from spu 

rious checkerboard pressure fields. The key idea is similar to using a staggered 

grid. A new face velocity field is defined which is dependent on the pressure dif 

ference between adjacent nodal points. This new velocity field is substituted into 

the discretised continuity equation and hence a checkerboard pressure field can not 

emerge.

The CV-FEM has been applied to flow problems by Baliga [94], Ramadhyani [95], 

Prakash [96, 97], Raw [98], Hookey [99] among others. Various mesh element types 

have been investigated for two-dimensional flow, Baliga and Patankar [100] using 

triangular elements. Saabas and Baliga [101, 102] used triangular and tetrahedral 

elements for two- and three-dimensional flow problems. Raw and Schneider [103, 

104] utilised quadrilateral elements. A nine-node element was employed to solve two- 

dimensional heat conduction problems by Raw et al [105]. Banaszek [106] compared 

six-node and nine-node elements for diffusion problems. Wintruff et al [107] used 

unstructured triangular grids to solve two-dimensional melting and solidification 

problems. Reyes et al [108] simulated turbulent flow in irregular geometries using 

triangular elements.
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1.4 Outline of Contents

The finite volume method is described in chapter 2. Details of the cell-centred 

and vertex-based discretisation methods investigated in this research are presented. 

Problems associated with the use of cell-centred techniques on skewed meshes are 

discussed. The various types of mesh skewness and the need for correction terms 

when solving cell-centred on a distorted mesh are shown. The methods used in the 

discretisation of each term in a general transport equation for a scalar variable are 

presented. A number of discretisation schemes in the evaluation of the convective 

flux are presented and discussed.

Chapter 3 presents a set of standard validation test cases for convection-diffusion of 

a scalar variable. The first test case is for transient-diffusion, the vertex-based dis 

cretisation technique used in the discretisation of the transient term is investigated. 

Steady-state heat conduction is used to illustrate the errors introduced in the cell- 

centred discretisation of the diffusion term on non-orthogonal meshes. The ability of 

the vertex-based technique to handle non-orthogonalty in a mesh is shown. Finally, 

a pure convection test case is employed to compare cell-centred and vertex-based 

upwind schemes.

Chapter 4 introduces the coupling of multi-physics problems. The vertex-based 

method is coupled with existing PHYSICA physics modules. The performance of the 

vertex-based and cell-centred techniques applied to three-dimensional heat conduc 

tion plus solidification/melting phase change in a multi-material geometrical domain 

are compared. The simulation of the casting of a turbine blade is performed using 

a thermal only and a thermo-mechanical analysis. A moving boundary condition 

is applied to approximate the withdrawal of the assembly from a furnace. Results, 

simulation times and memory requirements are discussed for both methods.

Algorithms specific to the solution of the hydrodynamic variables are presented in 

chapter 5. The SIMPLE, SIMPLER and revised SIMPLER solution algorithms
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employed in the coupling of pressure with the velocity components are described. 

Problems of decoupling and 'checker-boarding' results are discussed. Methods em 

ployed to avoid spurious pressure results are presented. A detailed account of the 

cell-centred and vertex-based solution procedure is given. Hybrid discretisation of 

the hydrodynamic variables are investigated. The cell-centred, vertex-based and 

hybrid solution procedures are applied to a test case involving the simulation of a 

lid-driven cavity. Comparisons are made with benchmark solutions on meshes with 

different degrees of skewness. The ability of the methods to handle distorted meshes 

are discussed.

A method combining vertex-based flow solutions with cell-centred discretisation 

techniques for other transported variables is outlined in chapter 6. The method 

is applied to a test case combining heat transfer and fluid flow in the simulation 

of buoyancy driven flow in a cavity. The simulations are carried out for a variety 

of Rayleigh numbers. Results are compared with benchmark solutions for purely 

cell-centred, purely vertex-based and combined vertex-based flow - cell-centred tem 

perature solutions. The simulations employ uniform and distorted meshes for the 

vertex-based and combined solutions. A measure of the error on the distorted meshes 

is given and mass conservation at an element control volume level is investigated for 

the combined vertex-based - cell-centred method.

The combined vertex-based - cell-centred method is extended to turbulent flow in 

chapter 7. Models used in the solution of turbulent flow are presented. The k — e 

two equation turbulence model is employed in the solution of turbulent flow. The 

cell-centred discretisation technique is applied to the turbulent variables k and e. 

The method is coupled with the vertex-based solution methods for hydrodynamic 

variables and compared with purely cell-centred solutions. Both methods are applied 

to flow over a backward facing step problem. Results, simulation times and memory 

requirements are compared. In the second case the method is applied to three- 

dimensional turbulent flow over an aircraft wing. Results are compared on uniform 

meshes. Finally the mesh is distorted and solutions obtained using combined vertex-
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based / cell-centred solution techniques.

In Chapter 8, the conclusions of this study, including suggestions for future work, 

are given.



Chapter 2

Finite Volume Method

The cell-centred finite volume approach and vertex-based discretisation technique 

being investigated in this thesis employ the finite volume principles given below:

• The solution domain is divided into a number of finite non-overlapping control 

volumes.

• The governing equation is integrated over each control volume to yield a dis- 

cretised equation at discrete points in the solution domain.

• Conservation is enforced locally by means of consistent expressions for fluxes 

through the cell faces of adjacent control volumes.

• Guaranteeing local conservation also ensures global conservation for the entire 

solution domain.

A general conservation equation that highlights the common features of the various 

transport processes can be employed to describe the transport of a general scalar 

variable 0, for example temperature or pollutant concentration. The conservation 

equation can be expressed by the following equation:

17
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dt-v—
transient

div(p(f)U) = di
convection

(2.1)
dif fusion source

The general equation is integrated over each control volume as well as over time. 

Through the discretisation procedure each term is approximated to produce a system 

of linear equations of the form [A] [0] — [B] , where [4>] is a vector of values of 0 at a 

number of finite points in the solution domain.

2.1 Cell-Centred Approach

In the cell-centred approach the control volume is associated with the mesh element. 

The general variable </> is solved and stored at the cell centre (element centroid), 

Figure 2.1 shows the control volume in 2 dimensions.

Element 
Centoid

Figure 2.1: Cell-centred control volume

The terms in the general transport equation are discretised using finite-difference 

type approximations to describe how 0 varies between solution points. These ap 

proximations assume that adjacent element centre points lie on a line, perpendicular 

to the element face, that passes through the face centroid. These approximations
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are sufficient for orthogonal meshes but non-orthogonal meshes require corrections 

to be made to the usual discretisation process.

2.1.1 Non-Orthogonal Mesh

Fitting a mesh to a complex geometry frequently leads to some degree of non- 

orthogonality in the generated mesh. Extra terms need to be included, when dis- 

cretising the transport equations, to accurately model the transfer of conserved 

quantities in the skewed mesh. The diffusive flux across a face requires the inclusion 

of a secondary gradient term and this can lead to face fluxes that are no longer 

computed in terms of neighbouring cell values. Most of the terms in the discretised 

transport equation require face values of </>, for orthogonal meshes this is achieved 

through interpolation of adjacent cell values, for non-orthogonal meshes an extra 

term is required based on the gradients of 4>. The inclusion of these correction terms 

allow solutions on meshes with some degree of skewness. However, approximations 

made in calculating the corrections can introduce significant errors into the solu 

tion procedure, leading to oscillatory results, difficulties in convergence and longer 

simulation times. On highly skewed meshes a high percentage of the solution can 

comprise of these correction terms and the solution may diverge. The correction 

terms used in PHYSICA are correct to first order and are categorised in terms of 

two aspects of mesh skewness, [2]. The corrections required are presented in the 

remainder of this section as a) non-orthogonality, the line connecting element centre 

points does not lie along the face normal (affects the diffusion term only) and b) non- 

conjunctionality, the line connecting element centre points does not pass through 

the face centroid.
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2.1.1.1 Non-Orthogonality

The diffusion term requires the estimation of the derivative of 4> with respect to 
the face normal. Using finite difference approximations gives the derivative of 0 
with respect to the face normal only when the line connecting the adjacent cell 
centres is parallel to the face normal vector, see Figure 2.2. This is not the case for 
non-orthogonal control volumes and a correction term is required.

Face (/) between adjacent control volumes

Direction of face normal vector

Figure 2.2: Adjacent non-orthogonal control volume's

In the case of orthogonal meshes the angle 0, shown in Figure 2.2, is 90 degrees. Let 
v represent the vector along the line connecting the cell centroids P and A:

4>A ~
dv dAP (2.2)

This can be viewed as the primary gradient of the diffusion term. For orthogonal 
meshes this vector is in the direction of the face normal and is sufficient:
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dn dv dAP

In Figure 2.2 the mesh is considered to be non-orthogonal because the line joining 

the cell centroids P and A is not perpendicular to the face (/) and the angle 9 

is no longer 90 degrees. In this case the derivative can not be written purely in 

terms of (2.3), an additional secondary gradient is required to compute d^/dn. The 

face normal vector can be written in terms of the v vector plus a vector £ which is 

tangential to the face:

n = (v.n)v + £ (2.4)

The normal derivative can now be expressed in terms of a primary and secondary 

gradient,

deb . .06 ^ . .
2.5at

where t is the tangential unit vector.

The secondary gradient term can easily be expressed in terms of its Cartesian com 

ponents, giving:

d<f> , . , , f (2.6)

The problem of computing the secondary gradient is now reduced to the problem 

of computing the Cartesian derivatives of 0 on the control volume faces. Linear 

interpolation of nodal derivatives can be employed to compute face derivatives of (f>. 

The Cartesian derivative of 0 at a node can be computed by integrating the deriva 

tive over the control volume associated with the node and applying the divergence
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theorem. This allows the nodal values of the derivatives to be calculated in terms 

of the sum of the face values of </>:

f ^.dv = [ (jmxdS (2.7)
Jcv OX JS

f

The inclusion of the secondary gradient in non-orthogonal meshes can significantly 

improve the accuracy of the solution. For most good quality meshes this secondary 

term is relatively small but for highly non-orthogonal meshes the secondary term 

can dominate. This term enters the equations as an extra source term which can 

lead to instabilities in the solution procedure.

2.1.1.2 Non-Conjunctionality

In terms requiring the calculation of control volume face values, the average value 

of the variable is taken at the centre of the face and presumed to prevail over the 

whole face. The face value is estimated using interpolation between the values at 

the nodes at the element centres either side of the face. As shown in Figure 2.3, 

on skewed meshes the line connecting the adjacent element centroids does not pass 

through the element face centroid and a correction term is required to estimate the 

value of the variable at the face centre.

The value at the intersection point I, where the line connecting the adjacent ele 

ment centroids passes through the control volume face, is interpolated from adjacent 

values as for orthogonal meshes. The face centroid value is extrapolated from the 

intersection quantity plus the gradient of the quantity from point I to /,
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face centre (f)

Figure 2.3: Adjacent non-conjunctional control volume's

dlf .grad4>f (2.8)

where dff is a vector from the intersection point to the face centre.

To calculate the gradients of 0 the divergence theorem can be employed, as in (2.7). 

The problem is then encountered that Equation (2.7) requires knowledge of </>/. 

Substituting (2.8) into (2.7), gives

(2.9)

where [d(f>/dxj]/ is interpolated from values in adjacent elements. To calculate 

[d(f)/dxj\f we need to know [d<f>/dxj] which requires knowledge of 0/. The simplest 

and most commonly used solution is to use previous iteration values of the gradients 

<p on the right hand side of equation (2.9).
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2.2 Vertex-Based Approach

The previous paragraphs have highlighted the problems with the unstructured cell 

centred method on non-orthogonal meshes. The vertex-based technique, outlined 

in this section, allows the direct computation of the derivatives of 0 in the required 

direction. The value of </> can also be calculated directly at any required point within 

the control volume, thus negating the need for correction terms on skewed meshes.

The vertex-based control volume is constructed around the vertices of the mesh 

element. For a two-dimensional mesh quadrilateral or triangle elements are used 

and for a three-dimensional mesh the mesh elements can be hexahedral, pentahedral 

or tetrahedral. Each element is divided into a number of sub-control volumes by 

connecting the element centroid to the element face centres, as illustrated in Figure 

2.4 for a two-dimensional quadrilateral mesh element.

f

f

scv

——————— «

scv

scv

J ————————

scv

f
o - element centroid
scv - sub -control volume
f - element face centre

f

Figure 2.4: Quadrilateral element and sub-control volumes

The control volume consists of a number of sub-control volumes constructed around 

the mesh vertices. The internal surfaces of the sub-control volumes within the mesh 

element define the control volume, as illustrated in Figure 2.5 for a two-dimensional
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mesh. The general variable 0 is solved and stored at the vertices of the mesh 
elements.

Element 
Vertices

Figure 2.5: Vertex-based control volume

The terms in the conservation equation are approximated working in local co 
ordinates. This allows for all elements of a certain type to be treated identically 
regardless of how distorted any element may be in terms of global co-ordinates. The 
local co-ordinate system for a quadrilateral element is shown in Figure 2.6 and for 
triangular, hexahedral, pentahedral and tetrahedral elements in Appendix A.

The integration points are located at the centre of the sub-control faces which form 
the vertex-based control volume, as illustrated in Figure 2.7 for a quadrilateral mesh 
element. The local co-ordinates of the integration points located on the sub-control 
volume faces for triangular, hexahedral, pentahedral and tetrahedral elements are 
given in Appendix A.

The terms in the general transport equation are discretised using simple linear shape 
function approximations. The shape functions used on each element type and their
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(-1.D 0,1)

(VI)
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Figure 2.6: Normalised quadrilateral element

associated derivatives are defined in local co-ordinates and given in Appendix B.

The local co-ordinate system is transformed into global co-ordinates, the co-ordinate 

transformation is performed using the same shape functions. The elements described 

here are isoparametric, allowing for both the co-ordinate transformations and the 

variable approximation within the element to be described by the same shape func 

tions. The local to global transformations, the variation of a variable within the 

element and the partial derivatives of the variable with respect to local co-ordinates 

are described in Appendix C.

2.3 Comparison of Approaches

On a one-dimensional mesh the vertex-based discretisation of the domain will com 

prise of one extra solution point more than the cell-centred approach. The approx-
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(0.-0.5) o integration points and their local 
co-ordinates

Figure 2.7: Integration points for quadrilateral element

imations made during the discretisation process are equivalent for internal control 

volumes with evenly spaced solution points. For two- or three-dimensional meshes 

the size of the resulting set of equations depends upon the choice of method, vertex 

or cell based. On a mesh constructed of quadrilaterial or hexahedral elements there 

are more vertices than elements in the mesh. For triangular mesh discretisation 

there are approximately twice as many elements as vertices and for a tetrahedral 

mesh five to six times as many elements as vertices.

For two- and three-dimensional meshes of the same type the vertex-based control 

volume comprises of a greater number of faces and the discretised equations have a 

larger number of possible non-zero coefficients. Figure 2.8 shows the control volumes 

associated with node P when using the cell-centred and vertex-based approaches 

for a mesh constructed of quadrilateral elements. In the cell-centred case P has 

four neighbours N,S,E and W giving a possible five non-zero coefficients in the 

discretised equation. The vertex-based control volume P is constructed of eight faces 

with neighbours N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W and NW leading to a possible nine non-
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zero coefficients in the discretised equation. For a mesh comprising of hexahedral 

elements the cell-centred discretised control volume would contain six faces and 

a possible seven non-zero coefficients in the discretised equation. A vertex-based 

control volume would comprise of twenty four faces giving a discretised equation 

with a possible twenty seven non-zero coefficients.
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Figure 2.8: Control volume P and adjacent neighbours

Control volumes comprising of a larger number of faces should give greater accuracy 

when calculating the fluxes across the control volume boundary. This improved 

discretisation requires greater computational effort and produces a solution matrix 

with a much larger bandwidth than the cell-centred approach. Improved commu 

nication between surrounding nodes should lead to less solver iterations required 

for convergence. The cell-centred solution matrix is diagonally dominant and can 

be solved using nearly any iterative solvers. The vertex-based method produces a 

symmetric positive-definite solution matrix for sub-control volumes of equal size and 

an asymmetric positive-definite matrix for unequal sub-control volumes. Thus the 

resulting system of equations can require specialist solvers, such as the conjugate 

gradient solver [110, 111]. The solution matrix contains a larger number of non- 

zero's making it computationally more time consuming per solver iteration. The 

vertex-based method gives direct computation of unknown values at a boundary
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wall. However, problems can arise at intersection boundary vertices where bound 

ary conditions conflict. In the cell-centred method boundary values are extrapolated 

from element based values which may give rise to errors.

2.3.1 System of Discretised Equations

The discretised equations at each solution point (p), represent a set of algebraic 

equations of the form,

ap<t>p = / 0<nb<t>nb + $$ (2.10)

where ^ indicates summation over all neighbouring nodes and anb are the neigh 

bouring coefficients.

This set of equations are normally solved using iterative solution techniques. For 

converging realistic solutions the set of equations should satisfy certain conditions. 

The conditions required for cell-centred and vertex-based discretisation are as fol 

lows,

Cell-Centred

The cell-centred method uses techniques to ensure that the matrix of coefficients is 

diagonally dominant,

1 at all nodes
(2.11)

ap < 1 at one node at least

Scarborough [112] has shown this to be a sufficient condition for convergent iterative 

methods. Another condition that should be satisfied is 'boundedness', in the absence
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of sources the internal nodal values of 0 should be bounded by its boundary values. 

Boundedness is satisfied if all coefficients of the discretised equation are positive.

Vertex-Based

The vertex-based method results in a matrix of coefficients which is symmetric for 

equally sized sub-control volumes or asymmetric for unequal sub-control volumes, 

and positive definite,

>0 (2.12)

where [X] is a vector of the values of <p and [A] is a matrix of coefficients.

Unlike the cell-centred method where all neighbouring coefficients, anb, are positive 

the vertex-based method contains some negative neighbouring coefficients. However, 

for converging solutions the sum of the neighbouring coefficients, ]T) an&, should al 

ways be positive, [93]. If Y^ anb becomes negative the solution becomes 'unbounded' 

or divergence is encountered.

2.4 Discretisation of the General Transport 

Equation

This section covers the discretisation techniques used to approximate terms of the 

general transport (2.1). The vertex-based approach uses linear shape functions to 

approximate the variable 0 and its partial derivatives as shown in Appendix B. 

The cell-centred approach uses finite difference type approximations. The methods 

described here can be applied to the transport of any scalar quantity.
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2.4.1 Transient Term

The first step is to integrate the transient term over the control volume and over a 

time interval t to t + At:

/ t+At r 

Jcv

On a stationary mesh the volume, V, does not change with time and the order of 

the integrals can be reversed,

p°<l>0 )dV (2.14) 
v

For a control volume (cv) this equation is approximated by,

~ P°cv <t>°cv ) (2.15)

where the superscript 0 indicates values at the previous time step and V is the 

volume of the control volume.

On a moving mesh [109] if the relative velocity is used in the convection term, 

v. — v.m where v_m is the mesh velocity, then the integrated form of the transient term 

becomes,

rt+At d r

I # PW* (2.16)

which is equal to,
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(2-17) 
v

giving a discretised equation for a control volume as:

(2.18)

Using the fully implicit scheme all other terms in the equation are multiplied by At. 

Dividing by At means that the dependence on integration over time can be ignored 

in the remaining terms:

At 

Cell-Centred

Assuming that the value at the centre of a control volume is a representative of the 

average value in the control volume, the discretisation is complete.

Vertex-Based

For vertex-based discretisation Equation (2.19) is sufficient. However, since the 

control volume is made up of a number of sub-control volumes, the discretised 

transient term can be further written as:

I ^^
-TT / {pscvVscv^scv - Pscv^scv^scv) (2.20) /\T ^~^^AV

scv

The chosen integration point could be any position within the sub-control volume. 

The position is assumed to be representative of the average value in the sub-control 

volume and presumed to prevail over the whole sub-control volume. The value of </>
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and position in local co-ordinates can be described by local shape functions giving 

the discretised term as,

E (P^VscMfa - p^V^Nrf?) (2.21)
scv i=l

where n is the number of element nodes. Ni is the shape function associated with 

node i and fa is the value of the variable at node i.

The logical integration point is the centre point of a sub-control volume. Care must 

be taken when using this form of discretisation since adding to neighbouring coef 

ficients can lead to ^ an& becoming negative resulting in 'unbounded' or diverging 

solutions. An investigation into discretising the transient term as Equation (2.21) is 

undertaken in Chapter 3. The resulting system of equations is shown in Appendix 

D.

2.4.2 Source Term

To speed up the convergence of a solution the source term may be expressed in 

linearised form [6],

(2.22)

where Sc and Sp can be functions of </» or any stored value. For stability and con 

vergence the value of Sp must be positive.

An example of a linearised temperature source of the form Td — T, where Td is a 

stored value, is given as:
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Sc = Td Sp = 1.0 (2.23)

Placing a portion of the source in the linear Sp part, method (2.23), should poten 

tially speed up convergence.

Cell-Centred

The linearised source term for a cell-centred control volume where all terms are 

evaluated at the centre of the element is discretised as:

VP (SC - Sp(f)p ) (2.24)

Vertex-Based

Equation (2.24) can be applied to a vertex-based control volume. Ensuring Sp is pos 

itive adds to ap satisfying positive-definite and ensures boundedness requirements. 

Alternatively (2.24) could be applied to the vertex-based sub-control volumes,

(2.25)
scv

Giving the linearised source term as:

= (^c)scv ~ (bpJscv-Vscv (2.26)

Assuming linear variation of 0 over an element, the source term for a vertex-based 
control volume, can be written as,
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n

X) E ̂  (W^ - (SP)«*>NM ( 2 - 27)
scu i=l

where all terms are evaluated at an elemental level and subscript i refers to element 

nodal values. If the source term is large this form of discretisation can result in 

diverging solutions that do not satisfy boundedness, since it contains the potential 

for ^ anb to become negative.

2.4.3 Diffusion Term

The first step is to integrate the diffusion term over the control volume.

I div^grad^dV (2.28)
Jcv

The volume integral is rewritten as an integral over the entire bounding surface of 

the control volume using Gauss' divergence theorem.

Gauss' divergence theorem states, for a vector F,

( div(F)dV = I F.ndS (2.29) 
Jv Js

where S is the surface enclosing V . n is the outward normal vector to the surface. 

Giving:

/ div^^grad^dV = I T^grad^.ndS (2.30) 
Jv Js
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The bounding surface of the control volume consists of a set of faces. Consequently 

the equation can be written as a sum of surface integrals over each face bounding 

the control volume.

Cell-Centred

Equation (2.30) is simplified by recognising that grad((f)).n is equal to the gradient 

of 0 in the direction of the face normal:

(2.3!)

For an orthogonal mesh the line connecting the cell-centred values across a control 

volume face / is parallel to the face normal. The normal gradient can be approxi 

mated by,

On d (2

where df is the distance across the control volume face between the control volume 

centroid and adjacent control volume centroid.

This gives a discretised equation for the control volume,

. /0 oo\ 
Af I2 - 33 )

where F/ on the face is calculated using a harmonic mean, thus:
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«/ = , *•*-' (2.35)

Vertex-Based

Equation (2.30) can be rewritten, using tensor notation, as a sum of the bounding 

faces of the control volume, thus,

EE^/ i^ (2.36)
/ i=xyz ^ * ' /

where Af is the area of face /.

The partial derivatives of 0 are calculated at integration points situated at the face 

centres and can be described by partial derivatives of the shape functions. Hence 

the discretised form of the equation is,

(2-37)

where Nj is the local shape function associated with node j on the element that 

contains the face / and fa is the value of the variable at node j.

The discretised diffusion term for internal solution points leads to a positive indefi 

nite solution matrix, shown in Appendix D, where

(2.38)

giving a solution matrix which is near singular and extremely susceptible to rounding 

error. The addition of boundary conditions stabilises the matrix and fulfils positive 

definite requirements.
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The vertex-based discretised diffusion term, Equation (2.37), is equally valid for all 

meshes. The cell-centred discretised diffusion term, Equation (2.33), assumes an 

orthogonal mesh. Non-orthogonality in the mesh requires the addition of correction 

terms, given in 2.1.1, for cell-centred discretisation.

2.4.4 Convection Term

The following discretisation of the convection term assumes that the velocity field 

has been resolved. The components of velocity are likely to be stored as either 

element centred or nodal values. This requires velocity components to be estimated 

on the control volume faces, a number of methods are discussed in chapter 5. For 

the present it is assumed that velocity values have been obtained at the required 

location.

The convection term is integrated over a control volume:

/ div(pu(f))dV (2.39)
Jcv

As with the diffusion term the volume integral is rewritten as an integral over the 

entire bounding surface of the control volume using Gauss' divergence theorem, 

giving:

/ p(u.n)(f)dS (2.40) 
Js

Again as with the diffusion term the equation can be written as a sum of surface 

integrals over each face bounding the control volume,
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(2.41)

where Af is the area of face / and n/ is the outward normal vector to face (/).

In the vertex-based procedure p/ is simply taken to be the value of p in the element 

that contains the face. Using cell-centred discretisation pf takes the upwind element 

value, thus:

pf = pcv iffe.n)/ > 0.0 (2.42) 

Pf = Padj tf(u.n)f < 0.0

To complete the discretisation of the convection term, values of the transported 

property (f)f need to be estimated at the cell face. Methods employed to do this are 

discussed in the following section.

2.5 Convection Discretisation Schemes

The principle problem in discretising the convection term is obtaining good approx 

imations of the value of 0 at the control volume faces. Using linear differencing, as 

used in the diffusion term, does not take into account that unlike diffusion, which 

effects the distribution of 0 along its gradients in all directions, the convection in 

fluence is only in the flow direction. Any expressions formulated to approximate </>/ 

should satisfy certain fundamental properties, [113]. The most important ones are:

• Conservativeness - To ensure conservation of (f> over the whole solution do 

main the flux of </> through a common face must be represented by consistent 

expressions.
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• Boundedness - In the absence of sources the converged solution of the internal 

properties of 0 should be bounded by its boundary values. In cell-centred 

discretisation this is achieved by ensuring that all neighbouring coefficients are 

positive. The vertex-based discretisation requires the sum of the neighbouring 

coefficients to be positive.

• Transportiveness - The relative strengths of convection and diffusion are 

taken into account. For strongly convective flows 0/ is increasingly influenced 

by conditions upstream to the direction of flow.

2.5.1 Central Differencing

The cell-centred central differencing approach is a two-point scheme which employs 

a linear fit between adjacent element centre values. The control volume face value 

is obtained using simple averaging of the values in the elements either side of the 

face under inspection. The vertex-based approach of using linear shape functions to 

model the variation of 0 within an element, allows a larger number of surrounding 

values to be taken into account when estimating </>/. Tetrahedral elements give a 

four-point scheme, pentahedral elements allow a six-point scheme and hexahedral 

elements an eight-point scheme. Face values of 0, defined in local co-ordinates, can 

be approximated thus,

n

Y, Nih ( 2 - 43)
1=1

where fa is the variable described at node i of the element which contains face (/), 

giving the discretised convection term as:
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n

( 2 - 44)

In discretising the convection term over a control volume, only surrounding nodal 

values of </> appear in the equation, terms connecting </> at the control volume node 

cancel out. This produces an positive-definite system of equations with the leading 

diagonal containing zero coefficients, shown in Appendix D. For convection only 

problems, using iterative solution methods, no solution is obtained. The solution 

of the system matrix requires division by the leading coefficients, division by zero 

is encountered. Since diffusion always occurs along-side convection in nature, the 

problem of zero leading coefficients is overcome by coupling the convection and diffu 

sion terms. This method produces stable and accurate solutions when the strength 

of convection relative to diffusion is low. When convection dominates the sum of 

the neighbouring coefficients can become negative. The boundedness criteria is vio 

lated and the solution fails to converge or produces physically unrealistic oscillating 

results. In cell-centred techniques, if convection dominates, central differencing vio 

lates the requirement of diagonal dominance and positive neighbouring coefficients, 

Patankar [6].

2.5.2 Upwind Formulation

One of the major inadequacies of using central differencing is that 0/ is influenced 

by 4> at the surrounding nodes without regard to the strength of convection relative 

to diffusion or the direction of the flow. As the strength of convection increases the 

value of 4> at the cell face will be increasingly influenced by 0 at nodes upstream and 

less by downstream conditions. A solution is to use an upwind formulation, first 

suggested for finite difference formulations by Courant, Isaacson and Rees [114].

Using an upwind formulation the direction of flow is ascertained on each cell face.
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The value of 0 on the cell face is taken as the nodal value in the upstream control 

volume.

Flow Direction

Control Volume A

Hi Control Volume B

(ace under consideration

Figure 2.9: Determining value of 0 on face of adjacent control volumes

Figure 2.9 shows adjacent control volumes for a two-dimensional case. If flow on a 

face of control volume A, with adjacent control volume B, is flowing from A into 

B. The face value of 0 is taken as the nodal value in control volume A. Conversely 

if flowing from B into A, the face value of </> is taken as the nodal value in control 

volume B. This method produces a system of equations which is well conditioned, 

contains non-zero leading coefficients, and gives stable and converging solutions for 

convection and convection-diffusion problems. The upwind discretisation satisfies 

transportiveness requirements but is only first order accurate which makes it prone 

to numerical diffusion [115]. This numerical smearing reduces with grid refinement. 

The vertex-based approach allows more flexibility in selecting upwind values. A 

vertex-based control volume comprises a far greater number of faces than a cell- 

centred control volume. As each face is upwinded the combination of different 

upwind values for a vertex-based control volume is greater than for a cell-centred 

control volume. The upwind nodal value is also influenced by a greater number 

of neighbouring values, shown in Figure 2.10 for hexahedral mesh. The indirect
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influence of neighbouring values of 0 on </>/ is much increased using vertex-based 

techniques.

Vertex-Based <= Control Volume =» Cell-Centred

24 faces

\

linked to 26 <t> neighbour

6 faces

~ ^upwind node

\

linked to 6 (t>neighbour

Figure 2.10: Influence of nodal values on face values for hexahedral elements

2.5.3 Hybrid Scheme

Spalding [116] developed the hybrid-differencing scheme for finite-difference formu 

lations, based on a combination of central and upwind differencing schemes. It is 

applied here using a combination of linear shape function interpolation and up 

wind formulations. The hybrid formulation exploits the beneficial aspects of both 

methods.

A measure of the relative strengths of convection and diffusion can be defined by a 

non-dimensional cell Peclet number (Pe), shown below,

Pe- pu5x
(2.45)
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where 6x is the element width across the centre point of the face in the direction of 

the face normal vector, u is the resultant velocity at the face centre.

The local Pe number is computed on each cell face, employing linear shape function 

interpolation for small Peclet numbers (\Pe\ < 2) and the upwind formulation for 

large Peclet number (\Pe > 2 ).

n

\Pe < 2 (j) f = > Nifa (2.46)i ' j / i f/f \ /

\Pe > 2 0/ = ^adjacent upwind cv

For strongly convective flows ( \Pe > 2), the face value of 0 is more strongly 

influenced by the relevant upstream value. As \Pe\ increases, d(j)/dx tends to zero, 

indicating that the diffusive effect becomes negligible. Hence, for large \Pe values 

inclusion of the diffusion term in the upwind formulation leads to diffusion becoming 

overestimated, [6].

The hybrid scheme is the default differencing scheme in many CFD codes due to its 

stability and robustness. It gives good approximations to exact solution when flow 

aligns closely with grid lines and sources are small. Numerical accuracy is degraded 

due to the introduction of artificial numerical diffusion whenever flow streamlines 

are at an angle to grid lines . Solutions can suffer from a jump at points where the 

local \Pe\ =2 due to the suppression of physical diffusion.

2.5.4 Higher Order Schemes

A number of authors [117] to [126] have formulated higher order schemes in an effort 

to reduce false diffusion. These schemes attempt to reduce the error by bringing in 

a wider influence from surrounding neighbouring points. Three point differencing
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schemes utilise points located upwind and downwind of the face and an extra point 

located on the upstream side of the face. The quadratic upstream interpolation 

scheme (QUICK) was one of the earlier higher order schemes developed in 1979 

by Leonard [120]. This scheme uses a three point upstream-weighted quadratic 

interpolation for cell faces and has been widely used for cell-centred discretisation. 

The face value of 0 is obtained from a quadratic function passing through the two 

adjacent points, located at either side of the face, and a point located at the upstream 

side of the face. Using consistant quadratic profiles makes this scheme conservative 

and transportiveness is built-in as the quadratic function is based on two upstream 

and one downstream point value. Unfortunately the scheme can become unstable 

and unbounded producing minor under- and over-shoots in complex flow solutions. 

As a consequence the QUICK scheme has been re-formulated in several ways by a 

number of authors using weighting techniques in an attempt to alleviate stability 

problems, including Hayase et al [126], who derived a stable and fast converging 

variant.

A literature review and general study of three-point upwind schemes was published 

by Waterson and Deconinck [127] in 1995. The authors classify schemes as linear, 

i.e. coefficients are not a direct function of the convected variable, and non-linear 

schemes. Linear schemes can suffer from unboundedness problems and are not 

conditionally stable. Non-linear schemes attempt to adapt the discretization to fulfill 

particular boundedness criteria usually either Total Variation Diminishing (TVD), 

where the variation of the solution does not increase with time, or positivity. The 

non-linear SMART [117] scheme is the equivalent of a bounded QUICK algorithm. 

The authors express face values of 0 in the general format,

= <t>w + 0.5£((^ - (f)ww ) (2.47)

where B is a function of r:
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T — (2.48)

The location of 0p , 0^ and 4>ww is shown in Figure 2.11 for a control volume face (/). 

Table 2.1 shows Waterson's generalization of the definition of B(r) for a selection 

of linear schemes and their bounded non-linear alternatives.

iHJW *•

ww
* w. 1 p• E

*

Figure 2.11: Three-point upwind schemes

2.5.5 Flow Oriented Schemes

The cell-centred higher order discretisation schemes can be reformulated into direc 

tional schemes. This is achieved by selecting the downstream point values as points 

located in the downstream flow direction and not necessarily upwind along grid 

lines. Referring to Figure 2.9, applying the upwind method, the face value is taken 

as the value at node A. A more representative face value would include some con 

tribution from the value at a node upwind to the direction of flow, in this case node 

C. Upwind procedures designed to better account for the direction of the flow, thus
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FROMM B(r) = 0.5((1 + k)r + (1 - fc), k = 0
CUBIC = 0.5((1 + fc)r + (1 - fc), fc = 1/3

QUICK B(r) = 0.5((1 + k)r + (1 - fc), fc = 1/2

SMART 

(Bounded QUICK, 

positive)

B(r) = max(0, ram (2 * r, 0.75 * r + 0.25,4))

KOREN

(Bounded CUBIC, 

TVD)

B(r) = max(0, ram (2 * r, 2 * r/3 + 1/3,2))

VAN LEER 

(Bounded FROMM, 

TVD)

B(r) = maa:(0, ram(2 * r, 0.5 + 0.5 * r, 2))

UMIST

(Bounded QUICK, 

TVD)

B(r) = max(0, ram(2 * r, 0.25 + 0.75 * r, 

0.75 + 0.25 *r, 2))

Table 2.1: Waterson's generalization of B(r)

reducing false diffusion, tend to be computationally expensive and can potentially 

lead to spatially oscillating, physically unrealistic, distributions of the transported 

quantity. First-order flow-oriented schemes that attempt to follow streamlines, such 

as CUPID [128] applied to scalar convective transport and SUCCA [129] which 

possesses stability problems when applied to momentum transport, incorporate the 

influence of downstream corner cells into the discretisation process. Patel et al 

investigated a number of flow-oriented schemes for reducing 'false diffusion', [130].

Flow-oriented interpolation functions have been developed for the control-volume 

finite-element method. The most commonly used are the flow-oriented interpola 

tion method (FLO) of Baliga and Patankar [100], the flow-oriented interpolation 

with source effects (FLOS) proposed by Hookey et al [131]. Both these methods 

employ interpolation functions that respond appropriately to the direction of the av-
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erage velocity vector in an element and the element Peclet number (Pe). The FLO 

and FLOS schemes can lead to unbounded solutions especially when large velocity 

gradients exist within an element and when elements are distorted. Employing lin 

ear shape function profiles allows higher point schemes to be formulated. Numerical 

diffusion can be added in the flow direction using upwind first order principles but 

higher order accuracy can be maintained in the cross stream direction where no nu 

merical diffusion is added. A mass weighted upwind scheme (MAW) was developed 

by Saabas and Baliga [101] for triangular and tetrahedral elements. This scheme 

has been employed on elements with sub-control volumes constructed of two internal 

faces, as shown is Figure 2.12. The value of 0 on the face is estimated as follows,

Node 4

scvD

-f!4

Node 3

f23

scvA f!2-+ scv B

Nodel Node 2

Figure 2.12: Implementation of weighted upwind scheme
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For face (/12 ) in Figure 2.12,

If m/iz > 0 0/12 = /0/14 + (1 - /)0i (2.49) 

where / = mm[mao;(m/i4/myi2, 0), 1]

If m/i2 < 0

where / = min[max(— m/23/^/i2, 0), 1] 

AND
n

(2.50)

where the mass flow rate across a control volume face is estimated as:

= Pf(u.n)f (2.51)

This scheme maintains consistent expressions for </>/ and builds in transportiveness. 

The MAW scheme is usually sufficient to maintain positivity in the leading diagonal 

coefficients. The equations, (2.49) maintain that the convective transport of (f) out 

of the sub-control volume is not greater than the convective transport of 0 into the 

sub-control volume. This gives a rough approximation for the influence of the flow 

direction but the numerical predicted solutions still suffer from some degree of false 

diffusion.
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2.6 Closure

The cell-centred and vertex-based discretisation methods have been presented in 

this chapter. On a non-orthogonal mesh the cell-centred method requires additional 

correction terms which can cause problems with convergence. The use of elemen 

tal linear shape functions for vertex-based discretisation allows the direct compu 

tation of fluxes in the required direction even on a non-orthogonal mesh. In the 

vertex-based approach control volumes are comprised of a larger number of faces 

and each solution point is connected to a greater number of neighbouring points. 

This extra discretisation requires additional computational effort and produces a 

positive-definite solution matrix. In the vertex-based discretisation of the transient 

and source terms care must be taken to ensure the 'boundedness' requirements. The 

upwind differencing scheme is the most stable of the convection schemes reviewed. 

The vertex-based hybrid method employs a higher point scheme when diffusion 

dominates. In strongly convective flows the scheme reverts to the upwind method 

which will introduce some degree of numerical diffusion. However, the stability of 

the higher order schemes on highly distorted meshes is questionable. In this investi 

gation solutions are required on skewed meshes, the hybrid scheme will be employed 

due to its stability and robustness.



Chapter 3

Convection-Diffusion Test Cases

The aim of these test cases is to validate the vertex-based code for a transported 

scalar variable. Temperature is used as the transported quantity for all the test 

cases. The general equation governing heat transfer is,

div(pcuT) = div(kV(T)) + ST (3.1)

where p is the density, c is the specific heat and k is the thermal conductivity of the 

material.

The results obtained using the vertex-based approach are validated against analyt 

ical solutions. The transient-diffusion test case investigates the vertex-based tech 

nique used in the discretisation of the transient term. The results are shown for 

two cases, 1) Discretising the transient term over the vertex-based control volume, 

taking the average value at the mesh node. 2) Sum of the discretised transient term 

over the sub-control volumes, taking the average value at the centre of the sub- 

control volume. In the steady state heat conduction test case the mesh elements are 

arranged to give some non-orthogonal connections. The first case uses pentahedral

51
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elements and the second case hexahedral elements. The vertex-based results are 

compared with the results obtained from PHYSICA, which uses a cell centred ap 

proach. Results from PHYSICA are shown with and without the use of correction 

terms for mesh skewness on the pentahedral mesh. On the distorted hexahedral 

mesh no solution could be obtained using the correction terms as divergence was 

encountered. Lastly a convection only test case shows the degree of smearing that 

occurs when flow is at an angle to a Cartesian grid.

3.1 Transient Test Case

The test case for unsteady diffusion is transient temperature distribution on a thin 

plate. This is a one-dimensional unsteady conduction example, modelled taking the 

y and z directions equal to 1.

A thin plate of thickness L = 2cm, Figure 3.1, is initially at a uniform temperature 

of 200°C. At a certain time the temperature of the east side of the plate is suddenly 

reduced to 0°C. The other surface is insulated. The plate is modelled using a row 

of five hexahedral elements.

dT/dn = 0

dT/dx = i 2cm ' = 0, t>0

dT/dn = 0

Figure 3.1: Transient heat conduction on a thin plate

The material properties are k = lOW/m/K and pc = W7J/m?/K. The initial
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conditions are T = 200 at t = 0 and the boundary conditions are:

dT
— = 0 at a; = 0, £ > 0ox

T = 0 at x = L, £ > 0

The analytical solution is given in Ozisik [133] as:

0
,0rt,(3.2)

(2n - I)TT where An = ———-—— and a = k/pc

Time-dependant problems require knowledge of the value of </>, in this case tempera 

ture, within a control volume. An average value, usually at the centre of the control 

volume, is chosen to represent the control volume temperature. If temperature is 

varying strongly over the solution domain a better approximation may be obtained 

by sub-dividing the control volume. Since in the vertex-based technique a control 

volume comprises of a number of sub-control volumes, the control volume tempera 

ture can be calculated as a sum of the sub-control volume temperatures. The most 

logical point to take as the average value is the centre of a sub-control volume, but 

any point within the sub-control volume could be chosen, Figure 3.2. This test-case 

compares the results using the two discretisation methods:

Method 1: Discretising the transient term as,

Pnodecnode-L node* ~ PnodeCnode^- n

At

This method takes the nodal value to be a representative value for the control 

volume.
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Method 2: Discretising the transient term as,

n

\, V N-T- - o° c° V° N-T°]v scv^ y i-L i tjscv^scv v scv * i )
SCV 1=1

(3.4)

This method takes a representative value as a weighted average of values at the 

centre the sub-control volumes.

In cell-centred techniques the element centroid value is taken to be a representative 

average value.

Control volume 
control volume node

CD sub-control volume centre

x control volume boundary point

PI -B-

scvl scv2

Figure 3.2: Control volume value represented by nodal value or an average of scv 

values

The domain was divided into a number of equal sized elements and simulations were 

carried out employing various time step sizes. It was found that method 2 produced 
unbounded results when the contribution from the transient term (T) was greater 

than the diffusion term (D),
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> 1 (3.5) 

where,

Tax

giving the condition for bounded solutions as:

On investigation it was found that although method 2 produced a positive definite 

system of equations, the system became ill-conditioned if the transient term dom 

inated, i.e. ^2 anb < 0. In the simulations undertaken, when Equation (3.6) was 

satisfied, method 2 produced more accurate results on a coarser mesh than method 

1.

Method 1 does not suffer from unbounded solutions. Coupling of the transient term 

with the diffusion term, using method 1, produces a positive-definite system which 

is well conditioned in all cases investigated.

To illustrate the problem the domain is divided into five equal sized elements and 

simulations carried out using a time step of 1 second and 2 seconds giving T/D > 1 

and T/D < I respectively. The simulations were run for 40 seconds and the results 

are shown along with cell-centred and analytical solutions. The nodal values from 

cell-centred solutions are extrapolated from element based results. Figure 3.3 to 3.7 

shows the results obtained at 5 locations, x = 0, x = 0.004, x = 0.008, x = 0.012 

and x = 0.016. For a time step of 2 second, method 2 gives results which are in 

good agreement with the analytical solution at all solution points, with a maximum 

error at x — 0 of 0.07%. Method 1 gives similar results to cell-centred solutions with
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a maximum error at x = 0 of 2.25%. Employing a time step of 1 second method 2 

gives unbounded solutions at x = 0.012 and x = 0.016 in the early time steps. The 

cell-centred and method 1 solutions remain unchanged. If the mesh is refined T/D 

reduces, the stability of method 2 is ensured and smaller time steps can be employed. 

Refining the mesh reduces the error in the results obtained using method 1 or cell- 

centred solutions. Figure 3.8 gives the results for x — 0 on a mesh comprising of 40 

elements. The percentage error with the analytic solution has reduced to 0.45%

In cases where T/D < 1, method 2 appears to give more accurate results. The 

sub-division of the transient term links the rate of change in a control volume to 

the rate of change in neighbouring control volumes. For the control volume shown 

in Figure 3.2, assuming p\ = /92 = pz and V\ = V2 = V3 , Equation (2.21) gives the 

discretised transient term for P2 as,

-pV ((N, + AT2 )(0 - 0°) 2 + N^ - 0°)! + N2 (4> - 0°) 3 ) (3.7)

thus improved communication is obtained between solution points. Method 2 allows 

the control volume temperature to be more accurately represented when temperature 

does not vary linearly throughout the solution domain. Again referring to Figure 

3.2 and assuming linear variation between solution points, at time t — 1 let Pl=90, 

P2=80 and P3=60, the temperature gradient between P2 and P3 is greater than 

the temperature gradient between PI and P2. In this case taking an average of 

sub-control values will give a more representative control volume average than the 

value at node P2.
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Figure 3.3: Temperature over 40 seconds at x — 0
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Figure 3.4: Temperature over 40 seconds at x = 0.004
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Figure 3.5: Temperature over 40 seconds at x — 0.008
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Figure 3.6: Temperature over 40 seconds at x = 0.012
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3.2 Steady-State Diffusion

The test case used for steady-state diffusion is simple one-dimensional heat conduc 

tion in a three-dimensional cube. The cube is meshed using pentahedral elements, 

with elements arranged to give some non-orthogonal connections, as shown in Figure 

3.9. This case illustrates the error in the solution when cell-centred techniques are 

used with no non-orthogonal correction terms, and the ability of the vertex-based 

technique to handle non-orthogonal meshes.

Figure 3.9: Mesh with some degree of non-orthogonality

One side of the cube is at a temperature of O0^, the opposite side is l°C. The 

other sides are adiabatic. The dimensions of the cube are 1m3 . The analytic answer 

is simply a function of the x distance, T = 1 — x. Taking a cross-section of the 

cube at a distance 0.6m from the side at 0°(7 the analytical solution throughout 

the cross section is a constant temperature of 0.6°(7. The graph in Figure 3.10 

shows the results obtained using the vertex-based approach and the cell-centred 

approach, both with and without the correction terms for mesh skewness. The 

solution obtained using cell-centred techniques, without the correction terms for 

mesh skewness, took 350 solver iterations to converge but appears to have some 

dependency on the y direction. Using the correction terms gives exact solutions. 

As cell-centred solutions are not obtained at the boundary, boundary values have
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been extrapolated from element values, this has given rise to the error in the plotted 

boundary results. The number of iterations required for convergence increased to 

500 solver iterations. The results obtained using the vertex-based approach are exact 

throughout and the solution converged in 100 solver iterations.

0.75 -i

0.7 

O 0.65
o

3 0.6*Js
2. 0.55
0)
I- 0.5

0.45

0.4

0.2

cell-centred (cc)

cc + non-orthogonal terms

vertex-based (vb)

0.4 0.6 
Distance (y)

0.8

Figure 3.10: Cross section: Temperature results for heat transfer on non-orthogonal 

mesh

The cell-centred simulation results illustrate the error in the discretisation of the 

diffusion term caused by the absence of correction terms. Inclusion of non-orthogonal 

and conjunctionality corrections are required to obtain solutions matching analytic 

results.

The simulation was repeated on a mesh of arbitrary skewness, Figure 3.11. Inclusion 

of the cell-centred non-orthogonal terms resulted in divergence and solutions failed. 

The cell-centred solutions shown in Figure 3.12 do not include any correction terms. 

Figure 3.12 shows the temperature values along the central horizontal line of the 

cube. Again the vertex-based solutions performed well, giving 1.9% maximum per 

centage error at a distance x = 0.5. Without the inclusion of correction terms the 

cell-centred solutions were poor, obtaining a maximum percentage error of 15.5%
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Figure 3.11: Arbitrary distorted mesh
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Figure 3.12: Temperature results on arbitrary distorted mesh
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x-distance (cm)

0

0.125

0.25

0.375

0.5

0.601

0.719

0.851

1.0

analytic

1.0

0.875

0.75

0.625

0.5

0.399

0.281

0.149

0.0

cc

0.96 (3.95%)

0.918 (4.90%)

0.828 (10.35%)

0.722 (15.47%)

0.569 (13.72%)

0.380 (4.84%)

0.271 (3.73%)

0.164 (9.85%)

0.0627 (6.27%)

vb

1.0 (0.0%)

0.871 (0.46%)

0.747 (0.45%)

0.629 (0.63%)

0.510 (1.90%)

0.402 (0.68%)

0.282 (0.42%)

0.149 (0.24%)

0.0 (0.0%)

Table 3.1: Solutions and percentage error with analytic solutions on a arbitrary 

skewed mesh.

at a distance x = 0.375. The solutions and analytic results are shown in Table 3.1. 

The percentage error with respect to the analytical solutions are given in brackets.

In many meshes of arbitrary skewness inclusion of mesh correction terms leads to di 

verging solutions. Longer convergence times are encountered on meshes where solu 

tions are obtained using correction terms. In the vertex-based technique the diffusion 

term is discretised directly, each node is linked to a greater number of neighbour 

ing nodes. Communication is increased between solution points and information is 

spread faster throughout the solution domain. This improved communication leads 

to less solver iterations required to convergence but increased computational time 

per iteration.
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3.3 Convected Scalar

This test case involves convection of a scalar in a domain where the flow is not 

aligned with the grid lines. The upwind differencing scheme is used to discretise 

the convection term in both the vertex-based and cell-centred code. The resulting 

amount of numerical diffusion due to the upwind scheme is compared for both meth 

ods on a Cartesian grid. To identify the false diffusion a pure convection process is 

considered without physical diffusion. There are no source terms and a steady state 

solution is sought. The same case is then solved on a skewed mesh to illustrate the 

stability of the upwind scheme when solving on highly distorted meshes.

NW. outflow

SW

a
CN

u = 2 m/s

NE

outflow

SE

Figure 3.13: Flow domain for pure convection

The solution domain is a 1m3 cube, meshed with hexahedral elements, and u — v — 

2ms~l everywhere so that the velocity field is uniform and at an angle to the grid 

lines. The boundary conditions are 0 = 0 along the south boundary and 0 — 1 along 

the west boundary. At the south-western node where the boundaries intersect, a 

value of 0.5 is assigned to the property 0. The north and east boundaries are open 

outflow boundaries. The flow domain is illustrated in Figure 3.13. Since there is no 

physical diffusion the exact solution exhibits a step change of 0 from 0 to 1 along 

the diagonal SW to NE.
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The degree of false diffusion along the cross flow diagonal of the domain (NW to 

SE) is shown in Figure 3.14 for meshes containing 100 elements and 2500 elements. 

The results from the vertex-based and cell-centred method are similar. Grid refine 

ment reduces the numerical diffusion, but the degree of grid refinement required to 

eliminate the error would not be computationally practical. The number of solver 

iterations required to achieve convergence when using the vertex-based method was 

800 on a 10x10 element mesh and 1200 on a 50x50 element mesh. Cell-centred so 

lutions required significantly more iterations, 4000 and 20000 on the same meshes. 

The convection only simulation was also run on a highly skewed mesh to test the 

stability of the upwind scheme when the mesh is distorted. Vertex-based and cell- 

centred solutions gave similar results, Figure 3.15 shows the temperature contours 

obtained.

3.4 Closure

The transient-diffusion test case illustrated the problem that can be encountered 

when discretising the transient term using Equation (2.21). In cases were the bound- 

edness criteria is satisfied, employing vertex-based discretisation, Equation (2.21), 

can considerably improve the transient solution on a coarse mesh. In order to ensure 

stable and converging solutions in the remainder of this research the transient term 

will be discretised using Equation (2.19). The ability of the vertex-based method to 

handle distorted meshes was shown in the diffusion test case. Solving cell-centred 

on a distorted mesh without non-orthogonal corrections degrades the solution. The 

inclusion of the correction terms improves the solution but divergence is often en 

countered. The upwind differencing scheme was shown to handle distorted meshes 

well, but suffers from numerical diffusion. The vertex-based discretisation, although 

computationally more expensive, required considerably less solver iterations than 

cell-centred solutions.
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Chapter 4

Coupled Physical Phenomena

The objective of this chapter is to apply the vertex-based discretisation technique to 

a complex multi-physics heat transfer problem. The vertex-based method is embed 

ded within the modular framework of PHYSICA and coupled with other well estab 

lished physical processes, e.g. phase-change, thermal stress. The PHYSICA envi 

ronment allows the user to implement additional physics through user routines. The 

vertex-based method is coupled with the user module to allow additional physics, i.e 

radiation, moving boundary, source terms. The vertex-based technique, outlined in 

chapter 2, is applied to a case involving heat transfer by conduction, losses by nat 

ural convection and radiation plus solidification phase-change in a multi-material 

geometrical domain. The vertex-based code is validated against PHYSICA cell- 

centred solutions. Simulation times and memory requirements are compared.

4.1 Casting of a Turbine Blade

Turbine blades located in engine hot sections have to withstand extreme tempera 

tures. The process of casting the turbine blade is critical to the strength and stability

67
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of the finished blade. The casting and solidification process affects the pattern and 

type of grain growth, shrinkage and porosity. Many turbine blades rely on internal 

cooling passages to circulate air, cooling the metal in the turbine hot sections. Ce 

ramic cores, installed during the creation of the mold, form the interior surfaces of 

the blade during the casting process. An outer ceramic shell is constructed in layers 

to a uniform thickness, ensuring even thermal conductivity throughout the solidifi 

cation of the alloy. Filling the mold in a vacuum keeps impurities from affecting the 

properties of the alloy. Creep is the principal failure of a blade, occurring ultimately 

at the grain boundaries. The blade is weakest when grain boundaries are normal to 

the stress axis. The strength of turbine blades has been improved with the devel 

opment of directionally solidified casting. Directional solidified casting restricts the 

path of grain growth so that all the grain boundaries are parallel to the stress axis, 

thus improving the strength and life of the blade. Both the mold and the metal 

are kept at similar temperatures. A hot mold, above the melting point of the alloy, 

sits on a water-cooled copper chill. The chill plate and mold are withdrawn from 

the hot zone into the cold zone. The water-cooled cooper chill extracts heat energy 

ensuring the alloy solidifies from the bottom up.

Simulating the casting of a turbine blade requires the coupling of several physical 

phenomena. The process involves heat transfer by conduction and radiation, phase 

change and non-linear solid mechanics. The assembly is made up of four components, 

a ceramic shell and core, an alloy blade and copper chill. Initially the assembly is in a 

furnace with radiative heat transfer between the shell and the furnace. The assembly 

is withdrawn from the furnace at a speed of 6.35 x 10~ 5 m/s. A moving boundary 

condition, employing an ambient temperature profile simulates the withdrawal of the 

assembly from the furnace. As the assembly is withdrawn the combined effect of the 

moving boundary condition and the water-cooled copper chill cools the geometry. 

During the cooling process the alloy blade starts to solidify and a gap is formed 

between the shell and alloy. When a gap is formed it is assumed that a vaccum 

exists and heat is transferred across the gap by radiation. The contraction of the
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metal causes thermal stress in the blade. The geometry specifications, material data 

and boundary conditions are given in the following sections. The equations employed 

to describe the physical processes are given in section 4.2. The simulation results 

for a thermal only and a coupled thermo-mechanical analysis are shown in section 

4.3. The results are shown for cell-centred and vertex-based thermal analysis. The 

mechanical analysis uses vertex-based techniques.

4.1.1 The Geometry

The core is assumed to be located centrally in the ^/-direction, thus allowing a sym 

metric mesh to be employed. The symmetric geometry is meshed using hexahedral 

elements. The total number of nodes is 53647 and the total number of elements 

is 45156. The main features of the four components of the assembly are shown in 

Figures 4.1 to 4.4.

The core, Figure 4.1, is enclosed within the metal blade geometry, Figure 4.2. The 

bottom of the core is located 90mm from the bottom of the metal blade and sits at 

the level before the blade begins to contract. Connected to the bottom of the metal 

blade is the copper chill, Figure 4.3. The shell shown in Figure 4.4 surrounds the 

metal blade and copper chill with a width of approximately 7mm.

4.1.2 Material Data

The material data for the thermal analysis are given in Tables 4.1 for the ceramic 

(core and shell), copper (chill) and Table 4.2 for the alloy (blade). For thermo-elastic 

analysis the Young's modulus and Poisson ratio for the alloy blade are given in Table 

4.3 and 4.4 respectively, values are temperature dependant and use piecewise linear 

assumptions between data points. All other materials are given constant material
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Figure 4.1: The core geometry
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Figure 4.2: The blade geometry
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diameter 120mm

Figure 4.3: The copper chill geometry
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Figure 4.4: The shell geometry
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assumptions of Young's modulus = 1.0 x 106 Pa and Poisson's ratio = 0.3. The 

thermal expansion coefficient for the alloy blade is 1.5 x IQ~5 K~l and zero for all 

other materials. All materials are assumed to remain elastic throughout the solution 

and a value of 1.0 x 1020Pa was set for the yield stress.

Density (kg/m3 }

Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

Specific Heat (J/kgK)

Ceramic

3400

2.2

1000

Copper

8960

401

385

Table 4.1: Thermal data for ceramic and copper

Density

Thermal Conductivity 

Specific Heat 

Latent Heat 

Solidus Temperature 

Liquidus Temperature

8200%/m3

3QW/mK

770J/kgK

2.65 x 105 J/kg

1673K

1674K

Table 4.2: Material data for alloy

4.1.3 Boundary Conditions

The initial temperature of the ceramic shell and core, and alloy blade was set to 

1773K and the copper chill to 293K. Newton cooling type boundary conditions 

were applied to the base of the shell and the external face of the chill. The heat 

transfer coefficient for the shell base was WW/mK and for the chill 6QQQW/mK.

A radiative boundary condition was applied externally to the shell. The ambient 

temperature of the geometry still in the furnace should be 1773K and of the ge 

ometry not in the furnace should be 293K. The chill/alloy interface is located at
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Temperature (K)

0.0

400

1000

1673

1674

3000

Young's Modulus (Pa)

2.1 x 1011

1.9 x 1011
2.0 x 1010 

2.0 x 109 

1.0 x 106 

1.0 x 106

Table 4.3: Young's modulus for alloy

Temperature (K)

0

500

1673

3000

Poisson's Ratio

0.3

0.3

0.49

0.49

Table 4.4: Poisson's ratio for alloy

z = —O.llm. A linear ambient temperature profile is initially applied to the region 

—0.258 < z < —0.11 and moves at a speed of 6.35 x 10~5m/s to simulate the with 

drawal of the geometry from the furnace. The ambient temperature, TA, is given as 

a function of position and time,

1. The ambient temperature TA above the initial chill/alloy interface, i.e the 

geometry still in the furnace, should be 1773K, (z > za , TA = 1773)

2. The ambient temperature TA of the geometry not in the furnace should be

', (z < zb , TA = 293)

3. Linear profile for zb < z < za , TA = 293 + f^(1773 - 293)

where za = a + Vet, zb = b + Vet, Ve is the extraction speed, 6.35 x 10~ 5 , t is time 

(seconds), a = -O.llm and b = -0.258m.
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For the thermo-mechanical analysis the shell, core and chill were fixed with only 

the alloy being allowed to deform. It was assumed that the alloy and core materials 

remained attached together with x, y and z being fixed at the interface. The move 

ment of the alloy within the shell was restricted by fixing the values of z. These 

assumptions assume that the alloy would only deform in the x and y direction and 

no gap would develop between the alloy and core. In reality the alloy may deform 

in all directions and may become detached from the core.

4.2 Models of Physical Processes

The equations used to model the physical processes that occur during the casting 

of a rotary blade are given in this section. The PHYSICA modules for solidification 

and solid mechanics are employed in the simulation. The modules have been slightly 

adjusted to allow coupling with vertex-based heat transfer solutions. The vertex- 

based adjustments are given in the relevant section. The user module was employed 

to implement heat transfer by radiation when a gap formed between the ceramic 

shell and alloy blade.

4.2.1 Solidification

The PHYSICA solidification module employs a source-based method [134, 135]. 

During the phase change of a material energy is released. The evolution of the latent 

heat of solidification is accounted for by definition of a source term in the equation 

governing heat transfer (3.10). The source term for non-convection problems is,

-L
at
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where L is the latent heat of solidification and / is the liquid fraction.

The principle behind the source-based method is to allow the phase change to be 

identified by a local liquid fraction / that keeps track of the phase change as it moves 

through the solution domain. The advantage of this approach is that it allows a 

solution without the need for a mesh that moves with the solidification front. The 

liquid fraction is assumed to be a function of temperature / = F(T), however liquid 

fraction could be a function of a number of variables. In the evaluation of the liquid 

fraction a linear relationship is assumed giving,

£ __

1 : T>TL

(T-TS)/(TL -TS ) -. TS <T<TL (4.2)
0 : T < Ts

where TL is the temperature above which the material is in liquid state, and TS is the 

temperature below which the material is in solid state. This system contains a linear 

transition phase, a solid/liquid region over which the latent heat of solidification 

evolves. In the transition from liquid to solid state a large amount of energy can be 

released causing the temperature to rise and an oscillating liquid-solid-liquid cycle 

can be encountered. In order to avoid oscillations a correction A is applied to update 

the liquid fraction /. A number of corrections have been proposed, [134] to [137]. 

The Voller-Prakash [137] and Voller-Brent [134] methods calculate a correction equal 

to,

(4.3)

where the equation for 6h are as follows,
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Voller Prakash 6h = -+TL -Ts (4.4)
c

Voller Brent 1 6h = (4.5)

Voller Brent 2 6h = +TL -TS (4.6)
T(Lpl\t

where c is the specific heat and Tap is the diagonal cell of the discretised temperature 

equation.

The Voller and Prakash method underestimates the correction and convergence can 

be slow, but it has the advantage of requiring less under-relaxation than the other 

methods. The Voller and Brent methods are faster, method 2 is the fastest but 

frequently requires under-relaxation, method 1 may also require some relaxation.

The vertex-based discretisation procedure allows the liquid fraction / to be esti 

mated for each sub-control volume. This effectively means that the liquid fraction 

is being calculated over a much finer mesh than in the cell-centred procedure. The 

solution procedure in each time-step is as follows,

1. Obtain material properties for current temperature.

2. Solve the discretised temperature equation.

3. Calculate the temperature in the sub-control volumes

4. Correct the liquid fraction in each sub-control volume.

4.2.2 Radiation across Mesh Gap

When a gap is formed between two materials and a vacuum is assumed to exist, 

heat is transferred across the gap by thermal radiation. Stefan-Boltzmann law can
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be applied to obtain the maximum flux, Qmax, at which radiation may be emitted 

from a surface,

Qmax = oTl (4.7)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and has the value a = 5.67 x 10~8 . To 

obtain the real flux emitted from the surface, the right hand side is multiplied by 

emissivity of the surface property,

Qs = ™T* (4.8)

where the value of emissivity e is in the range 0 < e < 1.

The net range of radiation heat exchange between two surfaces may be written in 

the form:

(4.9)

This expression can more conveniently be expressed in the following form,

= kr (Tsl -TS2 ) (4.10)

where the radiation heat transfer coefficient kr is given as:

kr = ea(Tsl + TrfXT* + TS22 ) (4.11)

Since in the vertex-based method, temperature is solved directly on the gap bound-
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ary> 2"si and TS2 are known and the above equations are sufficient to estimate the 

heat transferred across the gap by radiation. In the cell-centred method the heat 

transfer from cell-centre to gap boundary needs to be included, as illustrated in 

Figure 4.5.

TP 1,1 Ii2

Figure 4.5: Formation of mesh gap

Equations for the heat flux from the cell centre to gap boundary are as follows:

pQp-si = ~r(Tsi — d\
kd QA-S2 = ~T(TA —

(4.12)

(4.13)

Adding equations (4.12) and (4.13) to equation (4.11) gives, after some rearrange 

ment,

Q = h(TA - TP )

where
h =

TS2 )(TS2S1 kPkAd*

(4.14)

(4.15)

Equation (4.15) requires the values of Tsl and Ts2 . Since values at points P and A 

are known, the assumption is made that Tsl ~ TP and Ts2 ~ TA .
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4.2.3 Solid Mechanics Equations

The solid mechanics PHYSICA module allows for thermo-elastic, thermo-elasto- 

plastic and thermo-elasto-visco-plastic analysis. In the simulation of the casting of 

a rotary blade only thermo-elastic analysis was performed. The equations relevant 

to the thermo-elastic analysis are given in this section. The solid mechanics mod 

ule employs vertex-based discretisation techniques. PHYSICA employs cell-centred 

temperature solutions and the vertex-based temperatures required in the thermo- 

elastic analysis are normally extrapolated from these element based values. Using 

fully vertex-based solutions the temperatures are located at the required position for 

the stress analysis. A detailed account of the discretisation and solution procedure 

is given by Taylor [89].

For infinitesimal strain problems, with strains typically less than 1%, the displace 

ment variation is assumed to be linear. The linear elastic equilibrium equations are 

given in matrix form as,

(4.16)

where [L] is the differential operator and {Acr} is the Cauchy stress incremental 

yield. For isotropic homogeneous material the stress is related to the elastic incre 

mental strain Aee such that,

(4.17)

where [D] is the elasticity matrix, denned in terms of Young's modulus of elasticity, 

the proportion of longitudinal strain that is equal to the longitudinal stress, and 

Poisson's ratio, a measure of the amount the material contracts sideways as it ex 

tends. The total incremental strain Ae is the sum of the elastic incremental strain
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and the thermal incremental strain Aeth giving:

{A<r} = [D] ({As} - {Aetfc }) (4.18)

The thermal strain rate is given by,

4 = at% (4.19)

where a is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion, T is the rate of change of 

temperature, and 6ij is the Kronecker delta function:

0 when i ^ j
(4.20)

1 when i = j

4.3 Simulation Results

A thermal only analysis was performed on the withdrawal of the assembly from 

the furnace. The simulation was run using a time-step of 15 seconds. Figures 4.6 

and 4.7 give cross-sections showing temperature contours and the liquid fraction 

for vertex-based and cell-centred results respectively, at 30 minute intervals up to 

120 minutes. Their are no significant differences in either the temperature or liquid 

fraction results obtained cell-centred or vertex-based. The blade solidifies from the 

base upwards and after about approximately 70 minutes the whole blade has solid 

ified The geometry also cools as it is withdrawn from the furnace and continues to 

cool from the base upwards after withdrawal is complete. The withdrawal from the 

furnace takes approximately 75 minutes to complete and a further 75 minutes until 

the whole geometry is completely cool. After 120 minutes the temperature of the 

geometry is between 293AT and 442/C.
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A thermal-elastic analysis was performed on the same mesh with a time-step of 15 

seconds. The elastic analysis was performed every 24 time-steps with the thermal 

analysis taking place every time-step. Figure 4.8 shows the temperature contours 

at 30 minute intervals up to 120 minutes. There are no significant differences in the 

vertex-based and cell-centred solutions for temperature and liquid fraction. Figures 

4.9 and 4.10 show the cross-sectional effective stress and displacement contours for 

the vertex-based and cell-centred methods respectively. The resultant displacement 

of the alloy within the shell is similar for both the cell-centred and vertex-based 

results. The maximum displacement is 8.09 x 10~3 mm (cell-centred) and 9.67x 10~3 

mm (vertex-based). The results show the stress in the alloy to be more concentrated 

around the base of the alloy, at the alloy/chill interface. This is probably due to 

the assumption that the alloy and chill remain attached together with x, y and z 

being fixed at the interface. The maximum effective stress value is located at this 

interface, being 3.57 x 1010 Pa (vertex-based) and 3.26 x 1010 Pa (cell-centred).

4.3.1 Run-time - Memory Requirements

The analysis was carried out on a DEC alpha 466 MHz processor. The thermal 

analysis required a computational time of approximately 22 hours (vertex-based) 

and 14 hours (cell-centred). The vertex-based method required less iterations per 

time-step to achieve the same level of convergence as the cell-centred method. This 

gives a computational time per solution point of approximately 1.46 seconds (vertex- 

based) and 1.11 seconds (cell-centred). The vertex-based method required 1.6 times 

the computational time of the cell-centred method for the thermal simulation, but 

this reduces to 1.3 per solution point. The additional computational time required 

for the mechanical analysis was approximately 24 hours in both cases. The memory 

requirements for the thermal analysis was 45.78 megabytes and 8.18 megabytes for 

vertex-based and cell-centred solutions respectively. The stress analysis required an 

extra 38.25 megabytes.
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Figure 4.6: Vertex-Based results, Cross-sections showing the temperature contours 

(left) and liquid fraction (right), after a)30 mins, b)60 mins, c)90 mins and d)120 

mins
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Figure 4.7: Cell-Centred results, Cross-sections showing the temperature contours 

(left) and liquid fraction (right), after a)30 mins, b)60 mins, c)90 mins and d)120 

mins
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Figure 4.9: Vertex-Based results, Cross-sections showing the effective stress contours 

(left) and displacement (right), after a)30 mins, b)60 mins, c)90 mins and d)120 mins
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Figure 4.10: Cell-Centred results, Cross-sections showing the effective stress con 

tours (left) and displacement (right), after a)30 mins, b)60 mins, c)90 mins and 

d)120 mins
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4.4 Closure

The vertex-based discretisation method has been successfully embedded with in the 

multi-physics framework of PHYSIC A. The casting of the rotary blade involved 

heat transfer, solidification, radiation and stress analysis. Vertex-based solutions 

were in good agreement with the cell-centred solutions. The results indicate that 

the vertex-based method can be successfully coupled with other physical phenom 

ena utilising existing PHYSICA modules. Computational requirements significantly 

increase when using vertex-based discretisation. On an nearly orthogonal mesh, as 

employed in the simulation of the casting a rotary blade, the cell-centred method 

is computationally less expensive and there would appear to be no benefit in using 

the vertex-based method. However, if during the simulation the mesh deformed, 

introducing non-orthogonality into the mesh, problems could be encountered with 

cell-centred discretisation. As discussed in section 2.1.1 non-orthogonal corrections 

would need to be included which could lead to difficulties in convergence and longer 

simulation times. It is in this scenario that it could be beneficial to employ vertex- 

based discretisation as it does not suffer from non-orthogonal issues.



Chapter 5

Solution of Fluid Flow

In the work presented earlier in chapter 2, the solution of a conserved variable </> 

assumed that the velocity field was somehow known. In general the flow field is not 

known, but emerges as part of the solution procedure. The velocity field must be 

obtained by solving a number of conservation equations. The momentum transport 

equations can be written in the same form as the general transport equation (2.1), 

with 4> = u, v or w and T = [i. The pressure gradient term that forms the main 

momentum source term is written separately:

r\t \

* + div(puui) - div(^Vui) = SUi - VXip (5.1)

The velocity field must also satisfy mass conservation:

-^ + div(pu) = Sm (5.2)

The non-linearity of the convection term can be handled by an iterative solution 

method. If the pressure field is known there is little difficulty in obtaining a solution
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of the velocity components. In general the pressure field in flow computations is not 

known and is calculated as part of the solution.

If flow is compressible the continuity equation may be used as a transport equation 

for density and the energy equation as a transport equation for temperature. The 

pressure may then be obtained from the equation of state p — p(p,T). If flow is 

incompressible the difficulty arises on how to resolve the role played by pressure. A 

pressure gradient source term appears in all three momentum equations but there 

is no other equation linked to pressure. Pressure and velocity are intrinsically cou 

pled, if the correct pressure field is applied in the momentum equations the resulting 

velocity field will satisfy the continuity equation. The problem of pressure-velocity 

coupling can be overcome by means of an iterative guess and correct solution pro 

cedure, such as the SIMPLE or SIMPLER algorithm outlined in sections 5.1.1 and 

5.1.2. Decoupling of pressure and velocity components can occur if the face velocity 

component is not dependant on adjacent pressure values. This problem is addressed 

in section 5.2 which deals with pressure and velocity checkerboarding. Initially a 

general outline of the solution algorithms are given in the following sections. A 

more detailed account of the procedures used for the cell-centred and vertex-based 

discretisation methods is given in sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.

5.1 Pressure - Velocity Coupling

As a starting point for the solution procedure, the system of algebraic equations 

obtained from the discretised momentum equations can be expressed in the following 

form:

aUi Ui = anbunb + bUi - VXip (5.3)
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The velocity field is also subject to the constraint that it must satisfy the continuity 

equation (5.2). The discretised form of the continuity equation for a control volume 

(cv) is:

T/ _ n
Vcv PCy cv , „ A ( n , ^\ I/ Qm (^ A\+ / . PfAf(u.n)f = Vcv bcv (5.4)

f

5.1.1 SIMPLE

The Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE), was originally 

developed by Patankar and Spalding [?] for staggered grid arrangements. It is a 

guess and correct solution procedure, initially the discretised momentum equations 

are solved using a guessed pressure field (p*) to yield velocity components u*, v* and
w*:

aUiU* = V anbu*nb + bui - VXip* (5.5)

The aim is to improve the guessed pressure p* successively, thus improving the 

solution of the velocity components u*. Substitution of the correct pressure field p 

into the momentum equations will yield the correct velocity field. A correction term 

p is defined as the difference between the correct pressure field p and the guessed 

pressure field p*:

= p*+p (5.6)

Similarly velocity correction terms u{ are defined to relate u to the correct velocities
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= < + u'i (5.7)

Subtraction of (5.5) from (5.3) yields an expression linking the correction formulae:

auiUi = anbunb - VXip (5.8)

It is at this point that the main approximation of the SIMPLE algorithm is made. 

The first term on the right hand side of (5.8) is omitted, giving:

a
(5.9)

Ui

Inclusion of the omitted term would lead to a system of equations where pressure 

corrections were dependant on neighbouring corrections. Omission of this term 

simplifies the resulting pressure correction equation. This approximation does not 

affect the final solution since at convergence this term would be zero.

The simplified equation (5.9) for the velocity and pressure correction can be substi 

tuted into (5.7) to give an expression linking the correct velocity u^ to the guessed 

velocity u* and the pressure correction p :

(5.10)

Equation (5.10) gives an expression for updating the velocity field when a pressure 

correction value has been obtained.

Prom the conservation principle of the control volume formulation, the velocity field 

at a point on the face of a control volume, must also have a discretised momentum
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equation of the same form as (5.3). Using the same principles as applied to obtain 

(5.10), a similar equation can be written for the face velocity component:

Equation (5.11) can now be substituted into the discretised continuity equation (5.4) 

to obtain an equation for the pressure correction p . The face velocity components 

and their related coefficients are interpolated from control volume nodal values.

5.1.1.1 SIMPLEC

A variant of SIMPLE is the SIMPLEC algorithm of Van Doormal and Raithby, [138]. 

The SIMPLEC procedure proceeds along the same lines as the SIMPLE algorithm, 

section 5.1.1, with the difference that the velocity correction equations omit terms 

that are less significant than those omitted in SIMPLE. This method assumes that 

unb ~ ul. Enhancing the correction procedure improves the convergence behaviour, 

producing savings in computational time.

The velocity correction equation is,

a -U

giving an expression for updating the velocity field as,

(5.13)

and a similar equation for the face velocity component:
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/ *\ ~~(v XiP )f= (ut ) f -

The sequence of operations is identical to that of SIMPLE, with Equation (5.14) 

being substituted into the discretised pressure correction equation.

5.1.2 SIMPLER

In the SIMPLER (SIMPLE Revised) algorithm of Patankar [6] the discretised con 

tinuity equation (5.4) is used to derive a discretised equation for pressure, instead of 

a pressure correction equation as in SIMPLE. The pressure field is obtained directly, 

without the use of corrections. The velocity components are still obtained through 

the velocity corrections (5.10), as derived in the SIMPLE algorithm.

The momentum equations (5.3) are rearranged as follows:

VXip

Pseudo-velocities u,v,w and a pressure gradient coefficient dUi for each control vol 

ume can be defined as,

aUi
+ b"i (5.16)

dui = — (5.17)
*"U,'

Substituting (5.16) and (5.17) in to equation (5.15) gives:
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(5.18)

As in the SIMPLE algorithm, applying conservation principles, a similar expression 

can be derived for the face velocity component.

(«,)/ = («,), - (f)f (5.19)

An equation for pressure is obtained by substituting (5.19) into the discretised con 

tinuity equation (5.4).

If consistent discretisation and interpolation techniques are applied, the coefficients 

of the derived pressure equation (5.20) will be the same as the coefficients of the 

pressure correction equation (5.21) of SIMPLE.

[A}\p] = (b] (5.20)

[A}\p'\ = [b>] (5.21)

The difference in the two methods is the evaluation of the source term [6]. The pres 

sure equation source term is evaluated using pseudo-velocities (u, v and it)), whereas 

the pressure-correction source term is evaluated using the previously obtained ve 

locities (u*,v* and it;*).

The velocities are updated using the velocity corrections (5.10), as in the SIMPLE 

algorithm. This procedure requires that a pressure-correction equation must also be 

solved to obtain the pressure corrections used in (5.10). The SIMPLER procedure 

solves the pressure equation first from guessed initial values of pressure and velocity.
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Once a pressure field has been obtained the momentum equations are solved and 

the SIMPLE algorithm applied to obtain the pressure corrections needed for the 

velocity corrections.

5.1.2.1 Revised SIMPLER

In this revised version of the SIMPLER algorithm, a pressure equation is obtained 

in the same way as detailed in the preceding section. The pressure equation (5.20) 

can be transformed into a pressure correction equation as follows,

[A]\p] = [&'], where [&'] = [6] - [A][p*] (5.22)

where p* is the preceding pressure solution. The pressure field is updated using 

(5.6) and instead of using pressure corrections to update the velocity components, 

the velocities are updated directly by the corrected pressure values. The control 

volume face velocity components are updated using equation (5.19). It is this mass 

conserving face velocity field that is fed directly into the discretised momentum 

equations. In order to advance the solution process, the nodal velocity components 

are also updated using equation (5.18).

5.2 Velocity and Pressure Checkerboarding

Co-located discretisation methods that solve and store pressure and velocity com 

ponents at the same locations can suffer from checkerboard pressure predictions. 

These oscillating pressure fields are a result of linear interpolation techniques that 

express control volume pressure gradients in terms of alternate pressure values. This 

means that if pressure, located at consecutive grid points, oscillate as follows 1, 100,
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1, 100 etc, this would be seen as a uniform pressure field, as alternate pressure 

values are the same. If a checkerboard pressure field can be supported by both 

the discretised form of the momentum and continuity equations spurious oscillating 

pressure predictions can emerge. This is illustrated for a one-dimensional co-located 

formulation with control volume face cross-sectional areas equal to one. Figure 5.1 

shows a control volume P with west and east neighbours.

ww w /w P / e E EE

Figure 5.1: Grid used to illustrate velocity and pressure interpolation

The pressure gradient enters the momentum equation as a source term (5.1). Cal 

culating the pressure gradient over control volume (P) using linear interpolation to 

obtain pressures at faces (fe] and (fw} gives:

dp
dx

Pfe ~ Pfw

8x
(PP+PE\ (PP+PW\
\ 2 ) \ 2 )

6x
PE-PW 

28x (5.23)

The discretisation does not involve the pressure values at point P. Only alternate 

control volume pressure values enter the equation. Thus, the u-momentum equation 

does not recognise a checkerboard pressure field and oscillating pressure predictions 

would be seen as a uniform pressure field. If this type of discretisation is maintained 

for the pressure term in the momentum equations the discretisation of the continuity 

equation must ensure that checkerboard pressure fields can not emerge. Discretising
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the continuity equation using linear interpolation to obtain the face u-velocity values 

from cell velocity values, as follows,

/Kn A \ Ufe ~ Ufw = ———-——— - ———~——— (5.24)

i - . ,PW ,where: UP = UP + — ( —— - —— )

^ I pP -PEE UE = UE + —

uw = UW

aE 2 
Pww

gives:

UE-UW . 1 fpp-pEE, 1 fPww-pp, ( - OK x ufe - ufw = ——-—- + —(——-——) - —(——-——) (5.25) 
z (IE 4

It can be seen that the same type of checkerboard pressure field supported by the 

discretised momentum equations is also supported by the discretised continuity equa 

tion, because pp = PEE — Pww- In addition to the pressure checkerboarding, the 

linear interpolation of cell velocities results in only adjacent velocities appearing in 

the discretised continuity equation. Hence, a checkerboard velocity field would also 

satisfy the continuity equation. As a means of overcoming this problem the use of 

staggered grid arrangements was introduced by Harlow and Welsh [12] and was used 

in the development of the SIMPLE procedure. In the staggered grid arrangement 

the momentum equations are discretised over a different set of control volumes. The 

velocity components are solved directly on the pressure cell faces. No interpolation 

is required and the values of Ufe and u/w are obtained directly from the solution 

of the u-momentum equation. Similarly, the pressure values are now located on 

the face of the momentum control volume and the pressure gradient term can be
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obtained from adjacent values. An oscillating pressure field would be recognised by 

the momentum equations.

In co-located solution techniques, to prevent checkerboarding in the final solution, 

the discretisation technique used in the momentum or continuity equation must pro 

vide a filter to remove oscillating results. Checkerboarding is overcome by devising 

interpolation procedures which express face velocities in terms of adjacent pressure 

values rather than alternate pressure values. The procedure, known as momentum 

interpolation, does not use pure linear interpolation to define the face velocity. An 

additional term is included which is dependent on adjacent pressure values. Several 

variations of this scheme have been proposed [7, 8, 27, 28], but the basic idea re 

mains the same. It is these newly defined face velocity values that are used in the 

discretision of the continuity equation. Thus, at convergence, it is the face velocities 

that directly satisfy continuity. The cell-centred velocities only satisfy conserva 

tion indirectly in that they satisfy the momentum interpolation formula. Another 

method, which essentially uses the same key idea, is to define a new face velocity 

field which is driven by the pressure difference between adjacent cell values [93]. 

This new face velocity field can be considered as a type of staggered velocity field. 

Instead of deriving this velocity field directly, a pseudo velocity field (5.16), which 

contains the convection, diffusion, and source term, is obtained from the momentum 

equations, and a pressure gradient term added.

The basic idea behind these interpolation techniques is the replacement of the pres 

sure gradient term, which is obtained using linear interpolation of cell velocities, 

with a new pressure gradient term which is calculated from adjacent pressure val 

ues. It is these face velocities, written in terms of adjacent pressure values, that are 

used to satisfy continuity. Thus, a checkerboard pressure field would be recognised 

by these face velocities. Although the momentum equations still contain a pressure 

gradient term that does not recognise a checkerboard pressure field, such a field 

would not satisfy the continuity equation.
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5.3 Cell-Centred Procedure

The cell-centred procedure employed in this investigation uses the Rhie-Chow [8] 

interpolation scheme as a means of avoiding spurious pressure predictions and the 

SIMPLE solution algorithm. The discretisation and solution procedure is outlined 

as follows,

5.3.1 Rhie-Chow Interpolation Method

Equation (5.3) gives the discretised momentum equation for a control volume around 

node i. From the conservation principle of the control volume formulation, the 

velocity on a control volume face must also have an equation of the form:

aju} + (VX4p)/ - anbunb)f + V? (5.26)

The Rhie-Chow interpolation method approximates a solution for the right hand side 

of equation (5.26) using weighted linear interpolation of the corresponding terms in 

the nodal equations of the same form,

aju} + (VXip) f = ( anbunb) f + V? = a^u} + (VXip)/ (5.27)

where the overline indicates a weighted linear interpolation of the nodal values. The

assumption that auf w auf is made, giving:

u} = u} + d}((VXip) f - (VXip) f ) (5.28)
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Taking a as the weighting factor, P the control volume node and A the adjacent 
control volume node.

ulf = aulp + (1 — Oi)ulA

(VXip) f = a(VXi

= Afnx/(pA -pp)

au/ =

= KT1
(5.29)

5.3.2 The Solution Procedure

The momentum equations are discretised as outlined in chapter 2, using Rhie-Chow 
interpolation to obtain the face velocity components. The control volume pressure 
gradient, which enters the momentum equations as a source term, is evaluated as a 
sum of surface integrals over each face bounding the control volume,

/ VXiPdV ~ Yl Afnx/pf (5.30)
JCV f

where p/ is interpolated from adjacent values.

The continuity equation is discretised to form a pressure-correction equation as 

follows,

Using the SIMPLE approximation procedure equations (5.5) to (5.9), an approxi 
mation for the face velocity correction is obtained:
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(u*)/ is obtained using Rhie-Chow interpolation. (5.7) and (5.31) are substituted 

into the discretised continuity equation (5.4) to give,

£ Pfr<Pr - P'^f = P ~ PPP - £ A,Pf(vL-n)S (5.32)
t at '-**' f

where the subscript i in the first term indicates a summation over the three coordi 

nate directions.

The above equation leads to a set of linear equations with weak diagonal dominance 

and can be written in the form:

= bP (5 - 33 )
nb

Once the above equation has been solved and a pressure correction field obtained, the 

correct pressure field may be obtained using formula (5.7). The SIMPLE approxima 

tion tends to lead to an over-estimation of the pressure correction values, making the 

pressure-correction equation susceptible to divergence unless some under-relaxation 

is used during the iterative procedure. In the procedure used here a relaxation value 

of 0.6 is set as standard.

It is the element cell values that are updated using formula (5.7) rather than face 

values. The velocity correction values are obtained from pressure correction values 

using (5.9). Expanding this equation gives the velocity corrections in terms of 

pressure corrections in the element and all its neighbours:
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•P = ~—— X HXi Af(afPp + (1 - <*/)Kj ( 5 - 34)

nbrs

5.4 Vertex-Based Procedure

The following section discusses the possible solution methods that could be employed 

in the vertex-based flow procedure. A detailed account of the discretisation and 

solution method adopted is given in section 5.4.2.

5.4.1 Discussion of Solution Method

The PHYSICA cell-centred technique can employ either the SIMPLEC or SIMPLE 

solution algorithm, using the Rhie-Chow interpolation scheme to avoid checkerboard 

pressure predictions. The vertex-based procedure could also proceed along these 

lines. However, there have been a number of reported problems associated with the 

Rhie-Chow scheme.

Croft [2] showed that difficulties can be encountered when there is mesh skewness. 

The Rhie-Chow interpolation method guarantees that the convective face fluxes sat 

isfy continuity, but can produce non-physical cell centred values of velocity. This 

was illustrated in a simple test case of flow along a pipe, modelled with a single row 

of elements with a bend part way along the row. The analytical solution gives a 

velocity vector in the direction of the pipe both before and after the bend. PHYS 

ICA fails to predict the change in flow direction after the pipe. The face convective 

fluxes satisfy continuity throughout the domain but at a cost to the element-based 

velocities. As more elements are placed across the flow the error reduces but is 

never completely eliminated. This problem was also reproduced in other CFD codes
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that employ Rhie-Chow interpolation. Majumdar [34] found that the Rhie-Chow 

scheme did not take into account the presence of under-relaxation factors in the 

discretised momentum equations and that the converged solution can be dependent 

on the under-relaxation factor employed. Choi [51] reported that in unsteady flow 

solutions the time step size also affected the converged velocity solution. Recently, 

Kawaguchi et al [52] found that the use of Rhie-Chow interpolation not only af 

fects the accuracy of the converged solution but in certain circumstances may also 

cause checkerboard pressure predictions. Majumbar, Choi, and Kawaguchi have all 

proposed amendments to the original Rhie-Chow scheme, which take into account 

the effect of under-relaxation and time-step size. The problems reported appear to 

result from the Rhie-Chow approximation shown in equation (5.27). The proposed 

corrections involve expressing the terms in the discretised momentum equations ex 

plicitly, including the under-relaxation and unsteady term, for the cell face and 

cell-centred velocity. Equations are derived for the cell face velocity components 

with fewer terms omitted.

The method of Prakash and Baliga [93], which defines a new face velocity field which 

is dependant on adjacent pressure values, does not appear to suffer from the problems 

reported above. The momentum equations are discretised and solved to obtain a 

pseudo velocity field, as defined in (5.16). This pseudo velocity field comprises 

all terms included in the discretised momentum equations with the exception of 

the pressure gradient term. A new face velocity field is obtained from the pseudo 

velocities and face pressure gradient.

Employing the SIMPLE solution method requires some form of momentum inter 

polation to evaluate the pressure correction source term. Approximations are made 

during the solution process in the evaluation of the error in the velocity field (5.9). 

These approximations do not effect the final solution as the terms omitted would be 

zero at convergence. However, these approximations give an inconsistency between 

pressure and momentum corrections that can lead to oscillations in the continuity 

and velocity error. These oscillating errors can lead to longer simulation times. In
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the revised SIMPLER algorithm the source term does not contain any contribution 

from the pressure term. The source is evaluated from pseudo velocities using simple 

linear interpolation to obtain pseudo face values. The pressure is solved directly with 

no relaxation and the face velocity components are updated with no approximations 

being made.

The previous paragraphs have highlighted the problems associated with the Rhie- 

Chow interpolation scheme and the possible errors that can be introduced into the 

solution procedure when approximations are made. For this reason it was decided to 

employ the revised SIMPLER solution algorithm in the vertex-based flow procedure, 

defining a new face velocity field from pseudo velocities and face pressure gradients.

5.4.2 The Solution Procedure

To initiate the solution procedure the momentum equations are discretised using 

the vertex-based technique, given in chapter 2. Initially the face velocity is obtained 

employing the shape function interpolation functions,

where n is the number of nodes of the element that bounds the face, j is the element 

node, and Nj are the interpolation functions.

The control volume pressure gradient can be evaluated as (5.30) or as a sum of 

sub- volume integrals:

A Tt/» it/ e~\ TV TI ^ x~^ T v^ c/-/Vi
/ V n = > y > __-r> (^ ^fi^I v Xi/' — / ' scv / r\ Pi \o.o\J)I £—J L.—J Hr-

Jcv _„.. .- i ^^icu scv
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Once an initial velocity field has been obtained, a pseudo velocity field (w, v and w) 

is defined that does not depend directly on the pressure distribution, using (5.3), 

(5.16) and (5.17):

(dui ) cv -- (5.37)

Using conservation principles for the control volume face, a new velocity field (u,v. 

and w) can now be defined that is dependent upon adjacent pressure values,

(5.38)

were (it*)/ and (dUi )f are calculated from nodal values assuming linear variation 

within an element. The pressure gradient across a face is obtained using local 

element shape function derivatives,

fa« l '

where n is the number of nodes belonging to an element and Nj is the shape function 

associated with node j of the element (which bounds the face). The face pseudo
A

velocity (it1')/ and pressure gradient coefficient (dUi )f are interpolated linearly from 

nodal values.

The continuity equation (5.2) is discretised using the u field as follows,

— n V ljcv v c— cvcv cvcv \~^ A ( ~ \ r\ /c AI\\- 2^ PfAf (u.n)f = 0 (5.40)

Substituting (5.38) in to (5.40) and rearranging gives:
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V^V^ V^ A ju I O1 ^J \ V^ Pscv Vscv ~ Pscv Vscv V^/ / 7 PfAfdf* I ——.n, I Vi — > —————————— — >
/—/ /_-/ / ^ ^J J f \ Qx . l I ^3 / ^ ^ / j

(5.41)

For Dirichlet boundary conditions, where velocity is specified, the known mass flux is 

transferred to the right-hand side of (5.41) and the corresponding pressure coefficient 

dUi is set to zero. If pressure is known at the boundary node, the control volume 

coefficient is set equal to one, all off-diagonal terms are set to zero and the right- 

hand side set equal to the known pressure. At outflows where pressure and velocity 

are not known, (5.41) is completed by estimating the mass flux out of the domain 

based on the most recently calculated values of the velocity field at the boundary.

This leads to a positive definite system of linear equations with a larger bandwidth 

than the cell-centred approach. For a hexahedral mesh there are a possible twenty- 

seven non-zero coefficients, compared to seven in the cell-centred case. The pressure 

equations can be transformed into a system of pressure-correction equations as in 

(5.22). No relaxation is applied to pressure, otherwise the resulting corrected u 

field will not satisfy mass conservation. The iii velocities are updated using (5.38) 

with no relaxation. It is this mass conserving face velocity field that is used in the 

discretised momentum equations. In order to advance the solution process the nodal 

velocities are also updated using (5.18), and a relaxation factor of 0.7 is applied as 

standard.

5.5 Hybrid Discretisation of Hydrodynamic 

Variables

This section investigates hybrid discretisation solutions for the hydrodynamic vari 

ables, pressure and velocity. It will be demonstrated later that the cell-centred
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discretisation method is fast and efficient, but does not handle skewed meshes with 

the ease of the vertex-based technique. The question is, is there a method that can 

combine the efficiency of the cell-centred technique whilst retaining the geometric 

flexibility of the vertex-based technique?

The pressure field could be obtained using the vertex-based discretisation procedure 

whilst using cell-centred discretisation for the momentum equations. Obtaining 

better resolution of the pressure field on distorted meshes should give improved 

resolution of the velocity field since pressure is the driving force for the components of 

velocity. The solution of the momentum equations is used as a vehicle for advancing 

the solution process. The velocity components are updated and defined in terms of 

local pressure gradients. Using the momentum equations to obtain a pseudo velocity 

field but defining a face velocity field using vertex-based techniques allows for better 

definition of the local pressure gradient (from 8 points on a hexahedral element) on 

a distorted mesh.

Conversely, the vertex-based technique, which has the ability to handle distorted 

meshes, could be used to discretise the momentum equations. Would the velocity 

field obtained from the discretised momentum equations be sufficient to couple with 

cell-centred techniques for the pressure field? The face velocity components would 

now be defined in terms of the pressure difference across an element face (from 2 

points on a hexahedral mesh). Would this weaker definition of the pressure gradient 

term effect the final solution on distorted meshes?

In both scenarios mass is conserved over the scalar control volume not the mo 

mentum control volume. Unlike unstructured staggered grid procedures, the vertex- 

based and cell-centred control volume face integration points do not coincide, obtain 

ing values at the location required involves interpolation. Estimating vertex-based 

values from cell-centred values and vice-versa could potentially introduce errors into 

the solution procedure.
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As in co-located formulations the hybrid discretisation has the potential for de 

coupling to occur and checkerboard pressure fields to emerge. Velocity and pressure 

are only partially staggered. The velocity components are located at the corners of 

the pressure control volume and pressure is located at the corners of the momentum 

control volume. The pressure gradient term, calculated from checkerboarding corner 

values, would be a zero. The increase in pressure across one half of the control volume 

would cancel out with the decrease in pressure over the other half of the control 

volume. Conversely, using linear interpolation to obtain face velocity values would 

result in a checkerboard velocity field satisfying the continuity equation. In order 

to prevent spurious pressure predictions the hybrid discretisation of the continuity 

equation defines a face velocity field which is dependant on adjacent pressure values. 

Thus, solution of the continuity equation does not allow checkerboard pressure values 

to emerge.

A detailed account of the hybrid discretisation and solution procedure is given in 

the following sections.

5.5.1 Pressure - Vertex-Based, Velocity - Cell-Cent red

The momentum equations are discretised using cell-centred techniques, no non- 

orthogonal correction terms are applied. The face velocity components are obtained 

using linear interpolation from element cell values. The element cell pressure gra 

dient, which enters the momentum equation as a source term, is calculated from 

nodal values using local shape function derivatives:

The momentum equations are solved and components of velocity are obtained at
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the element centroid. Pseudo velocity components ue ,ve ,we and pressure gradient 

coefficients d^d^d™ are defined for each element, as in equations (5.16) and (5.17).

A new face velocity field Uf, dependant on adjacent pressure values, is defined on 

the face of the vertex-based control volume. Shown in the vertex-based procedure 

(5.38), and given below for convenience.

(«')/ = («<)/ - (<f)/ ( Jr) (5.43)
\ fJ-Li/

The above equation requires the sub-control volume face values to be defined for 

the pseudo velocity, pressure gradient coefficient and pressure gradient terms. Since 

pressure values are located at the mesh nodes, the face pressure gradients can easily 

be calculated using the derivatives of the interpolation functions, as shown in (5.39).

What is not so obvious is how to obtain vertex-based sub-control volume face values 

from the element based pseudo velocities and pressure gradient coefficients. To 

illustrate this, Figure 5.2, shows a two-dimensional mesh element containing faces 

of the vertex-based sub-control volumes. Assuming element centre values are known 

but values, 0SCU , are required at sub-control volume face integration points. If the 

mesh element shown contains a local maximum value, (freie — 4, and all surrounding 

elements have values of </>nbr = 3. Assuming equal distances and linear variation, 

interpolating from element centre values would give 0acu = 3.75. However, if the 

mesh was distorted the sub-control volume face integration point would no longer 

lie on the line connecting adjacent element centre points. A non-conjunctionality, 

Figure 2.3, correction term would be required. If nodal values are obtained from 

element values, local linear shape functions can be employed to obtain vertex-based 

face values. On a structured mesh simple averaging of element values can easily 

approximate nodal values. However, there is the possibility of extrapolation errors 

occurring at the boundary. Unstructured meshes require the distance from the 

element centre to the mesh node to be taken into account as follows,
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j. _ 
Vnode — (5.44)

where d is the distance from the element centre to the mesh node and ne is the 

number of elements associated with the node.

Using weighted averaging to obtain nodal values and employing shape functions to 

obtain face values, introduces the potential for local minima and maxima values to 

be lost. Referring to Figure 5.2 and assuming 4>e ie = 4 and 0n&r = 3 the interpolated 

nodal values 4>node for the element would be 4>node = 3.25 giving (j)scv = 3.25 which 

is incorrect. An improved estimate can be obtained by including the element centre 

value when evaluating (f>scv . The element centroid forms a corner point of each 

face. If all other corner points are interpolated from nodal values. The vertex-based 

face value can then be evaluated from its corner values, which includes the element 

centroid, in this case giving (f)scv — 3.625.

Mesh Node

Element Centre

Sub-control Volume

X Face Integration Point

Figure 5.2: Element containing vertex-based control volume face

Once vertex-based face values have been obtained, the vertex-based form of the 

discretised continuity equation (5.41) can be transformed into a pressure-correction 

equation, following vertex-based procedures to obtain nodal pressure values. The 

mass conserving velocity field is the u field and all other transport equations should 

be discretised over the vertex-based control volume. The momentum equations are 

only used as a means of advancing the solution of u. The element based velocity u
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is updated using (5.18) as,

(5.45)

where the element pressure gradient is evaluated from nodal values using (5.42).

5.5.2 Pressure - Cell-Centred, Velocity - Vertex-Based

The momentum equations are discretised over the vertex-based control volume using 

the vertex-based discretisation technique. The face velocity components are simply 

interpolated from nodal values using local linear interpolation functions,

n

u} = NjU (5.46)

where n is the number of nodes associated with the element that contains the face.

The pressure gradient term which enters the momentum equations as a source term is 

a little more difficult to evaluate. The assumption is made that the pressure gradient 

across a sub-control volume is approximately equal to the pressure gradient over the 

element containing the sub-volume. Any errors arising from this assumption would 

tend to zero as the mesh is refined. Using Equation (5.30) to obtain the pressure 

gradient over an element leads to the element pressure gradient term being a function 

of alternate pressure values. Summing the element pressure gradients over the entire 

vertex-based control volume,

ne

cv
(5 '47)
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where ne is the number of elements of which the control volume node is a vertex. 

This results in the vertex-based pressure gradient being a function of a series of 

adjacent pressure values. Unfortunately, due to cancelling out, a checkerboard pres 

sure field would result in a zero pressure gradient across the vertex-based control 

volume. A checkerboard pressure field is still seen as a uniform pressure field by the 

momentum equations.

As with the vertex-based procedure an element face velocity 1^,, dependent upon 

adjacent pressure values, needs to be defined. Nodal pseudo velocities un are defined 

as (5.16) and nodal pressure gradient coefficients as:

dui = a- 1 (5.48)

Since each element face has a vertex located at its corner, element pseudo velocities 

and pressure gradient coefficients are simply averaged from corner values,

cnrs
(5.49)

and

cnrs
(5.50)

where cnrs is the number of element face corners. 

Giving an equation for the element face velocity u^ as,

(5.51)
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where the pressure gradient across the element face is evaluated as:

xj?)/ = AfnXi (padj - pcv ) (5.52)

Discretising the continuity equation (5.2) using the u field and substituting in (5.51) 

leads to,

P°PV° - pPVP ^ 
- Padj)f = — — -IT. ——— ~ Afpf (u.n)f (5.53)

f

where the subscript i in the first term indicates a summation over the three coordi 

nate directions.

Again the pressure equation can be transformed into a pressure correction equation 

as (5.22). No relaxation is applied to pressure. Mass is conserved over the element 

and the momentum equations are used as a means of advancing the solution, a 

standard relaxation factor of 0.7 is applied to velocities. The nodal velocities are 

updated using (5.18).

5.6 Test Case - Lid-Driven Cavity

The co-located cell-centred, co-located vertex-based and hybrid solution methods, 

outlined in the previous paragraphs, are applied to the solution of flow only. Solu 

tions are obtained on a Cartesian and distorted meshes with the same number of 

elements. The results are compared with benchmark solutions and a measure of the 

error due to mesh distortion is made. The aim is to validate the solution methods 

and test their ability to handle mesh skewness.
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This case considers flow induced in a square cavity by moving the high y boundary 

wall. All of the other boundary walls are stationary. The initial velocity field was 

set to zero in the whole domain. The velocity on the moving boundary was set to 

lms-1 in the x direction. The pressure was fixed to zero in the centre of the cavity. 

Material properties were set to give a Reynolds number of 100, density p = lkgm~3 

and kinematic laminar viscosity viam = 0.01m2 s~ 1 . A steady state solution was 

sought. The results obtained are compared against the solutions of Ghia, Ghia and 

Shin [132], who produced a set of benchmark solutions using the Multigrid technique 

and 99 elements in both the x and y direction. The cell-centred and vertex-based 

co-located techniques and the two hybrid discretisation methods are validated with 

the benchmark solutions using a Cartesian mesh of 99 by 99 elements. Results 

are compared with solutions obtained employing a much coarser mesh, 35 elements 

in both the x and y direction, with different degrees of skewness. Figure 5.3 to 

Figure 5.5 show the meshes employed in the simulations. Mesh 1 being a standard 

Cartesian mesh, mesh 2 and 3 are distorted versions of mesh 1. The discretisation 

methods employed are:

1. Velocity and Pressure co-located at element centre (cc)

2. Velocity and Pressure co-located at mesh vertex (vb)

3. Velocity solved at element centre and Pressure at mesh vertex (ve_pn)

4. Velocity solved at mesh vertex and Pressure at element centre (vn_pe)

Velocity profiles are plotted for the u-velocity component, on a line parallel to the 

moving lid midway up the domain, and for the v-velocity component, perpendicular 

to the moving lid across the centre of the domain. For comparison purposes the 

velocity components are all plotted at the same geometric location, the mesh nodes, 

values being extrapolated from element values when velocity is solved at the element 

centre.
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Figure 5.3: Mesh 1

Figure 5.4: Mesh 2

Figure 5.5: Mesh 3
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5.6.1 Results

Figure 5.6 shows the simulation results for a Cartesian 99 by 99 element mesh and 

the benchmark solutions of Ghia, Ghia and Shin. As can be seen from Figure 5.6 

all the solution methods are in good agreement with the benchmark solutions.

Figures 5.7 to 5.10, pages 118 to 121 show the results obtained for simulations 

performed on meshes 1, 2, and 3. Included for comparison purposes are the results 

obtained on the much finer 99 by 99 element Cartesian mesh. Mesh 1 tests the ability 

of the solution method to obtain results on a fairly coarse mesh. Meshes 2 and 3 test 

the ability of the methods to handle distortion in a mesh. For both the distorted 

meshes 2 and 3, divergence was encountered if cell-centred non-orthogonal correction 

terms were included. For this reason, the (cc) and (ve_pn) methods discretise the 

momentum equations without the inclusion of these terms. The (vb) approach, 

Figure 5.8, handled all the meshes extremely well and good agreement was obtained 

with the solutions on the 99 by 99 element mesh. The (cc) results, Figure 5.7 failed 

to resolve the local minimum and maximum values of the v-velocity on mesh 2 

and the solution failed on mesh 3 due to divergence. Convergence was achieved 

for the hybrid formulations on all meshes. The hybrid results seem dependent on 

the type of mesh employed, with no one method handling both distorted meshes 

well. Solving (vn_pe), Figure 5.10, gave reasonable results on mesh 2, the u-velocity 

profiles were in good agreement and the v-velocity profiles came close to achieving 

local maximum and minimum values. However, on mesh 3 the results degenerated 

and there were significant errors in both u- and v-velocity profiles. Conversely, using 

the (ve_pn) formulation, Figure 5.9, the distortion in mesh 3 was handled well and 

only slight errors were obtained in the solution. Mesh 2 solutions for the u-velocity 

were reasonable but the v-velocity solutions completely failed to resolve the local 

maximum and minimum values. A measure of the error due to mesh distortion is 

given in Table 5.1. The error was calculated using the vertex-based solutions as the 

base results and the error normalised using the value of the lid velocity.
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0.8
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(a) u-velocity profiles

(b) v-velocity profiles

Figure 5.6: Cartesian mesh 99 by 99 elements a) u-velocity b) v-velocity
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Figure 5.7: Co-located cell-centred method a) u-velocity b) v-velocity
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Figure 5.8: Co-located vertex-based method a) u-velocity b) v-velocity
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Figure 5.9: Velocity solved cell-centred, Pressure solved vertex-based, ve-pn method 

a) u-velocity b) v-velocity
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Figure 5.10: Velocity solved vertex-based, Pressure solved cell-centred, vnjpe 

method a) u-velocity b) v-velocity
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cc

mesh 2 

mesh 3

u-velocity

2.96 x 1(T2

v-velocity

3.00 x 10~2

vejpn

mesh 2 

mesh 3

u-velocity
4.63 x 1Q-2 

3.02 x 10~2

v-velocity
3.72 x 10~2 

2.46 x 10~2

vnjpe

mesh 2 

mesh 3

u-velocity

1.57 x nr2
3.05 x 10-2

v-velocity
1.46 x 10~2 

3.18 x KT2

Table 5.1: Normalised error due to mesh distortion

5.6.2 Convergence and Run Times

The solutions were considered converged when the L2 norm of the change in the 

solution of all the flow variables fell to 10~4 . The flow residuals were monitored 

during the solution procedure and the Log of the L^ norm is shown as a function 

of the number of iterations in Figures 5.11 to 5.14 for mesh 1. In the cc solution 

method, Figure 5.11, only slight oscillations occur in the pressure residuals and 

convergence was achieved in 112 iterations. Much larger oscillating pressure residuals 

are encountered when solving using the vb method, Figure 5.12. After approximately 

90 iterations the pressure residual oscillations reduce and convergence is achieved 

in 129 iterations. In both methods only very slight oscillations occur in the velocity 

residuals. In the vejpn solution method, Figure 5.13, only slight oscillations are 

encountered in the residuals but convergence is slow requiring 216 iterations. The 

vnjpe solution method, Figure 5.14, produces large oscillations in the pressure and 

u-velocity residuals but convergence is achieved in 113 iterations.

The moving lid cavity case is a two-dimensional problem but simulations were carried
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out on a mesh of hexahedral elements. In this case there are over twice as many 

mesh vertices than elements. Solving vertex-based, variables are resolved in two 

two-dimensional planes. In order to compare the solution methods, run times are 

given as an average per variable per solution point and are shown in Table 5.2 for 

all the meshes investigated. The simulations were performed on a AMD Athlon 

1.39 GHz processor. The run times are case and mesh dependent, for the Cartesian 

mesh, the vb method took approximately 4.5 times the cc method. Of the hybrid 

methods solving vnjpe was the fastest taking approximately 2.5 times longer than 

cc. The vejpn method was very slow to converge, the number of iteration required 

to achieve convergence was approximately 1.6-1.9 times the other methods. As a 

result the run time per variable per solution point was eight times greater than the 

cc technique. The cc run time remained constant for mesh 1 and 2. The vb and 

hybrid run times increased when solving on the distorted meshes 2 and 3.

cc

vb

vejpn

vnjpe

mesh 1

5.44 x 10~4

2.44 x 1CT3

4.36 x 1(T3

1.4 x ID-3

mesh 2

5.44 x 1CT4

4.88 x 10~3

7.93 x ID"3

2.65 x 1(T3

mesh 3
-

5.53 x 1(T3

7.33 x 1(T3

2.5 x 1(T3

Table 5.2: Run times per variable per solution point

The memory requirements for vertex-based solutions are far greater than cell-centred 

solutions. Storing the geometric requirements for a vertex-based control volume 

requires approximately 590 bytes compared to only 179 bytes for a cell-centred 

control volume. Extra memory is also required in the solution of a vertex-based 

variable. For the solution of the moving lid problem on meshes comprising of 8100 

elements and 16562 vertices the average memory requirements per solution point 

was as follows: cc - 92 bytes, vb - 245 bytes, ve.pn - 381 bytes and vnjpe - 336 

bytes.
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Figure 5.11: Co-located cell-centred (cc): Solution residual history .vs. iterations
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Figure 5.12: Co-located vertex-based (vb): Solution residual history .vs. iterations
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Velocity cell-centred, pressure vertex-based (vejpn}: Solution residual history .vs.

iterations
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5.6.3 Discussion

The co-located vertex-based solution appears to handle mesh distortion with ease. 

No significant difference in the simulation results is obtained on a distorted mesh 

compared to those on a standard Cartesian mesh. The co-located cell-centred 

method struggles to produce solutions on distorted meshes. The inclusion of non- 

orthogonal correction terms, in an effort to improve solutions, can introduce more 

instabilities into the solution process. The cell-centred results can be significantly 

improved on meshes where the inclusion of correction terms produce solutions. How 

ever, on arbitrary distorted meshes divergence is often encountered. Solving cell- 

centred without accounting for non-orthogonality in the mesh produces erroneous 

or diverging results.

Solving the pressure vertex-based allows for pressure gradients to be more accurately 

represented on distorted meshes. The vertex-based method (5.39) calculates the face 

pressure gradient from eight vertex values for a hexahedral element whereas the 

cell-centred method (5.52) calculates face gradients from only two adjacent element 

values. Pseudo-velocities, not solutions, are being obtained directly from the mo 

mentum equations. The velocity components are updated from pseudo-velocities and 

vertex-based pressure gradients. Improving the resolution of the pressure field on a 

non-orthogonal mesh directly influences the velocity components. Non-orthogonal 

errors in the discretised momentum equations are included in the pseudo-velocities 

and must pass into the final solution. Using vertex-based techniques for pressure 

appears to allow the solution on distorted meshes which defeat cell-centred tech 

niques. However, the solutions obtained include non-orthogonal errors. Solving the 

momentum equations vertex-based allows good resolution of pseudo-velocities to be 

obtained on distorted meshes but cell-centred face pressure gradients will include 

non-orthogonal errors.
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5.7 Closure

The vertex-based discretisation technique has been extended to the solution of lam 

inar flow problems. Methods used to ensure checkerboard pressure fields cannot 

emerge have been detailed. The iterative solution methods used in the vertex-based 

and cell-centred techniques have been outlined. Hybrid flow solution methods have 

been developed and discussed. Although hybrid methods enable solutions on dis 

torted meshes where purely cell-centred solutions fail, non-orthogonal errors degrade 

the solution. The vertex-based method gave good results on all meshes employed.



Chapter 6

Combined Method: 

Vertex-Based-Cell-Centred

Within the finite volume multi-physics framework of PHYSICA there are a number 

of well established physics models that use cell-centred discretisation techniques for 

transported properties. If a flow field is obtained using vertex-based techniques could 

these vertex-based velocities be employed in the transport of cell-centred properties? 

The aim of this chapter is to show the capabilities of combining the vertex-based 

flow code with cell-centred discretisation techniques for other transported variables.

As illustrated in the solution of the lid-driven cavity, section 5.6, solving flow using 

vertex-based discretisation, where pressure and velocity components are co-located 

at the mesh vertices, allows for solutions on highly distorted non-orthogonal meshes. 

The extra computational cost per solution point, of solving flow vertex-based is case 

and mesh dependent. The moving lid problem required approximately 2.6 times 

more memory and took approximately 4.5 times longer to run than the cell-centred 

solutions. This extra computational time can be offset by its ability to produce 

good solutions on all types of meshes. The overall modelling time can be reduced 

by savings made in not having to generate highly orthogonal meshes. In complex

128
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flow simulations, if all transported quantities were solved using vertex-based tech 

niques, escalating computational requirements would start to exceed time benefits 

in the mesh generation process. One solution to this problem of escalating memory 

and computational requirements, could be to solve the hydrodynamic variables us 

ing vertex-based procedures and all other transported quantities using cell-centred 

techniques. Having a good resolution of the flow field should enable the solution of 

other transported quantities on complex geometries.

Vertex-Based Control Volume Boundary

- Cell-Centred Control Volume Boundary 
Location of Mass Conserving Velocity Components 

X Intersection Point of Control Volumes

Figure 6.1:

Location of mass conserving velocity components and intersection points of vertex- 

based and cell-centred control volume boundaries

Resolving the flow field vertex-based means that mass is conserved on the boundary 

of the vertex-based control volume. Since the element face centroid is a point on 

the boundary of the vertex-based control volume, indirectly mass is also conserved 

over the mesh element. The problem is how to obtain this mass conserving velocity 

component located at the element face centroid. Figure 6.1 shows the element 

cell-centred and vertex-based control volumes, the location of the mass conserving 

velocity components and the control volume face intersection points. All known 

mass conserving velocity values are located at the centre of a vertex-based face. 

Interpolating from these known values to obtain values at the intersection points 

introduces the potential for error. As mass conservation is enforced over the vertex-
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based control volume, any errors resulting from interpolating for the element face 

values would also decrease. In order to evaluate how well mass conservation is 

enforced over an element control volume, the continuity equation is also discretised 

over an element and residuals monitored.

In this chapter, the results are shown for a test case involving thermally driven 

flow. This case combines vertex-based flow with cell-centred heat transfer through 

the simulation of natural convection in a cavity. The results are compared to solu 

tions obtained using purely vertex-based discretisation for all variables and validated 

with benchmark solutions. The simulations are run on a uniform Cartesian mesh 

and distorted versions of the mesh. The degradation of the solution, using purely 

cell-centred techniques, on a distorted mesh is illustrated. A measure of the er 

ror on the distorted meshes is given for all methods where solutions were achieved. 

In the combined vertex-based/cell-centred code, mass balance is enforced over the 

vertex-based control volume and extrapolated to an element control volume level. 

The extrapolated mass balance over an element control volume is investigated and 

compared with co-located cell-centred element mass conservation.

6.1 Thermally Driven Flow

De Vahl Davis and Jones [139] suggested that buoyancy-driven flow in a square 

cavity would be a suitable validation test case for CFD codes and published a set 

of benchmark solutions along with numerical solutions from thirty groups. The 

contributions used a variety of numerical techniques and mesh sizes, uniform and 

non-uniform. Many of the contributions suffered declining quality with increasing 

Rayleigh number, often despite the use of mesh refinement. A general conclusion of 

the study was:

'Although there are accurate contributions using both FEM and FDM,
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the former are by and large rather better. There is a lower tendency 

among the FEM entries towards degradation of performance with in 

creasing Rayleigh number and a much lower number of contributions 

containing obvious major errors.'

These results may depend on the type of mesh employed. A mesh with a denser 

distribution of mesh points in critical locations will probably lead to improved accu 

racy. These benchmark solutions give the maximum u- and v-velocity values along 

central planes for a number of Rayleigh numbers. The benchmark results are plotted 

along with the simulation results for comparison.

This problem involves buoyancy-driven flow in a square cavity. The fluid contained 

in the cavity is assumed incompressible and initially stationary. Thermal gradients 

across the solution domain result from opposing walls of differing temperatures. 

These thermal gradients lead to buoyancy forces which create flow. The buoyancy 

forces are calculated using the Boussinesq approximation. This approximation re 

sults in a source per unit volume of the form,

Si = ~p(3gi (T-Tref ) (6.1)

where (3 is the thermal coefficient of volumetric expansion, ^ is the component of 

gravity in the ^'th direction and Tref is the reference temperature.

The source per unit volume Si is calculated for each element and enters the z'the 

momentum equation as,

Cell-Centred:

(6.2)
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Vertex-Based:

scv (6.3)

The simulations are run using a uniform Cartesian mesh, mesh 1 Figure 5.3 and two 

meshes with different degrees of skewness, mesh 2 Figure 5.4 and mesh 3 Figure 5.5 

shown in Chapter 5, page 115. Meshes 2 and 3 are distorted versions of mesh 1. The 

solution domain consists of a 1m square and the boundary conditions are shown in 

Figure 6.2.

dn

= Ti

41 - dn ~

Figure 6.2: Boundary conditions for thermally driven flow

The material properties are those for air at 300/f, as shown below,

Specific Heat 1.007 x

Thermal Conductivity 2.63 x

Density l.lQlkgm-3
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(6.4)

Thermal Expansion 3.0 x 10

Laminar Kinematic Viscosity 1.59 x 10"05m2 s -1

Gravity 9.81ras~2

with gravity acting in the negative y direction.

The Rayleigh number, Ra, is defined as,

= /%|ATL3 
vk/(Cpp)

where AT is the temperature difference between the two vertical walls.

The desired Rayleigh number is obtained by varying the temperatures on each of 

the vertical walls. The simulations were run for Rayleigh numbers of 103 , 104 , 105 

and 106 . Plots of the u-velocity along the central vertical plane and the v-velocity 

along the central horizontal plane for each Rayleigh number are shown along with 

the benchmark maximum values published by de Vahl Davis.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4, page 136, show u-velocity and v-velocity profiles obtained on a 

uniform mesh 1, consisting of 30 by 30 elements and 90 by 90 elements. Results are 

shown for purely cell-centred solutions (cc), purely vertex-based solutions (vb) and 

for the combined vertex-based/cell-centred solution (vb — cc) for Rayleigh numbers 

of Ra = 103 , Ra = 104 , Ra = 105 and Ra = 106 .

The normalised distances and velocities are calculated from,

(6- 5)
Y = -

L k/(Cpp)
(6.6)
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where L is the length of the sides of the cavity.

Table 6.1, page 135, shows a comparison of the simulation results, on a uniform 30 

by 30 and a 90 by 90 element mesh, against the benchmark solution. The Umax and 

Vmax values are the maximum value of the normalised velocity component along 

central planes. The Ymax and Xmax value being the normalised position of this 

maximum value. The percentage error of the simulation results against benchmark 

solutions are shown in brackets for each solution method.

For the lower Rayleigh numbers 103 and 104 there are no significant differences 

between the solutions obtained on either mesh. All solution methods resolved the 

maximum benchmark values with less than 1% error. For a Rayleigh number of 105 , 

mesh refinement reduces the percentage error for all the solution methods to less 

than 1.6%. On the 90 by 90 element mesh the (vb} results had less than 0.3% error 

with the u- and v- velocity benchmark solutions. The (cc) method had the largest 

percentage error in the u-velocity maximum values, 3.25% reducing to 1.59%. The 

(cc) method also contained the largest error in the v-velocity values, 3.93% for the 

30 by 30 mesh but reduced to 0.4% with mesh refinement. For a Rayleigh number of 

106 the (cc) method performed well on the fine mesh, resolving maximum values with 

less than 1% error. On the coarser 30 by 30 mesh the (cc) method completely fails 

to resolve the maximum v-velocity value with nearly 10% error. The (vb) method 

contained the largest error for the u-velocity value, 5.5% reducing to 3.4%, but 

resolved the maximum v-velocity with 1.5% error. The (vb — cc) method performed 

extremely well on both meshes with a maximum error of 1.8% occurring on the 30 

by 30 mesh. For all Rayleigh numbers the solutions could possibly be improved by 

positioning solution points at critical locations. On the coarser grid the error in the 

Xmax and Ymax locations of the maximum values are significantly higher than those 

obtained on the finer mesh.

Results obtained on mesh 1, mesh 2 and mesh 3 are shown on pages 137 and 138 for 

vb and v b — cc solutions. The simulations were run until the L2 norm of the change
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Ra = 103

de Vahl Davis

vb (90 by 90) 

vb (30 by 30)

cc (90 by 90) 

cc (30 by 30)

vb-cc (90 by 90) 

vb-cc (30 by 30)

Umax

3.649

3.629 (0.55%) 

3.625 (0.66%)

3.637 (0.32%) 

3.609 (1.08%)

3.638 (0.29%) 

3.625 (0.65%)

^max

0.187

0.189 (1.0%) 

0.199 (6.7%)

0.189 (1.0%) 

0.199 (6.7%)

0.189 (1.0%) 

0.199 (6.7%)

'max

3.696

3.679 (0.44%) 

3.676 (0.52%)

3.713 (0.46%) 

3.662 (0.92%)

3.686 (0.27%) 

3.680 (0.44%)

V-'"•max

0.178

0.178 (0.12%) 

0.173 (2.5%)

0.178 (0.12%) 

0.173 (2.5%)

0.178 (0.12%) 

0.173 (2.5%)

Ra = 104

de Vahl Davis

vb (90 by 90) 

vb (30 by 30)

cc (90 by 90) 

cc (30 by 30}

vb-cc (90 by 90) 

vb-cc (30 by 30)

Umax

16.178

16.199 (0.13%) 

16.156 (0.14%)

16.190 (0.08%) 

16.091 (0.53%)

16.194 (0.10%) 

16.221 (0.26%)

* max

0.177

0.178 (0.43%) 

0.173 (2.0%)

0.178 (0.43%) 

0.173 (2.0%)

0.178 (0.43%) 

0.173 (2.0%)

'max

19.617

19.559 (0.29%) 

19.529 (0.45%)

19.587 (0.15%) 

19.437 (0.91%)

19.570 (0.24%) 

19.561 (0.28%)

-&max

0.119

0.122 (2.6%) 

0.113 (5.4%)

0.122 (2.6%) 

0.113 (5.4%)

0.122 (2.6%) 

0.113 (5.4%)

Ra = 105

de Vahl Davis

vb (90 by 90) 

vb (30 by 30)

cc (90 by 90) 

cc (30 by 30)

vb-cc (90 by 90) 

vb-cc (30 by 30)

U max

34.730

34.831 (0.29%) 

35.2 (1.3%)

35.284 (1.59%) 

35.825 (3.1%)

34.780 (0.14%) 

34.138 (1.7%)

*max

0.145

0.144 (0.38%) 

0.143 (1-4%)

0.144 (0.38%) 
0.143 (1.4%)
0.144 (0.38%) 

0.143 (1.4%)

'max

68.590

68.622 (0.05%) 

67.682 (1.3%)

68.315 (0.40%) 

65.892 (3.93%)

69.600 (1.47%) 

66.689 (2.7%)

Y-'••max

0.066

0.067 (0.97%) 

0.057 (13.4%)

0.067 (0.97%) 

0.057 (13.4%)

0.067 (0.97%) 

0.057 (13.4%)

Ra = 106

de Vahl Davis

vb (90 by 90) 

vb (30 by 30)

cc (90 by 90) 

cc (30 by 30)

vb-cc (90 by 90) 

vb-cc (30 by 30)

Umax

64.63

62.410 (3.4%) 

61.020 (5.6%)

64.559 (0.11%) 

65.264 (0.98%)

63.867 (1.18%) 

63.442 (1.84 %)

* max

0.150

0.144 (3.71%) 

0.143 (4.7%)

0.144 (3.7%) 

0.143 (4.7%)

0.144 (3.71%) 

0.143 (4.7%)

•'max

219.36

222.78 (1.56%) 

212.47 (3.1%)

217.38 (0.90%) 

198.18 (9.6 %)

219.85 (0.22%) 

220.69 (0.61%)

V-**-max

0.0379

0.0333 (12.1%) 

0.0281 (24.6%)

0.0333 (12.1%) 

0.0281 (24.6%)

0.0333 (12.1%) 

0.0281 (24.6%)

Table 6.1: Comparison of simulation results against benchmark solutions
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Figure 6.3: U-velocity profiles: a)Ra=103 , b)Ra=104 , c) Ra=105 , d) Ra=106
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Figure 6.4: V-velocity profiles: a)Ra=103 , b)Ra=104 , c) Ra-105 , d) Ra=106
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Figure 6.6: Ra=104 : a) u-velocity (vb), b) v-velocity (vb), c) u-velocity (vb-cc), d) 
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Figure 6.7: Ra=105 : a) u-velocity (vb) , b) v-velocity (vb), c) u-velocity (vb-cc), 

d) v-velocity (vb-cc)
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in the solution of flow fell below 10~5 . Problems with convergence were encountered 

for the higher Rayleigh numbers Ra — 105 for the vb — cc method and Ra = 106 

for both methods, in these cases the convergence criteria was reduced to 10~4 A 

measure of the error due to mesh distortion was calculated for mesh 2 and mesh 3, 

using mesh 1 as the base result. The normalised error was calculated as,

n \residual\ , . error = ———— (6.7)
max

where Umax was taken from benchmark solutions and n is the number of solution 

points.

Simulation times on a AMD Athlon 1.39 Ghz processor, normalised error and any 

relaxation factors used (0.7 is the standard relaxation factor for velocity for vertex- 

based solutions) are given in Table 6.2 for purely vertex-based solutions and Table 

6.3 for combined vertex-based/cell-centred solutions. For cases where the number 

of iterations required were similar, the vb — cc simulation times were slightly faster. 

For the majority of the cases the vb method required less iterations to achieve 

convergence and consequently achieved lower simulation times. For all cases the 

maximum normalised error was in the order of 10~2 except for Ra = 106 where the 

vb — cc solution obtained a maximum error of 0.108.

As discussed in Chapter 5, problems are encountered using purely cell-centred tech 

niques on highly non-orthogonal meshes. On arbitrary distorted meshes divergence 

is often encountered when non-orthogonal correction terms are included in the dis 

cretisation process. On the meshes investigated, cc solutions could only be obtained 

without the inclusion of non-orthogonal corrections. This leads to significant errors 

in the results. No solutions could be obtained on mesh 3 for Ra = 104 , Ra = 105 

and Ra = 106 . For illustration purposes, the cc results are shown for the u-velocity 

in Figure 6.9 and the v-velocity in Figure 6.10. The normalised error is given in 

Table 6.4.
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Rayleigh Number 103

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Rayleigh Number 104

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Rayleigh Number 105

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Rayleigh Number 106

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Mesh 1

125

24

0.7

Mesh 1

103

20

0.7

Mesh 1

111

22

0.7

Mesh 1

383

70

0.6

Mesh 2

198

43
4.74 x 10-°3

4.71 x 10~03

0.7

Mesh 2

167

38
7.82 x 10-°3

8.39 x 10~03

0.7

Mesh 2

129

29
1.94 x 10~02

1.58 x 10-°2

0.7

Mesh 2

362

77
9.28 x 10-°2

3.94 x 10-°2

0.6

0.8

Mesh 3

220

50
3.68 x 10-°2

3.32 x 10-°2

0.7

Mesh 3

167

38
3.24 x 10-°2

3.72 x 10-°2

0.7

Mesh 3

126

28
4.78 x 10-°2

1.28 x 10-°2

0.6

0.8

Mesh 3

Failed

Table 6.2: Vertex-based solutions(vb)
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Rayleigh Number 103

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u- velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Rayleigh Number 104

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Rayleigh Number 105

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Rayleigh Number 106

Iterations

Time (sees)

Error (u-velocity)

Error (v-velocity)

Velocity Relaxation

Heat Relaxation

Mesh 1

122

18

0.7

Mesh 1

211

35

0.7

Mesh 1

187

31

0.6

Mesh 1

301

48

0.6

Mesh 2

190

32
3.22 x 10-°2

3.25 x 10-°2

0.7

Mesh 2

246

52
3.42 x 10-°2

2.62 x 10~02

0.7

Mesh 2

206

42
4.04 x 10-°2

2.11 x 10-°2

0.6

Mesh 2

492

93
1.08 x 10~01

6.02 x 10-°2

0.6

0.8

Mesh 3

213

35

6.19 x nr02
5.43 x 10-°2

0.7

Mesh 3

250

51
6.19 x 10-°2

4.30 x 10-°2

0.7

Mesh 3

207

42
7.07 x 10-°2

1.78 x 10-°2

0.6

0.8

Mesh 3

Failed

Table 6.3: Combined vertex-based/cell-centred solutions (vb — cc}
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Figure 6.9: u-velocity (cc) : a) Ra = 103 , b) Ra = 104 , c) Ra = 105 , d) Ra = 106
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Figure 6.10: u-velocity (cc) : a) Ra = 103 , b) Ra = 104 , c) Ra = 105 , d) Ra = 106
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Element mass conservation was investigated for vb — cc solutions, where mass con 

servation is enforced over the vertex-based control volume and element-based mass 

conserving velocity components are extrapolated from vertex-based values. Table 

6.5 shows the L2 norm of the mass residual for the vb — cc vertex-based and element- 

based control volumes and for purely cell-centred solutions the element control vol 

ume. On the uniform mesh 1, the mass residual for the extrapolated element-based 

control volume is approximately 3 to 4 orders of magnitude higher than the vertex- 

based mass error. For the distorted meshes 1 and 2, the element-based mass error 

increases by approximately one to two orders of magnitude. The vb — cc element- 

based mass error is of a similar magnitude to purely cell-centred element mass error 

and reduces as conservation is enforced over the vertex-based control volume.

Temperature contour plots obtained using mesh 3 are shown in Figures 6.12 to 

6.17 for Rayleigh number of 103 , 104 and 105 . Solving temperature vertex-based 

gave smooth temperature plots on all mesh types. Using cell-centred techniques 

for temperature gave solutions that were slightly dependant on the skewness of the 

mesh, as illustrated in Figure 6.11 for a Rayleigh number of 103 .

6.2 Closure

The vertex-based flow solution method has been coupled with cell-centred discreti 

sation for a transported scalar. The method has been applied to a buoyancy-driven 

flow problem. Results have been compared with benchmark solutions for a num 

ber of Rayleigh numbers. Simulations were carried out on a uniform mesh and 

distorted versions of the same mesh. Good agreement with benchmark solutions 

were obtained on the uniform mesh and the solutions were only slightly degraded 

on the distorted mesh. At a Rayleigh number of 106 on the highly distorted mesh, 

divergence was encountered for both the vb — cc and purely vertex-based method. A 

measure of the error was calculated and it was found that vb — cc solutions compared
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1
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0.1 

0
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— cc(mesh 3)
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Distance along centre of cavity
0.02 0.025

Figure 6.11: Ra=10 , Temperature along line passing through centre of cavity

well with purely vertex-based results. Element mass conservation was investigated 

for the vb — cc method and found to compare well with the level of mass conservation 

achieved when solving flow cell-centred.
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Ra

103

104

105

106

u-velocity

Mesh 2

1.02 x KT 1

9.66 x 1CT 2

9.74 x 1CT 1

1.34 x 10" 1

Mesh 3

1.23 x 1CT 1

Failed

Failed

Failed

v-velocity

Mesh 2

8.74 x 1(T2

9.74 x 1CT 1

5.18 x HT 1

2.98 x 10- 1

Mesh 3

9.70 x 10~2

Failed

Failed

Failed

Table 6.4: Purely cc solutions: Normalised error

Control Volume

Ra=103 , Mesh 1

Ra=103 , Mesh 2

Ra=103 , Mesh 3

Ra=104 , Mesh 1

Ra=104 , Mesh 2

Ra=104 , Mesh 3

Ra-105 , Mesh 1

Ra=105 , Mesh 2

Ra=105 , Mesh 3

Ra=106 , Mesh 1

Ra=106 , Mesh 2

vb-cc 

Vertex-Based

1.14 x HT11

7.38 x 10~n

2.51 x HT11
3.01 x 1Q- 11

5.24 x HT 11

6.51 x 10~n
9.64 x 10~09

6.03 x 10~09

6.04 x 10-°9

2.52 x ID"08

2.40 x 10~08

vb-cc 

Element-Based
9.44 x 10-°8

2.05 x 1Q-07

8.89 x 10~05

5.91 x HT07
1.63 x 10-°6

4.19 x 10-°5

4.95 x 10~06

2.36 x 10-°5

2.37 x 10~05

4.16 x 10-°5

1.94 x 10~04

cc only 

Element
2.93 x 10-°8

1.25 x 10-°7

-
9.85 x ID"09

2.97 x 10-°8

-
4.35 x 10-°6

2.78 x 10-°5

-
3.51 x 10~05

4.89 x 10~05

Table 6.5: Mass residual for vb — cc and purely cc solutions
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Figure 6.12: Ra=103 , temperature (vb) Figure 6.15: Ra=103 , temperature (cc)

Figure 6.13: Ra=104 , temperature (vb) Figure 6.16: Ra=104 , temperature (cc)

Figure 6.14: Ra=105 , temperature (vb) Figure 6.17: Ra=105 , temperature (cc)



Chapter 7

Extending Vertex-Based Methods 

to Turbulent Flow

In the previous chapter vertex-based solution methods were applied to laminar flow. 

The test case presented in chapter 5 illustrated the ability of the co-located vertex- 

based discretisation method to resolve the velocity field on distorted meshes. This 

chapter investigates utilising the co-located vertex-based flow formulation in a com 

bined vertex-based/cell-centred solution method to allow the simulation of turbulent 

flow problems. The k — e turbulence model is employed, the transport equations 

for k and e being discretised according to cell-centred techniques. The hydrody- 

namic variables, velocity and pressure, are solved using vertex-based techniques. 

Firstly, the combined vertex-based/cell-centred method is applied to flow over a 

backward facing step and results compared with solutions obtained solving all vari 

ables cell-centred. The second test case involves three-dimensional turbulent flow 

over an aircraft wing. The simulations are run on a uniform Cartesian mesh and 

distorted versions of the mesh. A comparison of the results, using combined vertex- 

based/cell-centred and purely cell-centred solutions is undertaken for uniform and 

distorted meshes.

147
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Turbulence is an irregular motion, rotational, three-dimensional and highly dissipa- 

tive in nature. It occurs in flows at high Reynolds numbers. Even in flows where the 

mean velocity and pressure vary in only one or two dimensions, turbulent fluctua 

tions are always three-dimensional. These rotational flow structures, termed turbu 

lent eddies, have a large range of length and time scales. Diffusivity is enhanced, 

maybe several orders of magnitude greater than for laminar flow, thus greatly in 

creasing the transfer of mass, momentum and energy. The largest eddies interact 

with the mean flow extracting energy by a process called vortex stretching. Smaller 

eddies are stretched strongly by the larger eddies and only weakly by the mean flow. 

In this way energy cascades down from the largest to the smallest eddies where 

energy is dissipated by viscous forces. This implies that the larger-scale turbulent 

eddies are most responsible for the energy transfer and enhanced diffusivity.

Prediction of turbulence is one of the fundamental problems of computational fluid 

dynamics. Turbulence occurs at high Reynolds numbers and is fully three-dimensional 

and time-dependent. In contrast to laminar flow, turbulence develops as an instabil 

ity which is irregular and intermittent. Because of the random and chaotic nature of 

the turbulence phenomena it is customary to work with the time-averaged form of 

the governing equations. The most popular method being Reynolds averaging which 

provides information about the overall mean flow properties. Time averaging of the 

governing equations gives rise to additional turbulent forces that approximate the 

turbulent random fluctuations. Turbulence models provide expressions to account 

for these additional terms in order to provide closure to the governing equations. 

They do not simulate the detail of the turbulent motion, only the effect of turbulence 

on the mean flow behaviour. Turbulence models are based on hypotheses about the 

turbulent process and require empirical input in the form of model constants and 

functions.

The governing equations for flow, given in the previous chapter, are the continuity 

equation,
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(7.1)

and the momentum conservation equation:

(7.2)

In the above equations, the quantities Ui and P represent the instantaneous veloc 

ity component in the Xi direction and the instantaneous pressure. The main idea 

behind Reynolds time-averaging is to express Ui and P in terms of a time averaged 

component and a fluctuating component.

(7.3)

Substituting (7.3) into equations (7.1) and (7.2) and dropping the overlines signifying 

the time averaged values, we obtain the governing equations for the mean flow 

quantities,

+ div(pu) = Sm (7.4)

and:

* + div(puui) = j- + div(fj,gradui) - —— (pv^Jj) + St (7.5),

The non-linearity of equation (7.2) produces an extra turbulent term in equation 

(7.5), which represents the transport of momentum due to the turbulent motion. 

This term —pvjy] represents the transport of xi momentum in the Xj direction and
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is known as the Reynolds stress. For a fully turbulent flow the stress acting on the 

fluid is much greater than the laminar diffusion term. Classical turbulence models 

provide expressions to account for the Reynolds stress term in order to provide 

closure to equations (7.4) and (7.5). Experimentally it is observed that the turbulent 

stresses are found to increase as the mean velocity gradients increase, and it was 

proposed by Boussinesq [140] in 1877 that the Reynolds stresses are proportional to 

the mean velocity gradients,

where fa is the turbulent or eddy viscosity. There is also a kinematic turbulent or 

eddy viscosity vt with dimensions ra2 ^" 1 , where vt = fa/p.

Turbulent stresses vary from point to point in the flow and thus the turbulent 

viscosity fa is a local value dependent on turbulence. The turbulence problem can 

now be reduced to a problem of determining the local value of fa.

Given below are some of the methods used in turbulence modelling:

• Algebraic(zero-equation) models

Prandtl [141] introduced the concept of the mixing-length model which pre 

scribes an algebraic relation for the turbulent stresses by means of a formulae 

for fa as a function of its position. Van Driest [142] devised a viscous damping 

correction for the mixing-length model. Cebeci and Smith [143] refined the 

mixing-length concept for better use with attached boundary layers. Bald 

win and Lomax [144] proposed an alternative model to eliminate some of the 

difficulty in defining a turbulence length scale from the shear-layer thickness.

• One-Equation Model

Prandtl [145] introduced the first one-equation model in 1945. He proposed
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that the eddy viscosity depends on the turbulent kinetic energy (fc), providing 

a differential equation to approximate the exact equation for k. The effects 

of flow history are taken into account thus improving turbulence predictions. 

Although less complex than the two-equation models, one-equation models 

have not proved popular.

• Two-Equation Model

Two-Equation Models provide a more complete description of turbulence. The 

turbulence length scale changes for different flows, two-equation models rep 

resent a given turbulent flow by prescribing boundary and initial conditions. 

Kolmogorov [146] introduced the first complete turbulence model in 1942. In 

addition to the equation to model the turbulent kinetic energy (&), a second 

equation models the rate of dissipation of energy per unit volume and time 

(a;). Launder and Spalding [147] developed the most widely used two-equation 

model, the k — e model. In this model e models the dissipation rate of turbulent 

kinetic energy.

• Second-Order Closure Models

Second-order closure models use seven equations, one for the turbulence length 

scale and six for the Reynolds stresses. Due to the complexity of this class of 

turbulence model they are not widely used in industry. There are two types 

of second-order closure models, Algebraic Stress Models (ASM) and Reynolds 

Stress Models (RSM). RSM solve the exact differential equation describing 

the Reynolds stress tensor. ASM model the Reynolds stresses by a series 

expansion of functionals. The model constants have been determined by many 

investigators, including Launder et al [148] and Gibson and Launder [149].

• Large Eddy Simulation

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved for large scale eddies and the influ 

ence of very small scale eddies, the sub-grid scale, are approximated by a 

model. Sub-grid scale models include the Smagorinsky [150], k — e, and dy-
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namic Smagorinsky [151]. This approach requires a very fine mesh and a very 

small time step.

Direct Numerical Simulation

The Navier-Stokes equations are discretised and solved numerically. This ap 

proach solves all turbulent eddy sizes, produces results of high accuracy but 

is computationally very expensive.

The k — e two-equation turbulence model is one of the most popular and generally 

used in the simulation of turbulent flow problems. In this investigation the k — e 

model is incorporated into the vertex-based flow code. The pressure and velocity 

components are solved using vertex-based techniques and the transport equations 

for the turbulent quantities k and e are discretised using cell-centred techniques. A 

detailed description of the k — e model is given in the following section.

7.1 fc-e Model

Exact transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy (k} and the rate of vis 

cous dissipation (e) can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations, however they 

contain many unknown and unmeasurable terms. The standard k — e model is based 

upon certain assumptions and can be applied to a wide range of flows provided its 

fundamental assumptions are not grossly violated. The main assumption is one of 

local equilibrium where turbulent production and dissipation balance. This implies 

that the scales of turbulence are locally proportional to the scales of the mean flow.

Mixing length models assume, on dimensional grounds, that the kinematic turbulent 

viscosity i>t can be expressed as the product of a turbulent velocity scale $ and a 

length scale t,
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= CM (7.7)

where C is a dimensionless constant of proportionality and the dynamic turbulent 

viscosity is fjL t = Cpfii.

Using the same approach as in the mixing length models, a velocity scale D and 

length scale i is denned using k and e as,

•& = kl/2 and I = (7.8)

and the eddy viscosity is defined as follows,

(7.9)

where CM is a dimensionless constant.

The k — e model uses the following transport equations for the solution of the k and

The turbulent kinetic energy equation,

^ ' + div (puk) = div 
dt + grad(k) } + pvtG - pe (7.10)

and the dissipation rate equation:

^ ' 4- dzv (/owe) = div 
dt Mam + grad(e) - - C2ep- (7.11)

K K
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The above equations contain five constants C^a^o^C\^ and C^. The standard 

k — e model employs values for the constants that are arrived at by comprehensive 

data fitting for a wide range of turbulent flows, [152],

'A* = 0.09; ak = 1.0; a€ = 1.3; Cl€ = 1.44; C2e = 1.92 (7.12)

In the implementation of the k — e model the above equations are discretised using 

cell-centred techniques, as outlined in chapter 2. The momentum and continuity 

equations are discretised using either cell-centred or vertex-based techniques. The 

continuity equation remains unchanged whilst the laminar viscosity pviam is replaced 

by pviam + pvt m the momentum equations.

In equations (7.10) and (7.11) the source terms contain the turbulent generation 

rate G, which is equal to:

du
dx

2 dv
%

2 5w;
dz

L dv\ ( du dw\ ( dw dv\
- + + + 1+1 T J

§ ft IT 1 V /i ̂  ftnr 1 \ /f'j/ Si *y I/ ujj j \ uz c/x j \ uy uz y

G = 2 ^ + ^

du
TT oy

(7.13)

Since the turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate e are being discretised 

over an element control volume, the turbulent generation rate G is element based. 

The calculation of G requires the values of the derivatives of the three Cartesian 

velocity components with respect to the three Cartesian directions. The techniques 

used to calculate the velocity gradients over an element are shown below

Vertex-Based - velocity gradients

When the velocity components are located at the mesh vertices the velocity gradient 

over the element volume V is given by:
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V (7.14)
element

Assuming linear variation over an element the vertex-based element shape function 

derivatives can be employed to estimate the velocity components with respect to the 

three Cartesian directions,

n dNk

where n is the number of nodes associated with the element and the integration 

point is taken as the element centre, giving:

>V~~j fc=1

Cell-Centred - velocity gradients

When the velocity components are solved at the element centre, the divergence 

theorem is employed, thus:

The above formula can be used to estimate the element derivative value as:

(7.18) 
/

This reduces the problem to one of estimating a representative value of HI on each 

element face. Face values can then be extrapolated from element values.
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The method used to estimate these values depends on whether the velocity compo 

nents are being solved at the element centre (7.17) or element nodes (7.14). The 

vertex-based technique allows better definition of the velocity gradient over an el 

ement when the mesh is distorted. When velocity components are located at the 

element centre, element velocity gradients can contain errors due to mesh distor 

tion. On distorted meshes, interpolating face values from neighbouring element 

values often results in error due to non-conjunctionality, Figure 2.3, of the adjacent 

elements.

Boundary Conditions

The k—e model provides solutions for fully turbulent flow. Solutions are not required 

in the fluid layer next to a wall, as in this region viscous effects are more significant 

than turbulent ones. In this viscous sub-layer there is a linear relationship between 

the velocity at point p and the distance from the wall y:

(7.19)

In the log-law region just outside the viscous sub-layer, where,

30 < y+ < 500 (7.20)

measurements have shown that the generation of kinetic energy is balanced by its 

dissipation. Using these assumptions and the formula (7.7) for the eddy viscosity, 

the kinetic energy of turbulence is given as,

v2
k = -= (7.21)
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and its dissipation as,

e = - (7.22) 
Ky

where K is Von Karman's constant, K = 0.41.

7.2 Backward Facing Step

The k — c model is employed in the solution of turbulent flow over a backward 

facing step. The combined vertex-based/cell-centred (vb — cc) technique solves the 

flow variables using vertex-based procedures. Velocity components are extrapolated 

to the element faces thus allowing the turbulent quantities k and e to be solved 

at the element-centre using cell-centred discretisation techniques. The results are 

compared with solutions obtained using purely cell-centred (cc) techniques, where 

all variables are solved at the element centre.

In this case fluid enters the domain through a channel of height H and flows over a 

step of height h into a channel of height H + h. The case simulated here employs 

an outflow channel that is three times the height of the step, the step height is set 

to 0.1 m. The geometry and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 7.1, where 

H = 2h.

The material properties are set to those of air and the inflow velocity Uin is varied 

to give the required Reynolds number. A no-slip boundary condition u = v = 0.0 

is applied to the wall. The outflow boundary location is positioned 20 step heights 

downstream of the step, to limit its influence on the simulation. Pressure is set to 

zero at the outlet. The inflow boundary is positioned five step heights upstream of 

the step to allow the formation of a fully turbulent velocity profile before the step
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Figure 7.1: Backward facing step

is reached. The inflow turbulent quantities are estimated as, [2]:

Kin = ^0.018E& (7.23)

0.1643A45 
0.09/1-in

As the fluid flows over the step it detaches from the wall and reattaches on the 

bottom wall at a distance XR from the step. It is this reattachment length XR 

that is commonly used for validation purposes. The experimental data for this 

case [153, 154] indicates a reattachment length of approximately (7.0 ± 0.5)/i with 

only slight variation for flows of differing Reynolds numbers. The standard k — e 

model has been shown by many authors, including [155, 156], to under-predict the 

reattachment point, giving a value of XR with in the range 5.8 to 6.1 step heights 

along the bottom wall.

The simulations were performed initially on a mesh consisting of 5200 elements. The 

u-velocity at the inlet was set to give Reynolds numbers of 30,000, 50,000, 70,000 

and 90,000. Figure 7.2 shows the u-velocity values along the line of nodes adjacent 

to the wall. As can be seen from the plots, for all the Reynolds numbers investigated, 

the reattachment length, XR, is at a distance of 6 step heights downstream. This 

value is well within the expected range for the standard k - e model. There appears 

to be very little difference in the results of the vb - cc and cc discretisation methods,
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Elements

Vertices

Iterations

No. of solution points

Time (sec), per solution point

Memory (bytes), per solution point

cc

5200

10742

1492

26000

0.0123

57.12

vb — cc

5200

10742

899

42626

0.0304

219.57

Table 7.1: Computational requirements - Backward facing step

Figure 7.4 shows the u-velocity contour plots, Figure 7.5 the v-velocity contour plots 

and Figure 7.6 the turbulent viscosity contour plots for a Reynolds number of 50000. 

Simulations were also performed on coarser meshes of 1400 and 3588 elements for 

a Reynolds number of 50,000. As can be seen from the plots of the wall u-velocity 

values, Figure 7.3, the vb — cc method still gave good predictions of the reattachment 

point, XR = 5.66/1 on the 1400 element mesh and XR = 5.86/1 on the 3588 element 

mesh. The cc method under-predicted XR on the coarser meshes, XR = 5.0/1 and 

XR = 5.24/1 for the 1400 and 3588 element meshes respectively. The computational 

times for both methods are given in Table 7.1. The simulations were carried out 

on a AMD Athlon 1.39 GHz processor. It should be noted that although this is a 

two-dimensional problem the simulations were performed on a hexahedral mesh and 

consequently the vertex-based flow solutions are resolved on two, two-dimensional 

planes. Therefore the run-times and memory requirements are given per solution 

point. The vb — cc method required less iterations to achieve the convergence criteria 

of all residuals less than 1.0 x 10~ 4 . The vb — cc simulation run time was four times 

greater than the cc times, but per solution point was only 2.5 times greater.
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Figure 7.3: u-velocity values along wall for Reynolds number of 50,000
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Figure 7.4: Re = 50000, u-velocity contours, (a) vb — cc, (b) cc
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Figure 7.5: Re = 50000, v-velocity contours, (a) vb — cc, (b) cc
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Figure 7.6: Re = 50000, turbulent viscosity contours, (a) vb — cc, (b) cc
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7.3 Flow over an Aircraft Wing

This case involves flow over an aircraft wing. The geometry of the wing was taken 

from ONERA M6 specifications, [157]. The ONERA M6 wing is a classic CFD val 

idation case for transonic flow. Many authors have investigated transonic flow over 

the ONERA M6 wing, at Mach numbers of 0.7 and above, i.e. supersonic flow, shock 

and turbulent boundary layer separation at various angles of attack. It is beyond 

the scope off this research to investigate the complexities of transonic flow, the sim 

ulations carried out employ low-speed Mach number of 0.3. A literature search for 

incompressible viscous flow over the ONERA wing at lower mach numbers was un 

dertaken. No comparison data has been obtained and the simulations undertaken in 

this section will be used as a comparison of combined vertex-based/cell-centred tech 

niques with purely cell-centred solutions.. The first case involves turbulent flow over 

a two-dimensional wing. Differences in the results obtained using vb — cc techniques 

and purely cc solutions are investigated and discussed. Secondly, the methods are 

applied to three-dimensional flow over the wing employing uniform and distorted 

meshes. Lastly, the wing is rotated to a 10 degree angle of attack and solutions 

compared.

The ONERA M6 wing is a swept, semi-span wing with no twist. The airfoil shape is 

symmetric with respect to the chord, the co-ordinates of the ONERA cross-section 

are given in Appendix E. The co-ordinates have been linearly scaled near the trailing 

edge so that its thickness is zero. The geometric layout of the wing is given in Figure 

7.7. The leading-edge sweep is 30 degrees and trailing edge sweep 15.8 degrees. The 

taper ratio is 0.562 giving a mean aerodynamic chord of 0.64607m. The initial flow 

conditions are u-velocity 96.1253ras~ 1 , v- and w-velocity are zero. The properties of 

air are set to, density 1.3807/c#m~3 , laminar viscosity 1.62748 x 10~5m2 s~ 1 giving a 

Reynolds number of about 5 million. Velocity was fixed at the inflow boundary and 

zero pressure imposed at the outflow boundary. The speed of sound was taken as 

320.418ms" 1 giving a initial Mach number of 0.3. A wall boundary condition was
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applied to the velocity and turbulent variables at the wing surface. The solution 

convergence criteria required that the L2 norm of the change in the solution dropped 

by 5 orders-of-magnitude.

2734.5iran

805.9mm 772.8mm

Figure 7.7: Geometry of swept back wing
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7.3.1 Two-dimensional Flow

The two-dimensional simulation is performed on a uniform C-Mesh of approximately 

4,500 elements and 25,000 elements. The cross-section dimensions of the airfoil are 

taken at, z = 0, of the ONERA M6 wing, Appendix E.

In the vb — cc method the velocity component solution points are located on the 

surface of the wing. At these locations the values of velocity are set to zero. In the 

cc method the solution points are located at the element centre and a wall boundary 

condition is employed setting the velocity values on the wing surface to zero. Figures 

7.9 and 7.10 show the u-velocity contours for cc and vb—cc solutions respectively. On 

the coarser mesh the influence of zero velocity on the wing surface is much greater 

for vb — cc solutions and the u-velocity values downstream of the trailing edge of 

the wing are lower than those obtained cell-centred. Refining the mesh produces 

more comparable results. In order to compare the results the u-velocity is plotted 

along a line from the wing surface in the positive y direction, Figure 7.13, and along 

the wake, on a line from the trailing edge of the wing in the x direction, Figure 

7.15. As can be seen from the plots, the cc u-velocity results are higher than vb — cc 

u-velocity results in the region adjacent to the wing surface and along the wake. 

The differences in the results obtained are reduced with mesh refinement. The v- 

velocity contour plots are shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12 for cc and vb — cc solutions 

respectively. The plots are similar for both methods, but on the coarser mesh the 

vb — cc method fails to identify the local maximum and minimum v-velocity values 

in the region adjacent to the wing surface towards the trailing edge of the wing. 

This is shown in a plot of the v-velocity values on a line from the wing surface in 

the positive y direction, Figure 7.14.

The turbulent generation rate, which enters the turbulent variable transport equa 

tions as a source, is calculated from the velocity gradients, Equation 7.14. Figures 

7.16 and 7.17 give the turbulent generation contours for vb - cc and cc solutions 

respectively. As can be seen from the plots there is relatively small values of tur-
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bulent generation, when solving cc on the coarser mesh, in the region around the 

trailing edge of the wing. In contrast vb — cc solutions on the same mesh show large 

turbulent generation in this region. This is a consequence of much larger velocity 

gradients being obtained in this region for vb — cc solutions, as illustrated in Figure 

7.13. In the viscous sub-layer, adjacent to the wing surface, laminar flow is assumed 

and the turbulent generation rate is set to zero. However, the vertex-based veloc 

ity solutions obtained just outside this region have a lower value than cc solutions 

and consequently larger gradients are encountered to achieve free stream velocity 

values. In the region downstream to the trailing edge of the wing, the vertex-based 

u-velocity values are influenced by the zero value located at the intersection of the 

upper and lower wing surface, Figure 7.8. In the cell-centred solution procedure 

the u-velocity at the intersecting face of the two adjacent downstream elements is 

interpolated from the adjacent element based values. Thus, the zero velocity on the 

surface of the wing has less influence on the downstream value. Figure 7.15 shows 

that even with mesh refinement the vertex-based u-velocity solutions along the line 

y = 0 are lower than cell-centred solutions. In the region downstream adjacent to 

the wing trailing edge larger velocity gradients are encountered when solving vertex- 

based and hence higher turbulent generation. On the finer mesh the maximum value 

obtained in this region was 8.94 x 106 cc, compared to 1.64 x 108 vb — cc.

Intersection point of upper 
and lower wing surface

O

s^element 
face

o CC solution points

VB solution points

Figure 7.8: Vertex-based and cell-centred solution points at trailing edge of wing
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Figures 7.18 and 7.19 show the turbulent viscosity contours for cc and vb — cc 

solutions respectively. Due to the higher turbulent generation rate encountered 

when solving vb — cc, higher turbulent viscosity values are obtained near the trailing 

edge of the wing and along the wake at y — 0. The differences are more pronounced 

on the coarser mesh, with mesh refinement the vb — cc turbulent viscosity values 

decrease giving a maximum value of 0.231 compared to 0.111 cc.
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Figure 7.9: u-velocity contours (cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 elements
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Figure 7.10: u-velocity contours (vb - cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 elements
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Figure 7.11: v-velocity contours (cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 elements
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Figure 7.12: v-velocity contours (vb - cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 elements
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Figure 7.13: U-velocity along line from wing surface in the positive y direction
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Figure 7.14: V-velocity along line from wing surface in the positive y direction
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Figure 7.15: U-velocity along line from trailing edge of wing in the positive x direc 

tion
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Figure 7.16: Turbulent generation contours (cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 ele 

ments
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Figure 7.17: Turbulent generation contours (vb - cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 

elements
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Figure 7.18: Turbulent viscosity contours (cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 elements
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Figure 7.19: Turbulent viscosity contours (vb — cc), (a) 4500 elements, (b) 25000 

elements
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7.3.2 Three-dimensional Flow - Uniform C-Mesh

A uniform C-Mesh, Figure 7.20, of approximately 100,000 elements is employed in 

the simulations. This is a relatively coarse mesh, complex flow simulations of flow 

over the ONERA M6 wing normally employ meshes of three to four hundred thou 

sand elements. In order to compare the vb—cc and cc solutions cross section contours 

are shown in three planes. 1) The Z-plane, at z = 0.558, which is approximately 

half the wing span. 2) The Y-plane, at y = 0, which is the symmetry plane. 3) The 

X-plane, x = 0.403 at z — 0, at a sweep angle of 30 degrees.

Ny

X

\ \ \ \\\\\\\\\A \ \ \\\\\\ \T1

Figure 7.20: Three-dimensional C-Mesh, Mesh 1

Figures 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23 show the u-velocity plots in the Z-plane, Y-plane and 

X-plane respectively. The vb — cc plots gave lower u-velocity values adjacent to the 

wing surface and downstream of the the wing trailing edge. The minimum u-velocity 

value for cc solutions was 49.6m/s. The maximum values obtained were 105m/s for 

cc results and 107m/s for v b - cc results. The v-velocity contour plots are shown 

in Figures 7.24 and 7.25 for the Z-plane and X-plane respectively. The v-velocity
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being zero in the Y-plane. The vb — cc results gave slightly higher v-velocity values 

along the leading edge of the wing. The maximum obtained was 49.3m/s compared 

to 42.1m/s cell-centred. The cc solutions show a slight increase in the v-velocity in 

the region adjacent to the wing surface towards the trailing edge. This increase is 

not shown in the vb — cc results. The w-velocity contours are shown in Figures 7.26, 

7.27 and 7.28 for the Z-plane, Y-plane and X-plane respectively. For both methods 

similar results are obtained in the Z- and Y-plane with cc solutions giving slightly 

higher w-velocity values at the wing's leading edge. The maximum value obtained 

cc was 44.5m/s and vb — cc 39m/ s. The cc solutions in the X-plane indicate some 

slight recirculation in the region adjacent to the tip of the wing. This is not shown 

in the vb — cc results. The turbulent viscosity contours are shown in Figures 7.29, 

7.30 and 7.31 for the Z-plane, Y-plane and X-plane respectively. The cc solutions 

show higher turbulent viscosity values in the region adjacent to the tip of the wing 

whereas the vb — cc solutions show higher values downstream of the wing's trailing 

edge. The maximum value obtained cc was .0394ra2 s~ 1 and vb — cc was .0318m2 s -1 .

As discussed in the previous section the vertex-based solutions produce higher ve 

locity gradients in the region downstream of the wing's trailing edge. Consequently 

the turbulent generation rate at this location is far higher than that obtained when 

solving the velocity cell-centred, as shown in Figure 7.32. The higher turbulent gen 

eration in this region for vb — cc solutions results in higher turbulent viscosity values 

downstream of the wing's trailing edge. In the cc solutions the turbulent generation 

rate is highest along the leading edge of the wing.
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Figure 7.21: Z-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.22: Y-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.23: X-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb - cc
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Figure 7.24: Z-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.25: X-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.26: Z-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.27: Y-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.28: X-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.29: Z-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.30: Y-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.31: X-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, ((a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.32: Z-plane: turbulent generation rate contours, (a) cc, (b) vb — cc
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7.3.3 Distorted Three-dimensional Mesh

In order to compare how the solution methods performed on a distorted mesh, var 

ious degrees of skewness were introduced into mesh 1, Figure 7.20. The simulations 

as outlined in the previous section were performed employing two further meshes, 

mesh 2, Figure 7.33 and mesh 3, Figure 7.34. Due to the severity of the skewness 

in mesh 3, the cc method failed to produce solutions. Solutions were obtained on 

mesh 2 for the cc method and on both mesh 2 and 3 for the vb — cc method.

Figures 7.35, 7.36 and 7.37 show the u-velocity plots obtained on the Z-plane, Y- 

plane and X-plane respectively. The vb — cc solutions gave similar results for mesh 

2 and mesh 3. The vb — cc u-velocity values were lower adjacent to the wing surface 

and downstream of the wing's trailing edge than those obtained on meshl. The 

maximum u-velocity value remained unchanged at 107m/s. The cc solution did 

not achieve the minimum u-velocity value of 49.6m/s obtained on meshl. The 

minimum value obtained on mesh 2 was 74.1m/s. The v-velocity contours are shown 

in Figures 7.38 and 7.39 for the Z-plane and X-plane. The v-velocity in the Y-plane 

being zero. The v-velocity contour plots for vb — cc solutions are similar to those 

obtained on mesh 1. The v-velocity value range decreased slightly from [—49.3ra/s 

- 49.3ra/s] to [—40.4m/s - 40.4ra/s]. The cc solutions gave a weaker v-velocity field 

than that of meshl with the value range decreasing from [—42.1m/s - 42.1m/s] to 

[—25.1ra/s - 25.1m/s]. The w-velocity contour plots are shown in Figures 7.40, 

7.41 and 7.42 for the Z-plane, Y-plane and X-plane respectively. Again the vb — cc 

w-velocity contour plots are comparable with those obtained on mesh 1 with the 

value range approximately remaining unchanged. The cc solutions gave a much 

weaker w-velocity field and failed to resolve the maximum values along the leading 

edge of the wing. The w-velocity value range reduced from [—4.89m/s - 44.5m/s] 

to [—4.83m/s - 19.7m/s]. The turbulent viscosity contour plots, Figures 7.43, 7.44 

and 7.45, show some smearing in values occurring for both solution methods. The 

vb — cc solutions of mesh 2 and mesh 3 show much higher turbulent viscosity values
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in the region downstream from the trailing edge of the wing. This is the result of 

higher velocity gradients in the region downstream of the wing which gives higher 

turbulent generation rates.

These results illustrate the ability of the vb — cc method to handle distorted meshes. 

Even on the highly distorted mesh, mesh 3, there is only slight deterioration in 

the flow accuracy. Obtaining the flow field vertex-based, on the highly distorted 

mesh, enabled the solution of the turbulent quantities using cell-centred techniques. 

The non-orthogonality issues in the mesh affects the resolution of the turbulent 

quantities but enables solutions where purely cell-centred methods would fail. The 

cc method failed to handle the highly distorted mesh, mesh 3, and the flow solution 

was degraded on mesh 2.
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Figure 7.33: Distorted C-mesh, Mesh 2

Figure 7.34: Distorted C-mesh, Mesh 3
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Figure 7.35: Z-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb-cc mesh2, (c) vb-cc 

meshS
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Figure 7.36: Y-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) ccmesh2, (b) vb— ccmesh2, (c) vb—cc 

mesh3
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Figure 7.37: X-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) ccmesh2, (b) vb-ccmesh2, (c) vb~cc 

mesh3
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Figure 7.38: Z-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb — cc mesh2, (c) vb — cc 

meshS
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Figure 7.39: X-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) ccmesh2, (b) vb— ccmesh2, (c) vb—cc 

meshS
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Figure 7.40: Z-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb — cc mesh2, (c) 

vb — cc mesh3
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Figure 7.41: Y-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb 

vb — cc mesh3
cc mesh2, (c)
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Figure 7.42: X-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb — cc mesh2, (c) 

vb — cc mesh3
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Figure 7.43: Z-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb - cc mesh2, 

(c) vb — cc mesh3
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Figure 7.44: Y-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb - cc mesh2, 

(c) vb — cc mesh3
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Figure 7.45: X-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, (a) cc mesh2, (b) vb - cc mesh2, 

(c) vb — cc meshS
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7.3.4 Wing at 10° angle of attack

Employing the uniform C-Mesh, Figure 7.20, the three-dimensional wing was rotated 

within the mesh by varying degrees. The initial and boundary conditions remained 

unchanged. Vortices should form on the upper surface of the wing and periodically 

be shed in the wake of the wing. The frequency that vortices are shed is often 

measured by the Strouhal number (St), a dimensionless parameter,

~ (7.24)

where the characteristic time is the inverse of a;, the wake shedding frequency behind 

a separated airfoil. / is the mean aerodynamic chord and V is the free-stream 

velocity.

Vortices are typically shed at St ~ 0.2. For the flow speed being investigated 

vortex shedding should occur approximately every 0.03 seconds. In an attempt to 

identify transient fluctuations, simulations were performed employing a time step 

of 0.0015 seconds giving 20 time steps per vortex period. Various angles of attack 

up to an angle of 10 degrees were investigated, for both the vb — cc and cc methods 

no transient perturbation of the solution was observed. This is probably due to 

the coarseness of the mesh. Both the vb — cc and cc solution methods use upwind 

differencing of the convection term which is known to suffer from numerical diffusion. 

Numerical diffusion could be reduced by refining the mesh and employing a higher 

order differencing scheme.

The solutions of steady state time averaged flow past a wing at 10 degree angle of 

attack are shown in this section. The rotation of the wing within the mesh is an 

example of a practical application in which a mesh can become distorted. Figure 

7.46 shows a cross section of the C-mesh after the wing has been rotated by 10 

degrees.
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Figure 7.46: C-mesh, Wing rotated by 10 degrees

Velocity and turbulent viscosity contours are shown in Figures 7.47 to 7.59. Contour 

plots are shown at cross-sections Z-plane, Y-plane and X-plane defined in the previ 

ous section. The u-velocity contour plots are shown in Figures 7.47, 7.48 and 7.49. 

The vb—cc results show lower u-velocity values downstream of the wing, markedly in 

the region downstream of the wing tip. The cc minimum u-velocity value of 14.7m/s 

was obtained downstream of the wing mid-section, whereas, the cc values adjacent 

to the wing tip were around 70m/s to 90m/s. A maximum u-velocity of 126m/s was 

obtained for both methods. The v-velocity contour plots are shown in Figures 7.50, 

7.51 and 7.52 for the Z-plane, Y-plane and X-plane respectively. The v-velocity plots 

are similar for both methods with the cc method giving a slightly larger v-velocity 

range of [—26.5m/s - 96.5m/s] compared to vb — cc values of [—27.0m/s - 89.4m/s]. 

The w-velocity contour plots are shown in Figures 7.53, 7.54 and 7.55 for the Z- 

plane, Y-plane and X-plane respectively. The cc plots show a stronger w-velocity 

field in the region adjacent to the upper wing surface and trailing edge of the wing. 

The cc w-velocity range was [—20.8m/s - 55.5m/s] compared to vb — cc values of 

[—19.3m/s - 41.5m/s]. The vb — cc lower velocity values downstream of the wing 

tip and trailing edge lead to higher velocity gradients and hence higher turbulent 

generation rates over a larger region than cc solutions, see Figure 7.56. This in turn 

leads to higher vb — cc turbulent viscosity adjacent to the upper wing surface and 

downstream of the wing tip. Figures 7.57, 7.58 and 7.59 show the turbulent viscosity 

contours for the Z-plane, Y-plane and X-plane respectively.
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Figure 7.47: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Z-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) 

vb — cc
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Figure 7.48: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Y-plane: u-velocity contours, ((a) cc, (b) 

vb — cc
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Figure 7.49: Wing at 10° angle of attack: X-plane: u-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b)

vb — cc
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Figure 7.50: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Z-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b)

vb — cc
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Figure 7.51: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Y-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) 

vb — cc
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Figure 7.52: Wing at 10° angle of attack: X-plane: v-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b) 

vb — cc
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Figure 7.53: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Z-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b)

vb — cc
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Figure 7.54: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Y-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b)

vb — cc
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Figure 7.55: Wing at 10° angle of attack: X-plane: w-velocity contours, (a) cc, (b)

vb — cc
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Figure 7.56: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Y-plane: turbulent generation rate con 

tours, (a) cc, (b) vb - cc
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Figure 7.57: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Z-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, ((a) 

cc, (b) vb — cc
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Figure 7.58: Wing at 10° angle of attack: Y-plane: turbulent viscosity contours, (a) 
cc, (b) vb — cc
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7.3.5 Run Time and Memory Requirements

The simulations were performed on a Pentium 4 CPU 2.53GHz. The mesh employed 

comprised of 101,412 elements and 108,314 nodes. To achieve the convergence crite 

ria that the L2 norm of the change in the solution dropped by 5 orders-of-magnitude 

on the uniform C-mesh, the vb — cc method required 254 iteration and the cc method 

required 370 iterations. The simulation time was approximately 66.5 minutes for the 

vb — cc method and 26.27 minutes for the cc method. This gives the time required 

per iteration/per solution point to be 3.3 x 10~5 seconds and 7.0 x 10~6 seconds for 

vb — cc and cc solutions respectively. On the distorted mesh the number of itera 

tions required to achieve convergence increased to 302 for the vb — cc method but 

remained approximately the same for cc solutions. The vb — cc method required 

considerably more memory, 162.25 megabytes compared to 24.37 megabytes for cc 

solutions. This gives a memory requirement per solution point of 373 bytes and 42 

bytes for vb — cc and cc solutions respectively.

7.4 Closure

The vertex-based method has been extended to allow the solution of turbulent flow 

problems using the k — e turbulence model. Vertex-based discretisation of the flow 

variables has been successfully coupled with cell-centred discretisation of the trans 

ported variables k and e. The method has been validated on a case involving turbu 

lent flow over a backward facing step for a number of Reynolds numbers. The results 

obtained vb — cc were in good agreement with purely cell-centred solutions on the 

5200 element mesh. The reattachment length was well within the expected range 

of 5.8/i to 6.1/1 for the standard k - e model on the fine mesh. On a coarser 1400 

element mesh the vb — cc method gave a reattachment length of 5.66/i which is only 

slightly outside the expected range. Purely cell-centred solutions under predicted 

the value on the coarse mesh, giving a reattachment length of 5/i.
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The vb — cc method was extended to solve three-dimensional turbulent flow. Simu 

lations were performed on flow over an aircraft wing, vb — cc and cc solutions were 

compared. The differences in the simulation results have been investigated. In the 

vb — cc method the zero velocity wall condition has a greater influence on neighbour 

ing solution points leading to lower velocity values adjacent to and downstream of 

the wing. This in turn creates greater velocity gradients and hence a larger turbu 

lent generation rate. Consequently, the turbulent viscosity values downstream are 

higher in the vb — cc simulations than in the cc simulations. On the finer mesh the 

vb — cc and cc velocity profile adjacent to the wing surface are in closer agreement, 

but the vb — cc method still gives lower velocity values in the wake region.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Suggestions for 

Future Work

During this research project a finite volume vertex-based discretisation technique 

has been investigated and applied to convection-diffusion problems and fluid flow. 

The vertex-based method has been applied to and compared with the cell-centred 

discretisation method on a variety of meshes and flow problems. Hybrid flow solution 

methods have been investigated in an attempt to capture the best aspects of both 

methods. The conclusions drawn from this investigation are summarised in the 

following paragraphs and suggestions for possible future work are given.

8.1 Concluding Remarks

The cell-centred discretisation technique has been shown to produce expeditious 

and reliable solutions on orthogonal meshes. For problems where the geometry can 

be represented by a good quality mesh the cell-centred method is computationally 

efficient producing a diagonally dominant solution matrix that can be solved speed-

223
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ily by nearly any iterative solver. However, fitting a highly orthogonal mesh to a 

complex geometry can be one of the most time consuming aspects of the modelling 

process. On distorted meshes the inclusion of non-orthogonal correction terms dur 

ing the discretisation process to account for non-orthogonality in the mesh can be 

problematic. On arbitrary distorted meshes divergence is often encountered. Solving 

without accounting for mesh non-orthogonality introduces inaccuracies, with solu 

tions having some dependence on the mesh skewness. When convergence is obtained 

on highly distorted meshes the solutions are often highly inaccurate. The non- 

orthogonal errors introduced into the solution method are multiplied when solving 

coupled variables. For flow solutions, errors in the velocity field will effect pressure 

solutions and vice versa. In this way errors accumulate, increasing as the solution 

procedure progresses. The use of the Rhie-Chow interpolation scheme to calculate 

face based velocity components can lead to face velocities that satisfy continuity 

but with non-physical element-based values. For multi-physics multi-mesh prob 

lems, extrapolating boundary values from element based values can introduce error 

into the solution procedure. For example, coupled stress problems can lead to mesh 

deformation during the solution procedure that introduces non-orthogonality issues.

The vertex-based discretisation technique has been shown to handle distorted meshes 

with ease. Solutions obtained on skewed meshes are comparable with solutions 

obtained on a uniform Cartesian mesh. The computational requirements of the 

vertex-based discretisation method are its main drawback. On a stationary mesh 

the discretisation procedure can be accelerated by the storage of the elemental shape 

functions and their derivatives at local integration points. However, on a moving 

mesh these quantities, which require the inversion of a Jacobian matrix associated 

with each element, need to be recalculated at each time-step. This, plus the ad 

ditional topological and control volume specifications makes the vertex-based tech 

nique computationally very expensive. The vertex-based solution matrix is sym 

metric for sub-control volumes of equal size or asymmetric for unequal sub-control 

volumes, and positive-definite with a much larger bandwidth than the solution ma-
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trix of the cell-centred discretisation procedure. The increased communication be 

tween solution points leads to less solver iterations required to obtain solutions but 

increased solver computational time. Solving directly on the boundary wall, bound 

ary solutions are more accurately represented and boundary information is more 

readily passed through the solution domain. The vertex-based computational time, 

per solved variable, is approximately 1.8 times that of the cell-centred method. The 

additional time requirements can be offset by time saved in mesh generation. But 

the solution of additional variables increasingly adds to the vertex-based simulation 

time.

In an attempt to reduce computational requirements, whilst retaining the ability 

of the vertex-based technique to handle mesh distortion, hybrid flow solutions were 

investigated. The partially staggered hybrid formulations and co-located techniques 

investigated in this research project, require specialist discretisation techniques to 

avoid checkerboard pressure predictions. Discretising either the momentum or con 

tinuity equation using vertex-based techniques allowed the solution on distorted 

meshes where purely cell-centred techniques fail. However, non-orthogonal errors 

introduced through cell-centred discretisation degraded the solutions and results 

appear to have some dependence on the distorted mesh. Discretising the momen 

tum equations using vertex-based methods allows better solution of vertex veloc 

ity components, but face velocity components are dependent on cell-centred face 

pressure gradients. Errors in defining the pressure gradient across the face of a 

distorted control volume are introduced into the solution process. Solving pressure 

using vertex-based discretisation allows for face pressure gradients to be more ac 

curately represented, but non-orthogonal errors are still included in the cell-centred 

discretisation of the momentum equations. Neither of the hybrid formulations gave 

consistently better results on all meshes investigated.

The solution of flow using vertex-based co-located hydrodynamic variables gives con 

sistent results for all meshes investigated. The coupling of vertex-based flow with 

cell-centred thermal and turbulent quantities was investigated. The results obtained
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were encouraging with combined vertex-based/cell-centred techniques giving good 

solutions on all meshes investigated. Even on a relatively coarse mesh the vertex- 

based solutions identify local minimum and maximum values. The concern of mass 

conservation over the element control volume was addressed. As mass is conserved 

over the vertex-based control volume and extrapolated to element face values, mass 

conservation over the element cell is slightly degraded. However, the error in ele 

ment mass conservation reduces as vertex-based mass conservation is more strictly 

enforced. The cell-centred discretisation of transported quantities still include non- 

orthogonal issues. Although transported quantities are slightly dependent on the 

amount of mesh skewness, non-orthogonal errors included in the cell-centred dis 

cretisation do not appear to significantly effect the final solution. Obtaining a good 

flow field on a distorted mesh aids the solution of other transported quantities using 

cell-centred techniques. This technique should enable reliable solutions on distorted 

meshes whilst reducing the computational requirements for multi-physics flow prob 

lems.

8.2 Future Work

The combined vertex-based/cell-centred discretisation procedure has shown promis 

ing results in the cases investigated in this research project. The vertex-based flow 

method could be coupled with additional PHYSICA modules that use cell-centred 

discretisation techniques for the transported variables. There are several other po 

tential avenues for future investigation and suggestions are given in the following 

sections.
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8.2.1 k-e Model: Turbulent Generation Rate

Higher turbulent generation rates were encountered in vb — cc solutions of turbulent 

flow over an aircraft wing than those found using cc solutions. This was more 

pronounced in the region downstream adjacent to the wings trailing edge. In the 

half elements adjacent to the wing surface the turbulent generation rate is set to 
zero since the fluid layer close to a wall is assumed to be laminar. In the elements 

downstream adjacent to the wings trailing edge, at the intersection of the upper 

and lower wing surface, the turbulent generation rate is calculated from the velocity 
gradients. Since these elements have a node that forms part of the wing surface, 
and at the wing surface the fluid is stationary, laminar flow may be assumed in 
the fluid layer close to the wall intersection point. In the vb — cc method the 

turbulent generation rate in the sub-control volume downstream adjacent to the wall 
intersection point could be set to zero which would reduce the turbulent viscosity 

in the wake.

8.2.2 Vertex-Based Convection Scheme

In this research project the hybrid discretisation scheme has been employed. In 
highly convective flows the hybrid method reverts to upwind differencing. It is well 
known that upwind differencing introduces some degree of numerical diffusion. Nu 
merical diffusion results in smearing of results and local minimum and maximum 
values can be lost. A number of higher order schemes have been successfully ap 

plied to cell-centred techniques. An alternative higher order directional-differencing 

scheme, along the lines of the MAW scheme, could be employed in the vertex-based 
procedure in an attempt to reduce the amount of numerical diffusion.
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8.2.3 Vertex-Based Transient Term

Chapter 2 gave two possible discretisation methods for the transient term, Equation 
2.19 and Equation 2.21. It was shown in the transient-diffusion test case, Chapter 
3, that discretising the transient term using Equation 2.21 gave bounded converging 
improved solutions when diffusion dominated, i.e.

k
< At (8.1)

During this research project the transient term has been discretised using Equation 
2.19 to ensure bounded converging solutions for all A£. A hybrid discretisation 
method employing Equation 2.21 could be investigated for the transient term. On 
a element by element basis, if the transient term dominated, the integration point 
could be taken at the mesh node, if diffusion dominated, the integration point could 
be taken at the sub-control centre. This method would ensure that the boundedness 
condition, ]T) anb > 0 is not violated.

8.2.4 Mixed Element Types

Vertex-based discretisation was successfully applied to hexahedral, pentahedral and 
tetrahedral mesh elements for diffusion problems. The vertex-based flow solution 
has only been applied to hexahedral elements but could be extended to pentahe 
dral, tetrahedral or any element for which a shape function exists. Problems could 
be encountered when solving other transported variables cell-centred due to non- 
orthogonal connections between element centres.
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8.2.5 Multi-Mesh Solutions

Fitting a mesh to a complex geometry often results in non-orthogonal issues being 

confined to specific areas of the mesh. The mesh could be divided into orthogonal 

and non-orthogonal regions. This would allow vertex-based flow solutions on sections 

of the mesh of poor quality and cell-centred flow solutions in orthogonal regions. 

This technique would reduce memory and computational requirements.
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Local Co-ordinate Systems

A.I Normalised Triangular Element

Figure A.I: Normalized triangle element

The local co-ordinates of the vertices in A.I are as follows:

Vertex
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A. 1.1 Integration Points

The integration points given in local co-ordinates, Table A.I, are located at the 

centre of the control volume faces shown in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Control volume faces of triangle element

Face s t

1 1/8 v/3/8

2 -1/4 0

3 1/8 -v/378

Table A.I: Triangle element face integration points
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A.2 Normalised Tetrahedral Element

u
A

Figure A.3: Normalized tetrahedral element

The local co-ordinates of the vertices in A.3 are as follows:
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A.2.1 Integration Points

The integration points given in local co-ordinates, Table A.2, are located at the 

centre of the control volume faces shown in Figure A.4.
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b)

Figure A.4: Control volume faces of tetrahedral element

a) u = —5^/2/48 plane, b) u = 5^/2/48 plane

Face s

1 1/8

2 -1/4

t u

	-5^/2/48 

0 -5^/2/48

3 1/8 -^3/8 -5^/2/48

4 1/4 0 5V/2748

5 -1/8 v/3/8 5v/2748

6 -1/8 -v/3/8 5^/2/48

Table A.2: Tetrahedral element face integration points
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A.3 Normalised Pentahedral Element

u

Figure A.5: Normalized pentahedral element

The local co-ordinates of the vertices in A.5 are as follows:

Vertex

1

2

3

4

5

6

s 

1.0
-1/2

-1/2 

1.0
-1/2

-1/2

t

0.0

\/3/2

-\/3/2

0.0

>/3/2

u
-1.0

-1.0

-1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0

A.3.1 Integration Points

The integration points given in local co-ordinates, Table A.3, are located at the 

centre of the control volume faces shown in Figure A.6.
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b) c)

t
/1

Figure A.6: Control volume faces of pentahedral element 

a) u = — 1/2 plane, b) u = 1/2 plane, c) u = 0 plane

Face s t u

1 1/8 ^/3/8 -1/2

2 -1/4 0 -1/2

3 1/8 -^3/8 -1/2

4 1/8 v/3/8 1/2

5 -1/4 0 1/2

6 1/8 -x/378 1/2

73/8 00

8 -3/16 3^3/16 0

9 -3/16 -3V/3/16 0

Table A.3: Pentahedral element face integration points
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A.4 Normalised Hexahedral Element

Figure A.7: Normalized hexahedral element

The local co-ordinates of the vertices in A.7 are as follows:

Vertex

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

s 

1.0
-1.0

-1.0 

1.0 

1.0
-1.0

-1.0 

1.0

t
1.0 

1.0
-1.0

-1.0 

1.0 

1.0
-1.0

-1.0

u

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0
-1.0

-1.0

-1.0

-1.0

A.4.1 Integration Points

The integration points given in local co-ordinates, Table A.4, are located at the 

centre of the control volume faces shown in Figure A.8.
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;

• 

k,

3

4

1

2

o;

ii .

7*

8

\

6 t

•*^

1^1

12•

9

10

Figure A.8: Control volume faces of hexahedral element 

a) s = 0 plane, b) t = 0 plane, c) u = 0 plane

Face s t u

1 0 1/2 1/2

2 0 -1/2 1/2

3 0 1/2 -1/2

4 0 -1/2 -1/2

5 1/2 0 1/2

6 -1/2 0 1/2

Face s t u

7 1/2 0 -1/2

8 -1/2 0 -1/2

9 1/2 1/2 0

10 1/2 -1/2 0

11 -1/2 1/2 0

12 -1/2 -1/2 0

Table A.4: Hexahedral element face integration points
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Shape Functions

The shape functions and their local derivatives are defined in local co-ordinates s, t 

and u.

B.I Triangular Element

238

Shape functions:-

JVi(s, t) = |(l + 2s) JV2 (s,t) = i(l-s + >/3t) N3 (s,t) = ±(1 - s -

Local derivatives:- 

= 2/3
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B.2 Tetrahedral Element

Shape functions:-

jvr ( s f v \ - I i 2 s _ _1
•iV lV°? ^ a) —— A I 3* Q.y3

^s —

Local derivatives:-

/ 1t \ - I _ J_ 7/C >"/ —— 4 ./0 U

9s
9JV2 
9s

9JVa 
9s

2
3

^1 
3

^1 
3

ds = 0

^T-°

9AT2 __ 
dt 6

~9T ~ ~6~

9AT4 _ n 
9t u

__ _ -1 
9u

dN2 _ -1 
9u 3v/2

9AT3 __ -1 
9u 3v/2

dN4 _ 1 
9u ^2

B.3 Pentahedral Element

Shape functions:-

2s)(l - u) N2 (s,t,u) = |(1 - s

* - >/3*)(l - «) W4 (s, t, N) = |(1 + 2s)(l + u)

N&(s,t,u) = £(1 - s - V3t)(l + u) Ne(s,t,u) = |(1 - s - >/3t)(l +

Local derivatives:-

9s ~~

*& = =±(1-U)
ds D v '

Ma = ^i(l-w)
9s 6 v x

9s "~

9AT5 _ nl 
9s 6

9JV6 _ ^1 
9s 6

ML = n at u

at
dN3 
dt

dt
dN5 
dt

= 0

dt

-«)

dNi 
du

dN2 
du

dN3 
du

dN4 
du

= -^(1 — s

= -^U — s —

2s)

du

du
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B.4 Hexahedral Element

Shape functions:-

Ni(s t t,u) = |(1 + s)(l + t)(l + u) 7V2 (5,t,u) = |(1 - s)(l + *)(! + u) 

, *, u) = |(1 - s)(l -*)(! + u) 7V4 (s, t, u) = |(1 + s)(l -*)(! + w) 

, t, u) = |(1 + s)(l + t)(l - u) JV6 (s, t, M) = i(l - s)(l + t)(l - u)

N7 (s, t, u) = |(1 - s)(l -t)(l- u)

Local derivatives:-

= 1(1 -

= =1(1 + *)(!-„) ^1 = 1(1 -,)(!-„)



Appendix C

Local-Global Transformations

Equations (C.I) define the co-ordinate transformations for x, y and z defined in the 

local co-ordinate system s, t and w,

n

X | Q / <}/| —— \ T\[-(c / lo, I/, C6J — / JV^lo, (/,

y(s,t,u) =
j^—^^m

n

" i (C.I)
1=1

where xi, yi and ^ are the global co-ordinates at node i and n is the number of 

nodes associated with the element under consideration.

The variation of a variable, 0, within an element is described by the same shape 

functions employed in Equations (C.I). Similar to the co-ordinate transformations 

(f> denned in the local (s, t, u) co-ordinate system is described by,

241
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n

, t, It) = , t, U)fa (C.2)

where fa is the variable describe at node i.

The partial derivatives of <f> with respect to the local co-ordinates can be described 

by the partial derivatives of the same shape functions,

ds 1=1
n

du
(C.3)

The local derivatives are mapped back to global derivatives by the following trans 

formation,

dx

dy

. ~d? .

—

dx_ dy_ fa
ds ds ds
dx dy ch
dt dt dt
dx dy dz
du du du

ds 1

~di

du

- J~ 1
dsl

~dt

du

(C.4)

where J" 1 is the inverse of the Jacobian matrix associated with the mesh element. 

The Jacobian can be defined in terms of the local shape functions denning the 

co-ordinate transformations:
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t/ ——

dNi ds ' 0s
i=l dt

=1 ds

i?7- V"y* Z^=i at (C.5)



Appendix D

System of Equation Coefficients

The terms in the general transport equation (2.1) are discretised using vertex-based 

techniques to produce a system of linear equations of the form [A] [0] = [B] , where [0] 

is a vector of values of 0 at the mesh vertices and [A] is a matrix of coefficients. The 

resulting matrix of coefficients is symmetric and positive definite. An example of the 

type of coefficient matrix obtained, for a single row of 5 elements, is given in Figures 

D.I, D.2 and D.3 for the diffusion, transient and convection terms respectively. For 

all terms shape function approximations have been employed in the discretisation 

process giving coefficient values where a > 6 > c > d.

244
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a b -a -b 
b a -b -a
-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b2a-b -a

-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b2a-b -a

-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b2a-b -a

-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b2a-b -a

-a -b a b
-b -a b a 

b c -b -c 
c b -c -b
-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b -c -b

-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b-c -b

-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b-c -b

-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b-c -b

-b -c b c
-c -b c b

b c -b -c 
c b -c -b
-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b-c -b

-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b -c -b

-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b -c -b

-b -c 2b2c -b -c
-c -b 2c 2b-c -b

-b -c b c
-c -b c b 

a b -a -b 
b a -b -a
-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b 2a -b -a

-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b2a-b -a

-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b 2a -b -a

-a -b 2a 2b -a -b
-b -a 2b 2a -b -a

-a -b a b
-b -a b a

Figure D.I: Diffusion coefficient matrix

a b
b a
b c
c b

b c
c b
c d
d c

b c
c b
2a2bb c
2b2ac b
b c 2a2bb c
c b 2b2ac b

b c 2a 2b b c
c b 2b2ac b

b c 2a2bb
c b 2b2ac

b c a
c b b

c d
c b
2b2c c d
2c 2b d c
c d 2b 2c c d
d c 2c 2b d c

c d 2b2c c d
d c 2c 2b d c

c d 2b2c c
d c 2c 2b d

c d b
dec

b c c d
c b c b
c d 2b2c c d
d c 2c 2b d c

c d 2b2c c d
d c 2c2bd c

c d 2b2c c d
d c 2c2bd c

c c d 2b 2c c
b d c 2c 2b d
b c d b
a dec

abbe
b a c b
b c 2a2bb c
c b 2b2ac b

b c 2a2bb c
c b 2b2ac b

b c 2a2bb c
c b 2b2ac b

d b c 2a2bb
c c b 2b2ac
c b c a
b ebb

d
c
c
b

c
b
b
a

Figure D.2: Transient coefficient matrix
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a b a b
b a b a
-a -b a b
-b -a be

-a -b
-b -a

a b 
b c

-a -b
-b -a

a b 
b c

-a -b
-b -a

a b 
b c 

b-a -b a
-b -a b a

b c b c 
c b c b
-b -c
-c -b

-b -c
-c -b

b c 
c b

-b
-c

b
c

-c
-b

-b
-c

c
b

-c
-b

b
c

-b

c
b

-c

b
c
b

c
b
c

-c -b c b

b c b c 
c b c b
-b -c
-c -b

-b -c
-c -b

b c 
c b

b c 
c b

-b -c
-c -b

b c 
c b

-b -c
-c -b

b c
c b

-b -c b c
-c -b c b

a b a b 
b a b a
-a -b
-b -a

-a -b
-b -a

a b 
b c

-a
-b

a
b

-b
-a

-a
-b

b
c

-b
-a

a
b

-a

b
c

-b

a
b
a

b
c
b

-b -a b a

Figure D.3: Convection coefficient matrix



Appendix E

ONERA M6 Wing Cross-section

The normalised co-ordinates of the ONERA wing cross-section are given below, 

where / is the wing chord length.

X/l Y/l

0.0000000 0.0000000

0.0000165 0.0006914

0.0000696 0.0014416

0.0001675 0.0022554

0.0003232 0.0031382

0.0005508 0.0040959

0.0008657 0.0051343

0.0012868 0.0062598

0.0018364 0.0074784

0.0025441 0.0087958

0.0034428 0.0102163

0.0045704 0.0117419

0.0059751 0.0133708

0.0077112 0.0150951

0.0098413 0.0168984

0.0124479 0.0187537

0.0156171 0.0206220

0.0194609 0.0224545

X/l Y/l

0.0241067 0.0242004

0.0297008 0.0258245

0.0364261 0.0273317

0.0444852 0.0287912

0.0541248 0.0303278

0.0656303 0.0320138

0.0793366 0.0338372

0.0956354 0.0357742

0.1149796 0.0377923

0.1378963 0.0398522

0.1649976 0.0419089

0.1919327 0.0436214

0.2187096 0.0450507

0.2453310 0.0462358

0.2717978 0.0471987

0.2981113 0.0479494

0.3242726 0.0484902

0.3502830 0.0488183

X/l Y/l

0.3761446 0.0489296

0.4018567 0.0488202

0.4274223 0.0484833

0.4528441 0.0479351

0.4781197 0.0471661

0.5032514 0.0461903

0.5282426 0.0450209

0.5530937 0.0436741

0.5778043 0.0421684

0.6023757 0.0405241

0.6268104 0.0387613

0.6511093 0.0368990

0.6752726 0.0349542

0.6993027 0.0329402

0.7231995 0.0308662

0.7469658 0.0287365

0.7705998 0.0265505

0.7941055 0.0243027

X/l Y/l

0.8174828 0.0219842

0.8407324 0.0195838

0.8638564 0.0170915

0.8868235 0.0145051

0.9061905 0.0121952

0.9225336 0.0101138

0.9363346 0.0083265

0.9479946 0.0068038

0.9578511 0.0055144

0.9661860 0.0044240

0.9732361 0.0035015

0.9792020 0.0027211

0.9842508 0.0020606

0.9885252 0.0015014

0.9921438 0.0010280

0.9952080 0.0006271

0.9978030 0.0002876

1.0000000 0.0000000
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